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ABSTRACT
The material presented in this publication is an

outgrowth of an inservice program focusing on multi-ethnicity which
was presented for teachers and administrators. The paramount emphasis
was two-fold: (1) to provide teachers with an indepth exposure to the
methodology utilized in the inquiry process via lectures and
demonstration lessons, and (2) to provide teachers with a
concentrated and systematic program approach to ethnic studies in the
K-12 social studies curriculum. The authors of the 13 articles in
this document were the consultants for the program. Articles deal
specifically with American Indians, Jews, and black Americans in
United States history, as well as general ethnic concepts. The
document also contains strategy models and practical considerations
for effective inquiry teaching. Other topics deal with cultural
pluralism, the melting pot theory, the theories of Christopher
Jencks, and a critical assessment of the Kerner Report. The use of
community resources and school community relations in ethnic studies
concludes the work. (Author/JR)
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FOREWORD

Tho material pre:iv-111'M in this publication 2a4 an outgrkmth of an in-serv-
LY Program focusing on niutti-ethnicity which was presented tier teachers
and administrators. The paramount emphasis was two fold:

to provide teachers with an in-depth exposure to the methodology utilized
in the inquiry process via lectures and demonstration lessons,

to provide teachers with a concentrated and systematic program germane
to the salient components ( viz., black, Jewish, Indians, white ethnics, etc,)
included in the new Social Studies curriculum, li -I .2.

It is believed that the material enclosed herein will be consequential and
meaningful for teachers involved in the system-wide implementation of the
new Social Studies curriculum in the Baltimore City Public Schools.

Sincerest gratitude is expressed to all of the consultants who made a
valuable and distinctive contribution to the workshop. Sincere appreciation
and thanks are extended to Mrs. A. Katherine Gross. Principal of the Mt.
Royal Elementary Model School, for her splendid support and cooperation.
Special thanks are tendered Dr. Roland N. Patterson, Superintendent of
Public Instruction, for his unflinching support of this activity.

Two consultants who participated in the workshop, Dr. Jean Grambs of
the University of Maryland and Ms. Barbara Mikulski of the Baltimore City
Council, did not submit papers.

The workshop was funded by a Title IV grant under the Elementary-
Secondary Education Act.

Samuel L. Banks
Director of Workshop on
Inquiry Techniques in
Teaching a Multi-ethnic
Social Studies Oirriculum
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, In a nation whose history is that of its immigrants, multi.
ethnic social studies supplies us with a mirror to view ourselves.
Multi othnic social studies allows us to celebrate cultural pluralism
the comstence of diverse life styles in a system of free expres
slue. ...

When Walt Whitman wrote. "I hear Amertea sing-
ing, the varied carol, I hear," he celebrated the dker-
sity of the American peopleWhitmal's vide hori-
/t,ns included the common man. or. IF you will. the

Yet in the schools of the l9th Cvntury,
apart from the idealization of the American farmer.
students learned lit tle about the social. cultural, and
economic aspects of their heritage.

Yet onward into the progressive period, when
sellouts were seen as vehicles of socialization, especial-
ly for the foreign horn, the child was introduced to
the larger concepts of American morality and fair
play . the key to good citizenship. All this was de-
signed to enrich the students' appreciation or Ameri-
ca where the many had become c pluribus unum.
h en the farsighted .lane Addams of Chicago's Hull
house used the richness of the ethnie ex pk.,r.enee as a
reintOreement of things American. So the Greeks
would claim credit for American democracy. and the
Russians would point to the model of Leon Tolstoy
with his interest in social refOnn as all interesting
contrast to Aink..rican reform movements.

1 he schools had tailed to present a full picture of
American society with its diversity and its multi -
lev els. Justification for this negleet fell into two cate-
gories. Groups defined as "racial," such as Asians, Chi-
canos. A fro-A me riciins. and American Indians. were
regarded as distinct physical types who would never
become part of the majority population. And their
activity. especially of the black American, was
screened out of the nation's textbooks) Some of
these groups created parallel social structures because
they were denied access into the mainstream. Other
groups. predominately European. fell into the as-
sim liable category. They could aspire to become like
the majority group if they agreed to sacrifice certain
"exotic" characteristics. For the latter. a concerted
effort to bridge the cult ural gap emerged as a way to
true membership in American society. The schools
expedited these interpretations by idealizirg a model
type of American and implying that the Ibrees of
history flowed from the activities of great white men

Jean Scarpaci

who lead the armies of good against the armies of
evil,

Perhaps this picture is somewhat overdrawn but
one needs only to ask generations of Amerieans who
read Smith() stories or Did: and Jane in hi:m(1;1nd
America to learn that the individual student failed to
find himself reflected in the pages of the past. Cer-
tainly, on George Washington's birthday. one might
throw in von Steuben. Koseiuszko, and Lafayette.
And then, there were the "George Washingtons" of
every land. Garibaldi for Italy, Sun Yat-sen for China.
Kerensky for Russia, Kossuth for Hungary. All were
offered in contrast to the great American model.

Where did a school chikl see himself in the pag-
ei:ntry of history? The hooks did not discuss the many
reasons which brought people to the United States,
except, of course, for the Pilgrims. The texts did not
detail the contribution of the faceless, nameless peo-
ple who worked as convict laborers. indentured serv-
ants, slaves, and later as agricultural laborers, tenants,
sharecroppers. farmers, mechanics, factory hands,
miners. canal diggers. and railroad construction work-
ers. Their products were admired, but they were de-
personalized.

Of course, the opposite approach to ethnicity.
"the celebration of individualism" also contained
drawbacks. Attention to each unit as equally worthy
-corrupts the principle of selectivity and evaluation.
The stress on the minutiae of history, described by
one of my professors as "bedpans .and bundling
boards." loses the perspective of the age. Another
danger lay in the comport awntalization of ethnic
units, forcing each to compete for its Aare of glory.
A form of "one-ups-manship" resultel The tempta-
tion to succumb to descriptive generalizations also
was typical. 'I hese overviews often pevpetuated stere-
otypes which glossed over the significant contribu-
tions of each ethnic group.

Although I have criticized the older approaches to
social studies, I do not intend to imply that we are
beyond such simplistic errors in I 973. However. in
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cessive group played an important part in this city's
development.

(Baltimore, then, is a microcosm of America in
terms of ethnic and industrial development. The child
who sees the connection between his own environ-
mt.Et and the society around him grows in his up-
p reeiation of it, This method of instruction falls into
comparative analysis. Here the student judges events
and developments by placing a case study against a
larger, more general account.

Today, the cry for relevancy in school curriculum
often degenerates into what is fashionable. Also,
methods that place technique first and content sec-
ond encourage the use of gimmicks. For example,
T-group sessions or role playing have a direct value in
helping students gain perspectives into the motiva-
tions of others. But without a firm tbundation of
knowledge acquired through the more traditional ap-
proaches, this exercise becomes superficial. There is
no substitute t'or scholarship. The student cannot in-
tuit the "why" unless he knows the facts.

Ethnicity has begun to share the popularity of the
day. Many shamelessly exploit the concern of Ameri-
cans who wish to provide a more balanced picture of
the American population in the school curriculum.
Should the schools adopt this emphasis because it is

currently popular? I maintain that multi-ethnic social
studies has a place in the curriculum because the
school has an obligation to document the world we
live in for the student. To learn that we are a nation
of immigrants ewe can include the American Indian if
we extend the time period to their migration across
the Bering Straits), awl to explain our development in
terms of the interplay of ethnic groups and their in-
dividual relation to specific developments or events
describes the true meaning of American history. Pro-
fessor Fairbank, the Asian history expert at Harvard
University, recently suggested that the future of the
world may rest on our ability "to get a truer and
multivalued, multicultural perspective on the world
crisis."6

Yet, we must avoid the filiopietism that substi-
tutes trivia or boastfulness for historical significance.
Senator Richard Russell of Georgia provided an ex-
treme example of ethnocentrism when he commented
on the possibility of nuclear war and said, "If we have
to start over again with another Adam and Eve. I

want them to he Americans; and I want them on this
continent and not in Europe."7

Certainly, in a pluralistic community. one that re-
flects the persistence of ethnicity, the obligation of
the schools is to document this characteristic. Here
we meet head on a group of determined critics. If one
sees the melting pot or assimilation as the necessary
thrust of our society, then the presence of distinct
subcultures works at cross purposes to this goal. The

educational system reinforces these differences in a
multi-ethnic setting. As a former governor of Mary-
land recently said in his acceptance speech at a na-
tional convention:

At this time, when some people seem determined
to fasten group labels on people, and in the proc-
ess to turn American against American, it would
he well to remember that this kind of behavior is
not progressive but regressive. It is not reform but
recidivism.
Yet, in the name of reform, the practice of pitting
the most publicized minorities against the least
publicized minorities continues. In truth, each of
us belongs to seine minority group that has special
interests.
Thoe differentiations should be important to us.
but never so important that they overshadow our
common identity. We are Americans, and that
which unites us is infinitely stronger, than our in-
d ivid ual d ifferences.s

The implication here is that our differences can only
lead to dissension. There is an insinuation here that
the ethnic may eat his spaghetti or sweet potato pie
as long as he conforms. The preservation of our sub -
cultures is earmarked as un-American because it may
create problem in intergroup relations.

I suggest that it is the role of the educational sys-
tem to deal with the realities of society. We must
describe the world in which we live so that our stu-
dents can cope with its problems and develop its
strength. We do not teach what should be or shouhl
not be. We deal with what is. It is the very process of
education that allows the student to consider the im-
plications of the status quo after he has learned the
facts about his society.

Of' course, I do not agree %% Rh the interpretation
that multi-ethnic studies undermine the harmony of
society. The differences between people create prob-
lems only in an atmosphere of fear and misunder-
standing. In a free society of self-expression, these
differences are the matrix of an advanced, progressive
system. The fact that all ideas and life styles coexist
and intermingle broadens the experience of the in-
dividual. He draws upon all and all contribute to the
whole. The result is a larger number of alternatives
open to the individual. These choices are not mutally
exclusive, i.e. one can adopt a combination life style.
We prepare students t'or the 'urger society when we
show them that toleration of others is not a passive
thing. Respect for each other grows from understand-
ing and a willingness to team about others and to al-
low them to function according to their needs.

The classroom is the place for this educational
process to happen. Here we get into the methods of
how to. Debate, controversy, exchange of ideas are the

3
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stuff of educatitm. It is the teacher's obligation to
encourage initiative in the students and equally im-
portant to insist that statements are supported with
verifiable data. Anyone ean engage in a general discus-
sion about the seething overinvolvement of some eth-
nie groups in economic exploitation, organized crime.
and welfare fraud. This exercise often degenerates in..
to the reinforeement of stereotypes and name calling.
On the other hand. discussion based on scholarly re-
search and adequate information provides a setting
for learning. The role of the educator is to encourage
open minds and not to allow students to accept mate-
rial unquestioningly What should happen in these
classroom exchanges is not conversion or polemic,
but a sharing of information. If the emphasis is upon
a scholarly analysis rather than upon speculation and
generalisation. the student can apply this approach to
his owl thinking. In other words you may not con-
vert an anti-Semite or anti-black in class, but if you
insist on each student documenting his statements
and also stress the sharing and the analysis of informa-
tion, he may begin to judge new information in this
manner. Ultimately, he might reassess his entire frame
of reference. It is the obligation of the educational
system to supply the student with these tools.`'

Anothey how to for multi- ethnic studies is the use
of family history and local history.") I have already
said that Baitimore is a microcosm of the maims.
Using the parallels here. the student gets a sense of
living in an environment that counts. lie can read of
the steel strike of 1919 and get some idea of the
industrial worker. But take him out to see the Spar-
row's Point plant to feel the drama of thousands of
workers filling a small part of a large impersonal
system.

Family history is another way of having the stu-
dent share in the drama of the past. We tend to talk
of wars. inventions, elections, great individuals, and
seem to forget that many people. the "non-elite,"
played an important role in these developments. A
student whose father or grandfather fought in World
War II, a student whose Family is a recent victim of
automation, a student whose family moved from the
country to the city. a student whose father is shop
steward, and a student whose father experienced the
.longshoremen's strike, can relate his own experience to
the larger movements of modern America. lie be-
comes a participator. not just a spectator.

Another method is that of oral history in the class-
room. 11 The taped reminiscences of a community
member who experienced an event or whose life re-
flects a change. The students can interview a stall
u ner at f .exington Market whose memories go hack
fifty years. They can learn how he operated then and
what changes have occurred. A local politician telling
the student how precinct workers were recruited, can-
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dilates selected, and services offered to theft constit-
uency can fill the student with a living idea of the past.
The students can interview these people alter a period
of research and class discussion. Their questions will
he relevant and airat. hey will rill in the gaps in the
recorded, printed record. I purposely used examples
here that were non-ethnic, But I would quickly add
that an interview with the pastor of a Polish catholic
Church and the family history of. an Estonian post
World War II immigrant would he obvious subjects for
consideration.

The Justification

We now come to the justification or why or multi-
ethnic studies. Traditional history has been the chron-
icle of the unique, the leaders, the heroes, the aggres-
sive. and the articulate minority.'Multi-ethnic social
studies broadens this narrow focus to include the story
of the common people. The millions who have carried
out the master plans, who have suffered and rejoiced,
who have struggled and triumphed constitute the basic
setting from which the outstanding achievement of the
individual or a group might be evaluated. In a nation
whose history is that of its immigrants. multi - ethnic
social studies supplies us with a mirror to view our-
selves. We can gain sonic distance, some perspective
L113011 the problems of group differences and inter-
group relations, when we examine them with a schol-
arly, dispassionate attitude. Perhaps we need not
mourn the demise of the melting pot concept. Multi-
ethnic social studies allows Lis to celebrate cultural
pluralism the coexistence of diverse life styles in a
system of free expression.

The acceptance of cultural pluralism enables us to
take pride in this diversity, to develop those values
and behavior patterns that reflect Our ethnic identi-
ties. This variety of expressions can only enrich the
lives of our students and encourage them to develop
their individual potential. In this aspect of human
experience. cultural pluralism may ot't'er America's
greatest natural resources.

I. See John I. Stove!. Black Studies is White Studies," The Sodal
Studies. LX11 (October. 1971). pp. 204Ii.
2. !tartan Cleveland. "America's 1 wo Societies.- in The Troubled Cam.
pus. Kerry Smith. ed. 11970 p. 39.

s. See Winnie Bengelsdorf, 1.7lnic Studies in Higher Education. Amer -
lean lion of Sidle Colleges and I iniversit ies. 972).

4. Bureau of the Census. United States Department of Commerce.
.Suntntoo General Population Statistics and Current Population Re-
ports. 19714
S. I or the persistatice of ethnicity see Introduction to the 1- irst dition
and Introduction to the Second Edition of Daniel Moynihan and
Nathan ( a/er. /?evilm/ the li tinif Poi ( M11 Pressi.
f. Rudolph .1. Vecoli. thnicity: A Neglected Dimension of Ameri-
can Ilistory in Murray ieLlman. ed. Mallow* Middle (lass. Rage
(Westminster Press, 1971), p. 179.
7. /bid_ p. 1 tilt.
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EFFECTIVE INQUIRY TEACHING IN SOCIAL STUDIES EDUCATION

Strategy Models For Reflective Thinking

.. A concept is an idea of something, a classification and its at-
tached meanings. It is the frame of reference we use to order and
make sense of the world. Concepts are usually expressed by a word
or phrase....

This paper briefly describes instructional strategies
for developing thinking (cognitive and affective) proc-
esses. The strategies are based on a single method, a
basic model of thinking and teaching the social stud-
ies or black experience. The basic model is character-
ized by presenting a problematic situation which
leads the child to questioning. searching, and examin-
ing alternatives, including the learners' and teacher's
ideas in relation to explaining the problem, a socially
significant condition, or event.

Hence, the basic model is a process that begins
with a difficulty or curiosity, leads to relevant in-
formation, and ends with a tentative conclusion (or
solution) based on available evidence. Several ways in
which the teacher can put this process into practice
are described below.

Using Contradictions

This strategy consists of presenting the child with
information that is consistent with either an idea he
accepts as true or with an idea he has previously en-
countered. Recognizing an inconsistency in that
which he has heretofore taken for granted, he at-

John Ford

tempts to explain it. The suggested model is dia-
grammed as follows:

Conclusion (or Solution)
Possible Explanations

Statement A Contradict ion Statement B

Subject matter for this strategy could include text-
book view and inner-city view of policemen, enforce-
ment of law differentially applied to inner-city and
those with power (large corporations' leaders). people
.starving in America which is said to he the richest
-country in the world, the belief in equal opportunity,
and the normative practice of discrimination. etc.

Valuing

The teacher can develop the process of valuing
(judging) by creating a problematic situation in which
the child has to make a choice or take a position after
reflection. Simply, the strategy enables the child:
to clarify the value question.
to assemble relevant data.
to analyze choice-consequence relations, and
to take a position.
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lite strategy is used to evaluate a soeialIN significant
condition. event, trend. issue. practice. Or pulley. This
straw* is coneerned with consequences of the
"thing" being evaluated ( j,e,, the value obiect). The
value object could be the UM of time. spending or
Humes , urban renewal. welfare. use a drugs. gangs.
etc. The goal of this strategy is not group consensus.
but analysis and clarification of value positions and
their consequences. It teaches the eltild which values
people hold. how values guide behavior, and how to
evimine them.

Subject Mattar Switch

This strategy enables the child to analyze the in-
consistent beliefs and actions he or others may hold.
The strategy is performed when we generalize or re-
duce to principle a particular belief. then demon-
strate how another belief is incompatible with the
principle and consequentls with the first belief.

For example. if the child accepts the principle that
everyone should help to keep the emimment dean.
then does he practice this by helping to keep his
home dean? Similarly. the President indicated that
more mono, for education is not forthcoming be-
cause education programs have failed. The principle
implied is that fimincing successful programs is de-
sirable. We switch the content from education pro-
grams to defense progranr. and ask, should we con-
tinue to finance a %vac for peace when past wars for
peace have not resulted in peace'? This strategy is akin
to using analogies.

Using Different Interpretations

The concern of this strategy is to get at several
eisiims of the same event rather than only two op-
posing propositions as in the first strategy (contradic-
tion). Vie strategy is appropriate for examining inter-
pretations that reflect viewpoints. biases. and CLII-
lures. Further. the interpretations are analyzed in re-
lation to meanings. assumptions. and supporting evi-
denee. Ila%ing been presented with different versions
of a socially significant event. the child examin.,:s
them for %agueness. fallacy in thought. emotional
words. omissions. credentials of the writer. etc. The
teacher can use class members' descriptions of some
event they all witnessed or newspaper accounts Ire-

-fleeting different , kw's). of the same event. etc.

Analyzing Data

This strategy consists of confronting the child with
limited data and challenging him with guiding ques-
tions that help him find relationships among the
limited available facts. From the relationships. the
child draws tentative conclusions or makes inferences.
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The limited data being analyzed could be a poem, a
speech, statements about a social group, an artifact,
or a picture.

An example is the use of the words and music to a
song of the blues, child's task is to generate in-
forenees about the experience of a people based on
the meanings in the song. What does it say? What else
does it say? Why does it say these things? What feel-
ings are conveyed by the choice of words and the
tempo? What does all this tell you about the people'?
Ilow can we find out more about the people?

Role Playing

The elements of this strategy consist of confront-
ing the child with a common dilemma in human rela-
tions which has alternative solutions. Further, it in-
eludes his spontaneous enactment of the roles, fol-
lowed by his discussion of the episode as participant
and observer) in relation to different consequences of
alternatives. Role playing is effective for developing
empathy and analysis of feelings.

Developing Concepts

Briefly, a concept is an idea of something, a classi-
fication and its attached meanings. It is the frame of
reference we use to order and make sense of the
world. Concepts are usually expressed by a word or
phrase.

In dealing with concepts. the teacher should be
concerned with both the narrow and broad meaning.
The narrow component is taught by giving the popu-
lar accepted definition, exploring the child's defini-
tion(s). and examining exemplars of the concept. The
process is identifving facts from the exemplars. dis-
riminating and grouping the common attributes. and

applying the attributes to new exemplars. The broad
component focuses on the function of the concept.
i.e.. how it is used by different groups and how the
meaning has changed. Hence, the popular definition
of welfare, race, community, etc. is one thing, while
the diverse meanings assigned to them by various
groups are another thing. When the child examines
samples of how groups use a concept term. he is
learning the broad meaning. _

Challenging Beliefs (or testing generalizations)

The broad meaning of a concept allows the child
to test statements about concepts. Is it true that
everyone has equal opportunity in America. that wel-
fare recipients are !azy and are cheaters. that war leads
to peace. etc.? Common belief's can be found in news-
paper articles, editorials, comic strips, advertisements.
etc. These can be examined with additional lamina-
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we of these strategies when applied to condi-
tions of social concern Can OW broadening
of the child's concept-precepts. In doing so, it not
only- gkes hint a frame in which to interpret subse-
quent events, but it also gkes him some measure of
control over his own life,

1 he following bibliography should prove to be
helpful in teaching reniNtivvIy.

Kinks, lanws IL, Teaching Sontegies lea the Saari/ SiudieN
p,t,,

lonvIns, It. Nt., at(I H. It. Ialuvlutiek,
Sluillek: inquiry ru Elementary Classrooms IS.o% Vol*, (1111,,N141,
rill, I 9bil t.

CON, C. and Nlassils, Byron Similes in the I 'nimi
Staies .4 Critieai alit UMW, Inc.,

t
I 9i17).

Mut, NI. ituAl nigh Sehoni Soda StudieN (New
Vi)i I. 'Lupe( 1(5i.

Malian. John 'I. and Itieltard (i.t),AN in Me Cisk
Awn,: innio. Mot 41)141114,1v1phia,W, IL Sailitilvts Co., I 11721,

A CRITICAL ASSESSMENT

Multi-Ethnic Instruction in the Elementary School

...What we do within the educational framework is of the greatest
significance in building the kind of world we need. Therefore, the
social studies program provides a glorious opportunity for helping
the individual child to fulfill his potentialities and to become an
enabler as we pursue the process of revitalizing the renewing
society....

I should like to discuss the reasons that necessitate
a change` in the content and thrust of our multi-ethnic
social studies revision. I can think of no better way
than to quote to you the ideas of one of our noted
thinkers and scholars. Margaret Mead. the great an-
thropologist. says in a recent publication, "My experi-
ence as an anthropologist has led me to think that as
we have come to understand more about the physical
universe in which we live, we have also acquired

knowledge about man himself our newly emerging
understanding about the nature of human nature. We

-..-have gained insight and a new perspective on our hu-
man culture who we are and what we may become.

"Two major difficulties long stood in the way of
this kind of enlightenment. One is the belief that the
people of one's social group ropresent all that human
nature is capable of. This belief has always divided
men into contrasting entities: 'we' who are fully hu-
man and 'they' who, being different from us, must he

A. Katherine Gross

less than fully human. This belief is based on isolation
and failure of communication.

"The second difficulty, a modern one, is :hat peo-
ple cannot be studied as whole human beings labo-
ratories, we cannot experiment or make blueprints

-for styles of living. We can only learn from life styles
men have developed over many generations.

"Our new knowledge (as anthropo.ogists) is the
measure of how far we have come. For we know now,
as no one could have known in the past, that all
human 'Icings belong to one species. What distin-
guishes human groups one from another is not in-
born: it is the way each has organized and perpetu-
ated experience and the access each has had to other
living traditions. Great civilizations have developed
out of rich and continual cultural contacts; simple,
`primitive' cultures have survived through the ac-
cidents of isolation.

"We now can see ourselves and other people with-

7
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City Public Schools elementary social studios revi-
sion? I should h illthWa this Litter!, in the follow-
ing manner.

f he aPProaches to the revised eknientar social
studies teaching and learning are Multi.etitiliC, con.
Cvpitial, and interdiseiplinarN using multi-media and
modified nitwit).

The ends are the liseovery asocial science gener-
alitations and concepts. do elopment of skills, and
changes and or modit'...;ition of attitudes, behaviors.
and %attics,

The means k a child-centered cUrrictiluin focusing
on each Child as an individual and as a Menthe'. or a
group. Our proposed curriculum k interdisciplinao in
nature in that at each learning 10 el Or grade kwel for
each of the concept theme,, the pupils will he e \-
posed to the concepts in the social science diseiplines
of sociology. social psycholog anthropology. eco-
nomics. politik.al science. history. geography. and
ecology. The revision is based On extensive use of
such multi-media ;Is communiiN resource,:, primary
source materials. human resources. audio-visual aids,
i.e.. simulation games. stud) prints, graphic charts,
models. artifacts. films. reeordings, etc.. and ariety
of reading materials and texts.

rhe inethod is a reflect ke thought process referred
to as the modified inquiry process wherein inductive
and dedUctke teaching and learning methods are
used.

To achieve our ends or our goals, the eknnentar
soelal studies re\ ki1111 \\ill comprise IWO COMprelh.+11-

sivo programs Program I is called a iluman Behavior
Studies Program. Program 2 is called an Urbi:n Stud-
ies Program. The Human lichaior Studies Program
centers around the concept Theme -Human Behav-
ior Interaction and Adjustment.- The I Irhan Studies
Program centers around the concept theme -The Ur-
ban Scene Challenge and Change.

Fach program consists of a unit of work for each
grade le\ el. Consequknitl . the elementary roision
w ill consist of tw programs. fourteen links. IWO
units for each gradk...

You ma ask why a Human Bella\ ior stud Pro-
gram and an t'rban Studies Prograin for the elemen-
tal) grades. We are 1k ing. on Well know. in an
increasingly complex urbani/ed societ . Seventy per-
eent of the population now lies iii urban America.
and all estimated percent Will reside ill time

cities h\ the Year 2000. .1 he central diles of our great
metropolitan areas are fast becoming almost totally
black communities. (fir most soere domestic prob-
tem today has to do with the role of blacks in Ameri-
can life. 'Nis does not preclude. howk..ver, the role ()I'
other minorities in American life. Conflict between
the races is intensifying. Social scientists agree. that
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artless we find a way of !subverting this direction. "We

"end up with two nations. with two peoples who
don't know each other. don't mingle. and meet only
to out their hostility ,''

In the meantime, we the "Comfortable Ameri-
eans" are leaving the children of the cities a legacy of
raelsm, crime, unemployment, decay, blight, violenev,
and fear, Our children arc growing up in an atmos-
p:iere of resignation, disorg.anizatIon, segregation,
econoillic and political failure, apathy, and despair.
They are last becoming "Steial Casualities." flow
then do we develop children who have some sense of
their owil worth, who have pride in their ethnic iden-
tity children who will become confident, responsi-
ble, prod ticti e. action-oriented decision makers chil-
dren who will become committed to the principle of
human renewal as well as physieal renewal of our
city?

It is a known fact that what we do within the
educational framework is of the greatest significance
in building the kind of world we need. Therefore, the
social studies program provides a glorious oppor-
tunity for helping the individual child to fulfill his
potentialities and to become an enabler as we pursue
the process of revitalizing and renewing society.

Hence. we feel that our two proposed concept
themes and the fourteen units contained therein
could he, as John Gardner so adequately states it,
"Seed Beds of a New America."

Let us now take a more critical look at the four-
teen units and note the implications for teaching. Al-
though each unit is multi-ethnic in scope, for two
ieas,.ans much emphasis is placed upon the darker
aces, especially the black race. First, their previous

state of servitude andior their high visibility make
them targets of intense racism. Second, it' they are to
take their rightful "places in the line of progression"
they must. through knowledge of their African an-
cestry and their contributions to modern civilization,
begin to feel self-worth and esteem.

The first concept theme is "Human Behavior, In-
teraction and Adjustment." In the unit "Who Am I?"
at the kindergarten 1..vels the emphasis is on the dk.wel-
t,nment of a healthy self- concept through a variety of
experience: and media. The child is helped to become
aware of and appreciate his ethnic identity as a part
of elf-identity.

!n the wade I unit, "Individuals Similarities and
Differences." emphasis is on the realization that there
is beauty and value in individual differences as well as
their similarities, and that all ethnic groups have qual-
ities that. it' understood, are conducive to successful
interaction.

"Group Behavior individuality and Conformity"
is the major focus for grade 2. Her: the children ex-
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plore avenues of interaction and communication be-
tween individuals and groups of various ethnic
origins.

The ether foeus for grade 3 is "Communities
Interdependence and Change." It encompasses why
man started to live in groups and the interaction and
intcrdependenee among communities necessary for
SIM- kid and for satisfying needs.

Undeltanding multi-ethnic societies. their devel-
opment. interactions, inter-group relations. 4:01111iCtS.
persistent pressures. and contributions to world cul-
ture are the significant points of emphasis for the
grade 4 unit. "Societies Interaction, Contributions
and Pressures."

1he highly controversial and timely issues of social
attitIldes, the nature. causes, and effects of prejudice
and propaganda are investigated in the grade 5 unit.
"Individuals and Groups Prejudice and Propaganda."

The sixth grade unit. "Individuals and Groups
Human Rights and Their Protection" is designed to
help pupils discover the evolution of the idea of hu-
man rights and the history of the evercontinuing bat-
tle for the recognition and protection of these rights
in America and the world.

An examination of the second concept theme.
The Urban Scene Challenge and Change" reveals

that at the kindergarten level, in the unit "Families
and the ('ity Needs and Wants." very young children
examine the structure of the family as a basic social
group the ways in which families everywhere supply
their needs and wants. the need tOr rules in a family,
the importance of families to the life of the city, and
the importance of the city to families.

At the first grade in a e unit. "The Street
Where I Live People and Services." the six year old
discovers the responsibilities of people to themselves
and to the people who live on his street. Through
investigation, he finds out that the location of serv-
ices on one's street necessitates cooperation with
others and that individuals are dependent on others
t'or satisfying basic needs.

In the second grade unit. "My Neighborhood
People and Fco logy." seven year olds .study what
makes a neighborhood. the likenesses and/or (lit.-
terenck.s. in neighborhood environments and patterns.
1 .hey also investigate ecological conditions sur-
rounding their neighborhoods and their responsibili-
ties to neighborhood development.

The third grade unit for this urban similes program
is "Our ('ity A ('enter of Expansion and Change."
Here the pupils are provided opportunities to investi-
gate how Baltimore grew and developed as a result of
the efforts of many ethnic. racial. and religious
groups. Pupils also study people as they exist in a
pluralistic society with conflicting values and norms.
Pupils investigate changes in neighborhood patterns.
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land uses etc., and how these changes affect the peo-
pie of Baltimore.

"Urban Living People and the Economy" is the
focus for the fourth grade unit. Here, pupils engage in
an in-depth study of the concepts of money as a me-
dium of exchange, the market system. public expend-
iture and income. and the local and Federal budgets
and their effects on urban minorities.

Tiw fifth grade unit, 'Ibe Urban ('enter People
and Government." concentrates on analyzing the lo-
cal and Federal government its structure, function,
constitutional authority, and relationship to people;
the process of law making and law enforcement, and
their effect on minorities: local and national politics
and their effects on the people of the cities, especially
the blacks.

"Urbanization The Human Condition Realities
and Priorities" is the focus for the sixth grade unit in
this comprehensive urban studies program. In this
unit, the more mature child investigates the condi-
tions of the city and crucial issues that are confront-
ing its inhabitants. A variety of opportunities and re-
sources are provided to guide the child in analysing
the causes and effects of crime. poverty. unemploy-
ment. and racism. He surveys the educational system,
city services. transportation system, local and federal
programs, race relations. etc. Alternatives and respon-
sibilities tot' change are determined as the child inves-
tigates the city as it exists today. including causes for
its deterioration. and a design tbr the future, it' urban
life is going to be satisfying for all its inhabitants.

The Inquiry Method

You may feel that this multi- ethnic revision is tit,
struse, idealistic, and too difficult to he implemented
in the average classroom. Well. think a minute. Before
he ever comes to school a child has ideas, tests them,
and evaluates their consequences. A young child's
growth, both social and mental. is a continuous sue-
cession of ideas, tests, and evaluation of conse-

.quences. His idea is, for example. that it would be fun
to touch the glittering knife: he tests the idea; his
finger is cut. His evaluation of consequences is that
pain. not pleasure. is the result of his idea. This
process goes on endlessly in the development of a
pre-school child.

However, when a child becomes a pupil in a school
the picture changes sometimes. Bernice Gold mark in
Smlai Iliet/wd of Inquiry says in di.:-
cussing current definitions oh' social studies, "A useful
definition would build a concept of social studies as a
method which can he described as Allowing how
rather than a knowing that

This brings to mind the idea that the inquiry meth-
od is suecessful because it is founded upon primal
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urges and instincts k..itriositt the desire to imestia
gate, the desire to es,1/4.linge ideas, the desire to know
the truth. the desire to make decisions.

()titer social seientists agree that the chief goal of
the inquir method in the seeking of tattle. is twilling
the child to heconit. a thoughtful maker of decisions,
titivision that art. the result of the recognition of the
problems both en\ ironmental ;Ind personal that
confront 111n3. I he child then makes an :malsis of
these problems by g;ithering facts, b). finding alterna-
ti es. then making 111' l'A'1 choice. 1 his choice should
he based \aney Bauer . ;IN ". A ;k:t1riling 10 proba-
ble consequences and 1'kNgnir1111 1. at

11. this multi-ethnic tlemocracy is to stir% ive, we
must help guide children to work toward ;Igrotiment
\kith man people who differ in origin. life styles. and

e must help children see that cooperative
effort can pro\ ide sOltlIi011 to 1110 great Pl'0111C111
that ve \es tilt nation the proision for freedom and
equal0 of opportunity for eer indkidual,

his k a wikle field which cannot be dealt with

adequately within a short dissertation like this. Nancy
Bauer, in an article entitled. "Value Seeking in the
Classroom: 1 he Creat i t. Conspiracy of I eacher and
Curriculum. has encapsulated the aims of our social
studies commission in those statements.

I he reflect it t. intik idual who is aware of the role
of concepts can identilN problems and nit reality
Ail his environment. .1 110 1.'llek'1110 individual sees

problems as opportunities because he knows how
to recognize differences and judge alternatkes by
their probable effect on particular values. lie is a

competent and compassionate decision-maker.
the skills of eonsensus and skills 01 problem-1.0-

.ot\ Mg through action ean he learned and prat.-
lived. We Ike in a multi-group society; we must
agree in advance to resolve our issues ill accord
with freedom and equality. Children can he helped
to he analytical, realist ie. and courageous.
So. colleagues. in this "Middle time of enduring.

changing. trying. despairing. continuing. and becom-
ing:. may %ye all he experimenters. enablers, encour-
agers, and ;tssociates in accomplishment.

The Jew In American History
. . . Above all, it was the ancient Jewish devotion to learning

which enabled many working class Jews to move into the Mid
die Class within one or two generations, and to exchange the
crowded city slums for the green ghettos of the suburbs. In
this respect, Jews are unique and are likely to remain so for a
long time to come. No other religion imposes on its followers
the enormous discipline and burden of study that Judaism
requires of its adherents....

111'IV 11.I\ bk.:11 .1.'1 ill 1111L'ika
rok11111Ms disk.-01Crk'd the New World. Se1 era' mem-
bers of Columbus first e pedil ion ill 1-02 at. 101011'11

Nlarranos. i.e.. Jew 110 had 110C11
1111 OM% ed to Catholicism. but continued secretl
to oliserw Jew ish custom.. Ai:cording to the distin-
guished Spanish historian. Sak ;attn. deMadariaga.
who wrote a biography of Columbus, the great dis-
co erer was also of ,Ik'W isll allik's1

It was in 1492. the year Columbus sailed the ocean

Moses Aberbach

blue. that the Jews were e\pelled from Spain. A few
years later. they were also e\pk.'lled front Portugal.
The disco\ ery and deelopinent of America attracted
manN fugiti% es from the Spanish Inquisition to settle
in Central and South America. tinfoil unateb,-. the In-
quisition followed them there. and 111.1111' hundreds 01.
Nlarranos in Mexico. Peru. and liraril tveie tortured in
the dungeons of the Inquisition and blunt at public
autos-da-ft' so-called :'lets of l'aith deigned to N',Ie
the SOUIN of heretieS by burning their bodies.

I'or a short yak hi. Hrviiian obi,.

practice their religion openly under Dutch rule: but
when the Portuguese reconquered the eountry in

t he Jews had to go into hiding or else 'caw 1110
country. Twenty-throe lugitit os went to North Amer-
ica and landed at \e\t Amsterdam. ar, NOV York was
called then. .1 he Dutch governor of the colony. Peter
Stuy\esant. at first refused entry to the penniless ref-
ugees. but oentually the Dutch West India Co. in-
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structed him to permit them to Settle in what was
then died New Netherland., but they were not al-
lowed to build a synagogue. 'arious other restrictions
were also imposed on them. and only gradually, after
numerous petitions and court actions, were Jews able

to Ike hi the colony on more or less equal term,..
For the t eentur or so. most of the Jewish

immigrants to the American colonies were Spanish
and Portuguese Jews. As yet, they were few in num-
ber, and the middle of the 18th Ceittury they were
outnumbered by Jewish immigrants from Northern
Europe. Still. the earliest settlers were the aristocrats
of the Jewish community, and the synagogue they
built in Newport. Rhode Island, the oldest in the
United States. has become a national shrine.

1 he tie wale .h'wish iultuigrants %same prima-
rily In)in Gertzian w here Jews were alwo s discrimi-
nated against. Puring the period of Reaction follow-
ing the Napoleonic Wars. the German Jews, many of
%thorn had been emaneipated. were driven back into
the ghettos and denied the most elementary civil
rights, including. in many places, even the right to
marry. The situation was particularly had in South
Germany. notably in Bavaria w here the authorities
adamantly refused to make any concessions to Jew ish
demands or requests for civil rights. The only escape
for Jewish youth in South Germany, where there was
a large and prolific Jewish community, was to emi-
grate to America.

Most of those who came over had neither money
nor skills. and they were not physically cut out for
the back-breaking toil of unskilled labor. Fortunately.
they arrived at a time when America was expanding
to the West, when peddlers who knew where to ped-
dle their wares and what wares to otter could make a

living, and, w ith luck. settle down and open a
store needed and pat roh lied by townspeople and

fanners alike.
Of course. the German-Jewish immigration epic

was not an unqualified success story. Like the hun-
dreds-of thousands of poor. Jews today_whose plight
has far too long been ignored by the community.
those who tailed a century ago and remained poor.
barely managing 10 keep body ;Ind soul together. have
been forgotten by history. 0111 y success stories were
considered worthy of recording in the annals of the
communit . The numerous charitable organizations
established by the German-Jewish immigrants bear
witness to the existence ()I' stark poverty even at a
time when some of the earlier immigrants had be-
come more affluent.

'I he life of the peddlers Was hard. in some ways
harder than that of the thhts. died laboroN. 1 be sure,
the peddlers were needed and welcome 111 upstate
New York. in Western Pennsylvania, Maryland and
Virginia. as well as in many areas of the middle and
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far West. They brought the industrial products of the
city to the remotest villages and hamlets. Such met' -
ehandise was not otherwise obtainable in the rural
farming communities which were often far away from
the urban centers. Hut to get to those distant places
was no mean achievement, The peddler. who started
out with virtually no capital, had to walk long dis-
tances in all weathers, summer and winter. shoulder-
ing heavy packs up to eighty or een one hundred
Pounds. lie would he away front home through most
of the week, returning only for the Sabbath to spend
the day of rest with Iiis family. For many even thi;;
"luxury" was not available, They might have to spend
weeks on end in the countryside, peddling, buying,
and selling wherever and whenever they could,

'1 he great dream of the peddler was to graduate to
a horse and wagon. Slowly, the penniless. foot-slog-
ging peddler gave way to the horse-and-buggy sales-
man, and he in turn would open a small store in one
o' the smaller towns or villages. Instead of going to
the larthel'S, the farmers would eon: to him, The
little store might in time expand into a big store, As
cities grew. some big stores would be transformed
into something resembling modern department stores.
Alternatively, chain stores would be set up first in
one state, later spreading over the Union.

Most of the great department stores here in Balti-
more Hut /lee's, lochsch ild /I< oh it, Hamburgers.
Gutman, and others were established by German
Jews who had begun their careers as poor peddlers.

In New York, a number of German-Jewish families
entered the field of merchant banking and gained
wealth and prestige at a time when merchant banking
played a crucial role in the economy. Although these
private banks were soon superseded by modern com-
inert:lad banks controlled almost entirely by Gentiles,
the old German-Jewish banking families gained for a
time total ascendancy over the Jewish community. It
could hardly have been otherwise in a country where
wealth meant success and poverty failure.

For all that, it was only a question of time before
the German - American Jews in general, and their pres-
tigious banking families in particular. would have to
yield control of the Jewish community to the East
European immigrants who began to arrive in ever-
increasing numbers from the early 1880's onwards.
Until the first World War almost half the Jews of the
world lived in Czarist Russia, which also comprised
the Baltic states and two-thirds of Poland. Another
two million or so lived in the Austrian - Hungarianungarian er1-
pire as well is in Rumania, most of them in dire
poverty.

In fact. all over Eastern Europe the Jews were so
poor that literally hundreds of thousands never knew
where their next meal was going to come froin. My
own father, who was born in Eastern Galicia, used to



tell me that he never knew the taste of butter until he
was grown up: that milk was so scarce that he used to
steal it from his mother, and that she was trying to
hide it from him. so that she should have enough for
his younger sister. Ills main diet consisted of a herring
tail and black bread and black coffee or tea. Ile was
no ev..eption. This was the typical diet of millions.

our standards. at least ninety percent of Last
European Jews were living below poverty level.

Thus, even if political condition! had been favor-
able. several hundred thousand Jews would have been
forced to emigrate in order to survive most of them
to America. the great land of freedom and opportuni-
ty. In fact, however. political conditions in Russia
vvere going from bad to worse. The hope that the
Liberator. (tar Alexander II, would accord the Jews
civil equality was disappointed. Alter the assassina-
tion of the Czar in 1881. the Jews became the first
victims of the political and religious reaction which
dominated Russia down to 1917. All over Russia,
anti-Jewish pogroms broke out, tolerated or even en-
couraged by the government. Thousands of Jews w ere
killed or injured. Many more were ruined and lost
their livelihood. If this was not enough, the Czarist
government started a cold pogrom in the form of
new laws specifically designed to keep the Jews
cooped up in the so-called Pale of Settlement, a huge
ghetto in Western Russia and Poland, which they
were not permitted to leave, unless they wished to
emigrate. Jews were severely restricted in employ-
ment opportunities. in admission to schools and uni-
versities, and everything possible was done to render
.their lot as miserable as possible.

This was the background of the tremendous Jew-
ish migration from Russia to the United States be-
tween 1881 and 1914 when the outbreak of the first
World War interrupted the emigration movement.
During this period, the Jewish population in America
grew from less than a quarter of a million to well over
three million. The new immigrants were much poorer
than their German predecessors. and business oppor-
tunities were .not what they had been a generation or
two before. Fortunately, the sewing machine had
been invented, and clothing factories and workshops
had been established. offering employment to the
newcomers. Many of the small workshops were sweat-
shops where a twelve or even fourteen or fifteen hour
day was the norm: where women and older children
were exploited for a pittance under conditions of in-

.describable squalor.

Jews Weather Adversity and Persecution

Not surprisingly, the new Jewish proletariat, con-
centrated as it was along the Eastern seaboard and in
a few major Mid-Western cities, tended to be Socialist
in outlook, and the more militant elements were

looking forward to a revolution which would put an
end to the exploitation of man by man. ).Unions were
organized: strikes were lost or won: and unemploy-
ment insurance, sickness benefits, and similar social
services were provided for their members by the
unions or the so-called Landsmanshaften, societies
of immigrants who came from the same areas or
towns. Mutual aid in times of trouble and distress has
invariably been one of the hallmarks of the Jewish
people, and provides the key to Jewish ability to
weather adversity and survive persecution,

There were other factors, too, which enabled the
Jews to solve their problems. The Jewish ghettos such
as the East Side New York or East Baltimore may
have had some racketeers, gangsters, prostitutes,
pimps, and gamblers. But the streets were safe at
night, and the Jewish family remained intact. Parents
exercised firm control over their offspring, and al-
though they could not prevent them front abandon-.
ing some of the old traditions and customs, especially
where religious observance was concerned, they did
manage to keep their children decent and law-abiding.

Above all, ii was the ancient Jewish devotion to
learning which enabled many working class Jews to
move into the Middle Class within one or two genera-
tions, and to exchange the crowded city slums for the
green ghettos of the suburbs. In this respect. Jews are
unique and are likely to remain so for a long time to
come. No other religion imposes on its followers the
enormous discipline and burden of study that Juda-
ism requires of its adherents.

Jewish sacred literature -the Bible and the Talmud
as well as later commentaries and Codes are sup-
posed to be studied, not merely by rabbis and other
religious functionaries, but by every male Jew from
earliest childhood through his entire life. Accord-
ing to the Talmud, one should not interrupt his stud-
ies even when one feels death approaching. Even para-
dise was imagined by the rabbis as a place where one
spends all the time at the heavenly Yeshiva, a
Talmudic academy presided over by the Almighty,
and joins in discussions about points of religious law.

The German and East European immigrants who
came over during the 19th and early 20th centuries
knew little of traditional sacred literature, and they
cared even less. America, after all, was different, and
to continue the ways of the old East European Shtetl
(township) seemed to make no sense.

The Yiddish, Socialist, freethinking press inces-
santly preached the duty of Americanisation or, in
the ,jargon of our sociologist, aceulturation and as-
similation. This could be achieved only through the
public school system, never by the establishment of
parochial schools.

Jewish parents, accordingly. insisted no matter
what the sacrifice involved that their children regu-
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lady at wnd public school. and that they work hard
and study had and achieve their maximum potential.
No Jewish mother was every satisfied with a B. Her
genius of a son must have straight A's. The old Jewish
enthusiasm for religious learning was thus transferred
to secular stdis..s. with incredible results. The chil-
dren of semi-illiterate peddlers and of Yiddish-speak-
ing tailors who could not read or write a word of
English became doctors and lawyers, accountants and
scientists, school teachers and university professors.
Among my colleagues at the Baltimore Hebrew Col-
lege. some hold high administrative positions: one is
the son of a tailor. another is the son of a house-
painter, and a third is the son of a streetcar con-
ductor.

This educational explosion has reached its peak in
recent years. so that currently four out of five Jewish
college age hays and girls attend college, thereby
virtually a.:suring themselves a place in the Middle or
Lower Middle Class. The disparity between Jewish
and gentile educational attainments is likely to de-
crease as universities and colleges are expanding their
intake and the increasing automation of industry and
agriculture requires ever more technologically trained
personnel, while employment opportunities for un-
skilled labor are constantly declining.

For the time being, however, the proportion of
Jews in college is twice that of the general population
in the United States. The proportion of Jews enrolled
in graduate and professional schools is triple that for
students in the general population. Although Jews ac-
count for barely three percent of the population.
they provide more than ten percent of all American
college teachers. At prestigious universities such as
Harvard, Jews constitute as much as one-third of the
faculty.

American Jewish Achievements
Jews have also achieved an extraordinary degree of

importance in American literature and science, medi-
cine, the arts, and in American cultural life in general.
American-Jewish novelists such as Saul Bellow,
Bernard Malamud, and Philip Roth have played a
dominant role in the American literary scene of the
1960's,

American-Jewish Nobel prize winners are at least
one-third of the total number of Am. dean recipients.

_Jews have always been prominent in Hollywood: the
American film industry was largely ....ated by Jews.
In recent decades, Jews have also v::ered the legal
profession in large numbers, and they have used their
influence to safeguard and improve civil rights,

Prejudices Persist
The achievements of the American-Jewish com-
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munity are all the more remarkable in view of the
fact that even in this l.and of the Free and Home of
the Brave, religious and racial prejudices have per-
sisted, and many avenues of advancement used to he
closed to Jews. no less than to Negroes. It is only
during the last two klecades or so that most Ivy
league universities as well as many other institutes of
higher education did away with official or unofficial
quotas designed to keep the number of Jewish stu-
dents to a maximum of ten percent of the total stu-
dent body. There are still country clubs which do not
admit Jews, which can be as harmful professionally as
it is damaging socially. Until fairly recently, many
employment opportunities were denied to Jews. To
this day, Jews are rarely if ever admitted to theitigher
echelons of time large corporations and banks which
dominate American business. The recent unofficial
and illegal racial quota systems, introduced or pro-
moted by the Federal bureaucracy, has already re-
sulted in serious injustices to individual Jews who
would have done well under the old merit system.

A substantial proportion of American Jews and
their children arc immigrants. There are very few who
can boast of four American -horn grandparents. The
European holocaust is therefore a traumatic memory
for the majority of American Jews who cannot forget
that the world stood by and refused to lift a finger to
save six million European Jews from the Nazi gas
chambers. The Roosevelt administration even tried to
hush up the reports of the worst genocide in history;
while Congress, which had severely restricted immi-
gration as far back as 1924, refused to increase the
refugee quota even to admit a few thousand children
whose care and maintenance had been guaranteed.

Whatever the reasons for such callousness, which is
in sharp contrast to the virtually unrestricted admis-
sion of Hungarian and Cuban anti-Communist ref-
ugees, American Jews have inevitably asked them-
selves whether a recurrence of the European atrocity
was really impossible in the Western Hemisphere. It is
this realization that in the last resort Jews are re-
garded as expendable and their survival a matter of
indifference to the rest of the civilized world that
explains the extraordinary support provided by
American Jews for Israel. They have noted with alarm
the unwillingness of many American liberals, includ-
ing progressive Christian churchmen, to ally behind
Israel before and during the six-day war when the
Arabs were openly threatening to throw the Jews into
the sea and would no doubt have committed geno-
cide it' they had been strong enough to do so. In the
words of Rabbi Marc Tenenbaum, Director of Inter-
religious Affairs far the American Jewish Coniwittee.
"This hesitation when Israel's survival is at stake has
sobered every Jew. In the collective threat to Israel'::
existence, we sense a personal threat to our own.
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Mtn- of us now feel that when the chips are down,
only Jews will stand up kw Jews."

The unbridled campaign waged in this amino!
against Israel following the Libyan airliner tragedy
only the latest example of this Orwe than logic logic
which can m, hat is at worst a terrible blunder
committed under incredibly difficult conditions and
the deliberate Munich massacre carried out by the
Black September organization, which is supported
and financed by the Arab states, including Libya in
particular. Unlike the general press, which only
quotes reasonable statements by Arab leaders, state-
ments designed exclusively for foreign consumption
and never reported in the Arab press, American -
Jewish newspapers quote what the government-con-
trolled Arab press is writing, and the picture that
emerges is not a pretty one.

Thus, in the Baltimore Jewish Times of February
9, 1973, a correspondent reported statements by
Egyptian and Libyan leaders th:It a Jihad, i.e., a holy
war must he waged against Israel. Even in King
Ilussein's Jordan, the daily Ad-Destour wrote that
since there are only three million Israelis. while there
are a hundred million Arabs, if killing one Jew
will cost four Arab lives, "we i.e.,% the Arabs) shall
need twelve million Arabs to kilt three million Jews.
Then our dear Palestine will be cleansed from this
contamination. Our losses will he ten percent (of the
population). while the Jews will lose one hundred
percent."

It only remains to be added that in Jordan nothing
can be published without government approval. Is it
surprising, then, that Israel is extremely security-
conscious and that American Jews, many of whom
have close relatives in Israel, generally support Israel's
stand?

Upsurgence of Jewish Solidarity

A major symptom of the increased sense of Jewish
solidarity has been a mighty upsurge in support for
Soviet Jewry, a community deprived of religious and
cultural rights, threatened by a government-sponsored
wave of anti-Semitism, and hindered in their natural
desire to emigrate to Israel. It was largely thanks to
the great protest movement in this country and else-
where that the Soviet government has permitted at
least a minority of applicants to leave the Soviet para-
dise.

Some may ask: Does not all this set American
Jews apart from their fellow citizens? Are they not
guilty of dual loyalty? Should they not merge their
identity with that of other Americans? No doubt, a
generation or two ago, when the melting-pot theory
was widely accepted, when President Wilson openly
rejected what he called "hyphenated Americans,"
such reasoning would have seemed valid. There were,

in fact, many Jews who frankly believed in assimila-
tion, w:hich meant the gradual disappearance of the
Jewish community as a recognizable entity.

Tochty, the situation is radically clifferent. Ameri-
cans at:: discovering and cherishing their European
roots. Cultural pluralism has replaced the grossly un-
fair and undemocratic melting-pot concept. Above
all, the unrelenting struggle waged by black Ameri-
cans to Have their own culture recognized as an inte-
gral part of American civilization a struggle which
has culminated in a distinctive and militant black na-
tionalism all this has put an end to the pre-
dominance of the WASPS (White Anglo-Saxon Protes-
tants) and their attempt to impose a uniform culture
on America. In this new atmosphere Jewis ethnic
and religious culture and even a form of Jewish na-
tionalism can no more be denied the right of exist-
ence than the rights of other ethnic group: which
have contributed their share to the upbuilding of
America.

In spite of this, the possibility of a reaction di-
rected against politically active and vociferous minori-
ties can by no means be excluded. The vulgar and
often vicious anti-Semitism, which even ten years ago
was believed to be dead or dying out, is showing signs
of life and vigor. Conditions of stress, and economic
and political crisis are usually breeding grounds of
anti-Semitism. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
last decade has seen a resurgence of militant anti-
Semitism, sometimes disguised under different names,
and usually confined to limited areas, but potentially
dangerous non-the-less.

Such developments may seem all the more surpris-
ing in view of the relatively small proportion of
American Jewry in relation to the general population
about 5,800,000 or less than three percent of all
Americans. Jews have become increasingly accul-
turated, and the rate of intermarriage with non-Jews
has been steadily increasing.

Paradoxically, it is the very success of the process
of Americanization and assimilation which may trig-
ger a negative response among Gentiles who expect
Jews to he true to themselves and not to enter where
they are not wanted.

Participation in Causes

Militant blacks, for example, have resented the
piominent role played by Jews in the struggle for civi!
rights no less than southern racists and reactionaries,
Nobody wants to be liberated by somebody else,
especially when the would-be liberator may well be
tomorrow's competitor. It is precisely because liberal
and progressive Jews have fought for Negro rights
that Jewish preponderance in the educational estab-
lishment has been resented by those who see educa-
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tin as the kes for their ow -I1 adimeement, Gentile
vhites. less committed 10 the cause of black America.
ha e been content to s;is 111 effect to the Jews. "You
haw made your bed. s ou lie in it. You wanted to
achioe ckie equality for Negroes, you pay the price
for it."

I his Jewish commitment to social iustive, often at
iOnsidefahle sacrifive to themsekes, has been chaac-
teistic of liberal Jews throughout the hist ors of the
Union. The most recent e \ample was tlw I 2 presi-
dential election when all white ethnie groups voted
for Ni \on. w hile a Uijority of Jewish \owl's sup-
ported NIk.iimerit despite the fact fhat some sections
of Ills program hardly coincided with Li I e political and
economic interests of the Jewish corm-'pity. Still.
unlike other disaffected Democratic ws felt
they owL.k1 their loyalty to the parts
110\\ cer much they int12111 disapprove

. choice.
of the Demo-

A..rat is pesiden t I cillt1 Male.

Although Jews Ihke shared some of the prejudik..es
of their Gentile fellow cititens. hl and large Jews
hike been in the forefront of the long and still un-
litiished struggle for Negro emancipation. Well over a
century Rabbi Da% id Lin horn. spiritual leader of
the Ha Sinai Temple here in Baltimore. wrote and
preached against shkers from the let's beginning of
his ministry in Baltimore. was hack in I 855. Long.
before it was fashionable for ministers to engage in
such aetkities. he preached social action. no matter

hat the sacrifice imolved. In language which k still
%ihrant with passion. he rejected the idea. widely dis-
seminated by southern Christian Fundamentalists.
that the Bible sanctioned slavers . On the contr:iry.
the 'entire spirit of the Bible was. according to Ein-
horn. opposed to sla%ery. even though it might tol-
erate it as an anal oidable oil. Suttee it could not he
oradieated all at once. the Bible ordained regulations
to mitigate the cruelty of slikery and to pollihil its
most serious abuses. But it was always intended that
the system( would ultimately he aholished, It was hlas-
phems. he helicicd. .or the proponents of slavery to
identify God and the I3ihte IlitIi he cruelty _and
heartlessness of slavery.

"Can 1/1(11 Book.- he asked ''hallow enslac-
nivnt of any race. w hick sets out with the principles
that Adam Was created in the image o. .od. and that
all men hale descended from one human (*an

//fat Book Meall to raise the whip and forge chains.
which prodaims. w ith flaming words. in the name of
God: 'Break the bonds of oppression. let the op-..,pressed go free. and Ica 01 vo yoke

Einhorn rightls pointed out that. if one were to
argue f,kor s1,1..rs I've :fuse it w ',rooky,' in
Gilt ient times. one might just as well argile in favor of
re-estahlishing polygon's or blood engeanee because
tiles Here conkentional in biblical times. As to the
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so-called historic ricigtt to enslave others. vould cus-

10111 O'er justify evil? -Does a disease. perchance.
cease to be an evil on account of its long duration?"
Would tilt' United States ever have been created if the
Founding Fathers had been moved by regard for "his-
lurk. right'?" Did God himself show any regard for
"historic right" when he emancipated the Ilebrew
sla%es from Egyptian slavery'? Religious principles of
freedom and righteousness. Einhorn maintained. must
ultimately triumph over -ancient prejudices. over
usurped titles and privileges. over hallowed atroei-
ties."

Linhorn realited that the rights of all minorities
were threatened including those of the Jewish nu-
purity arts(' group were deprived of its rights, lit'
saw no possibility of freedom for minorities in an
atmosphere whik..11 condoned tilt' enslavement of any
people. Those who infant enslake tilt' Negro for-
e\ cr. also intended to degrade foreitmers. i.e.. white
immigrants. into seeond class eiti/"ns. 'lilt' e\ tension
of democratie rights to the Negro would safeguard
the status of all other groups.

Such advaneed iews were not popular in Batti.
more in those days. and before long Finho, n became
one of the best-hated men in the city. On April I11.
1 86 1. large-scale rioting broke out: the homes of
known abolitionists were set on fire: a few were even
murdered. Linhorn had to pay the price for his eon-
ictions. Because of his Outspoken ellampionship of

the cause of justice for hlack Americans. he had to
lice for ilk life never to return again. Ile spent the
rest of his life in the more congenial atmosphere of
Philadelphia.

I havQ discussed the case of David Tinhorn at sonic
length. not only because he happened to live in Balti-
more. but also hecatise his eXaMplo of total
Mehl to a just cause is typical of liheral and progres-
sive American Jews throughout the history of the
Union. Not mans people reali/e that America's War
of Independence \vas won. thanks to Jew WI financiers
vho selflessis
of interest-free loans. many of whieh were noer

PI,'" id"' the sinews of war in the form

paid. Sonde of them. such as Ilaym Soloman. were
financially ruined as a result of their unselfish patriot-
ism .1 he total Jewish population in the thirteen colo-
nies hardly e\ceeded a couple of thousand, Y..t. !heir
role in the most important war oer fought l.y the
American people was out Of all proportion to their
numbers.

Jewish participation in all the great causes of
Anik..rican history has always been out of all propo-
tion to the numerical strength of the Jewish cum-
munit s . Nut only were the Jews the ()ills mano while
group to render unstinting support tOr Negro civil
rights. a struggle which was also largely financed by
Jews. but the entire history of social legislation is



essentially a saga of Jewi Sh self-saclifice in the cause
of the working men, the poor, the underprivileged.
the wronged. Rabbis preached front their pulpits not
only against the evils of slavery, but also in favor of
social insurance: the right to strike: abolition of child
labor: reduction of factory working hours: improve-
ment of working eonditions: and the removal of all
legal injustices. lit all these causes. Jews played their
part out of all proportion to their numbers. They also
incurred much unpopularity and hostility because of
their agitation in favor of social responsibility . ()Otis-

nice for the un(!erdop concepts that were alien to
the Old, Uncontrolled Free Enterprise ideals upheld
by the political r4,nt. Some of the reactionary
wealthy elements turned with bitter animosity apinst
the Jews who gained little, it anything. for them-
selves. but helped to ....reate a better America a com-
passionate land of hope and glory , a great country
which, in spite of every thing, has been anti, with
God's help, will continue to be, a shining example to
the world.

The Melting Pot Concept in American History
VACr: E2 rk-V,

... The melting pot concept was both fiction and fact. That it
existed in the minds of idealistic men was a fact from the 17th
Century to 1900. The fact that it did exist in reality was fiction. The
United States is the federation of ethnic groups, ,

The idea of the "unique American" was an early
development in our history. The colonial immigrant
even in the early days of Virginia and Massachusetts
had to think of himself as a new man. Conditions in
the North American forests forced this: after all.
there were no "Indians" and new virgin forests in
Fngland. By the eighteenth century the idea was firm -
1y toed. Americans were thinking of themselves as
new !nen. not simply replicas of European folk but an
amalgam of many different strains. After I00 years or
so of colonial existence. many groups, forced or oth-
erwise, had come to these shores. There were English-
men, Scotsmen, Dutch, French, African, Germans,
Swede,. a smattering of Spaniards and Portuguese.
I 'he primitive life of the frontier. a land of abundance.
and an abundance of land forced a leveling equality.
it' you will not tiund in Europe. This vast and fast
growing land also produced a distribution of wealth
not existing in the Old World.

All of these factors, plus others, tended to develop

Clarence K. Gregory

.I

a self-reliance, not only in personal matters, but also
in government. Democracy was said to have come out
of the dark forests of Germany. But those dark for-
ests are peculiar because the even darker forests of
:Africa were said to produce the opposite effect. One
wonders why the dark forests of Germany did not
produce democracy in Germany. One theory of the
development of democracy had it forming, nurtured,
and spread by the influence of the American frontier.
In reality, the diverse peoples, the conditions found
in North America, and their interactions produced
the American way of life. its government, and its phi-
losophy.

The AmericanThe New Man

At the time of the American Revolution this belief
in the new American, "the amalgam man" had be-
come a stated philosophy. It is inherent in the.Decla-
ration of Independence with its egalitarian credo, al-
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though the Africans and the Indians were left oLit Of
its provisions. Indeed, one of the basic points of dif-
ference in the break from England was the fact that
the ruling powers in the mother country. no longer
understood the "peasants" in the colonies. The best
description of this Ainerkan was t.then by micnvi
Guillaume St. Jean tie Crewcoeur in his Letters trinn
lrr ,tmerican Farn written in 17,41 He said.

"Whence came all these people? They are a mixture
of English. Scotch. Irish, French. Dutch. Germans
and Swedes (curiously no Africans). From this pro-
misetious breed. that race now called Americans has
arisen. In this great American asylum. the poor of
Europe have by some means come together. To what
purpose should they ask one another what country-
men they are? Alas. two-thirds of them had no coun-
try." Dc Crewcoeur continues by stating that in

Europe they were poor and without substance. "not
numbered on any civil lists of their country. except in
those of the poor: here they rank as citizens. The
change has been brought about by laws and the
people's industry. . . . and ample rewards for their
labors . . Whence proceed these laws? From our
government. Whence that government'? It is derived
from the original genius and the strong desire of the
people ratified and confirmed by the Crown.

"What attachment can a poor European emigrant
have for a country' where he had nothing?

"The Americans were once scattered all over Eu-
rope. Here they are incorporated into one of the fin-
est systems of population which has ever appeared.
and whieli will hereafter beetime distinct by the pow-
er of the different climates they inhabit. The Ameri-
can is a new man who acts upon new principles: he
must therefore entertain new ideas and form new
opinions. From inkoltintary idleness. servile depend-
ence. penury.. and useless labor. he has passed to toils
of a very different nature, rewarded by ample sub-
sistence. This is an American."

To de Crevecoeur. ancestral heritage took second
place ti free institutions in shaping the destiny of this

new man.- In the quotation ahme. he explained the
basis on which immigration policy would rest for the
next century and a half.

1 hose coming to America from 1607 saw them-
sek es standing on the threshold of a new world. They
were white. Protestant. and Anglo-Saxon. but no
('atholics. although a few Were allowed to sneak in.
most notably in Maryland. There we,.. a few Quakers
who were mercilessly persecuted. and no Jews. the
ghetto had yet to be built in America.

I his "new Man did not call hinis,l1 "American."
that term would not come into general use until long
after the American Revolution the first. The United
States itself was conceived in the spirit of liberty and
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"dedicated to the proposition that all men arc ereated
equal . endowed by their Creator with certain un-
alienable rights." But the men who mote these "im-
mortal phrases" shared the belief of many others that
the future of the American normative structure lay
within the framework of traditionally British social.
religious. and cultural institutions. While America was
envisaged as an asylum for Europe's refugees, sonic of
the leading figures of the day had strong reservations
about what the effects of unrestricted immigration
might be. In a letter to John Adams. George Washing-
ton wrote:

"My opinion in respect to immigration, is that ex-
cept of useful mechanics and some particular descrip-
tion!: of men or professions. there is no need of en-
couragk..ment, while the policy or ack"intage of its tak-
ing place in a body I I mean the settling of them in a
body) may be questioned: tor by so doing. they re-
tain the language. habits and prineiplk..s (good or bad)
which they bring with them."

Most of those who favored an open door policy
emphatically asserted that the immigrant should
quickly take off his foreign mantle and adopt Ameri-
ow ways. John Adams made this position perfectly
clear when he wrote: "They come to a life of inde-
pendence. but to a life of labor and it' they cannot
accommodate themselves to the character. moral.
physical. and political of this country with all its
compensating balances of good and evil. the Atlantic
is always open to them to return to the land of their
nativity and their fathers . . . They must cast off the
European skin never to resume it."

Of the two views cited. it was that of Adams that
prevailed, that is. the policy of the "open door" pre-
vailed. The doors were thing wide and the veritable
flood began. Contemporaries had difficulty judging
the migration of Europeans to America because the
numbers involved were of such magnitude and the
motivating f'or'ces were of such broad scope as to stag -
ger the imagination. The year 1820 call be given as
the pivotal year in this migration. The Napoleonic
wars had hastened the collapse of the age-old social
order in Europe so transportation to the Americas
began on a grand scale. One historian estimates that
in the century after 1820 sonic 35,000.000 people
were displaced by the upheavals in Europe whether
war, revolution, famine or epidemic. The kinds of
forces at work determined who immigrated and who
remained behind. Marcus Lee Hansen. probably the
foremost historian of the hiropean migration. divides
the hundred years into three distinct periods. The
first. although having its hare beginnings in about

9-20. became a veritable tidal wave by the I 830's
and reached its crest in the years 1X47-54. This was
the Celtic Exodus and the people were Irish. Scotch,
and Welsh with a lesser number of German. Belgian.



Dutch. French and Scandinavian from mainland
Ethopc.

The Reluctant Immigrant

In these years, there was another immigrant. alheit
a reluctant one. Indeed. he had been an immigrant
from the beginnings. Ile was with Columbus and the
other explorers from southern Europe. lie was also in
the English colonies before the Pilgrims who were
among the first Englishmen here. There is some evi-
dence that the African was in Virginia before 1619
which is usually the year given as his date of entry.
Ironically. he is never called an immigrant although
that is what 1w was, since he was not native to these

This African. this reluctant immigrant. came
mostly from the western part of the great African
continent. He also came from southern Europe and
even from England. Contrary to popular belief, Eng-
land had hundreds of so-called African "servants,"
many of them being bought and sold at auction a la
slave marts of Charleston, South Carolina or Balti-
more. Maryland. Philip Curtin. the eminent historian
of slavers and the slave trade, estimates that
15.000.000 Africans left that continent in the years
of the slave trade roughly about 1600-1860. W. E. B.
Dtlois, the first historian of the African slave trade.
says that 50,000,000 were taken out of Africa.
Chinua Achebe, the contemporary Nigerian novelist.
agrees with DuBois, and further states that some areas
of the African West Coast have never regained their
populations as a result of depletions during the slave
trade years. Curtin himself did not disagree categori-
cally with DuBois, he just could not make himself
believe that numbers as large as 50,000.000 could
have been involved in the slave trade. Not all of these
came to the English colonies and subsequently the
United States, but substantial numbers did.

The African here was in an anomalous position. lie
was both slave and free even during the years of slav-
ery. To he sure, some Europeans were slave and free.
Servitude. by definition, was just a nice name for
slavery. Most historians don't want to admit that
whites could have been slaves. In fact, they call white
slavery prostitution. The white slave had two advan-
tages over the black slave and neither was a white
skin. Ills advantages were, in most cases, a stated term
of service and protection by the courts as to the sanc-
tity of his service contracts. Otherwise, he was bought
and sold, had his term of service increased for crime,
separated from his children and family. etc.

While the white servant (slave ), convict, adven-
turer, nobleman, aristocrat, peasant or what have you
was always an immigrant. the African was never con-
sidered such although he was an immigrant like all of
the rest. There are almost no records that say this
reluctant traveler was an immigrant. His special status

required special treatment. The early colonials had
something to say about the African immigrant. They
said it in their laws, and in this business Maryland led
the way. A law of the Maryland General Assembly
1663, ('.30 states that "All negroes or other slaves
within the province, and all Negroes and other slaves
to be hereafter imported into the pros ince shall he
slaves as their fathers were for the term of their
lives." Section 2 states "And forasmuch as divers free-
born English women. forgetful of their free con-
dition. and to the disgrace of our nation. do inter-
marry with Negro slaves, by which also divers suits
may arise, touching the issue of such %vomen, and a
great damage doth befall the master of such Negroes,
for preservation whereof for deterring such free-born
women from such shameful matches, he it en-
acted ... That whatsoeve r tree -horn women shall in-
temarry with any slave, from and after the last day
of the present assembly, shall serve the master of such
slave during the life of her husband: and that all the
issue of' such free-born women shall he slaves as their
fathers were." Section 3 states "And he it further
enacted that all the issues of English, or other free-
born women, that have already married Negroes, shall
serve the master of their parents, till they he thirty
years of age and no longer." Acts of 1681. 1692,
1699. 1704, and 1715 amended this act levying pen-
alities ( fines) on masters, mistresses. ministers, j.p.'s,
and anyone else aiding in the marriage ceremony. The
Act of 1715 also included white fathers of children
born to black women, except that the children served
until age thirty-one, and the children in this case took
the status of the mother rather than the father.

These laws placed the African immigrant in a cate-
gory dissimilar to any other immigrant group. They
were adopted by most of the colonies. Maryland and
Virginia simply led the way. Eventually the African
was to become a "deleted" part of the Declaration of
Independence. In I 791. 1w became a substantial part
of the Constitution of the United States. The framing
fathers (comment) could not hiing themselves to use
slave or Negro in a document of freAlom so the-re-
luctant immigrant became a "person bound to serv-
ice," or "other persons." James Madison. 1840, said
that the provision of the Constitution allowing the
United States to put down insurrections was really
directed at slave rebellions since there was no danger
from any other kind. (3/5 ('ompromise.)

These laws, declarations, and constitutions clearly
indicated that the African immigrant was to be dif-
ferent from others. The laws that gave a special ele-
vated status to the English also made them different.
The African would not he mated, assimilated. or
amalgamated, but perhaps annihilated if he didn't
stay in his place. If' there was such a thing as a melting
pot. the African was not to he melted in it,
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Elie Mary land sla't' code mentioned -Negroes and
'other .1;1%e as hong covered by the pknisions of
those lows. The -other slaws- ;ire :iot identified hut
the reference was to Indians. 1 he Indian was not an
immigrant but his treatment at the hands of the

ngli.11 showed the profound elfcct oi skin color on
the northern European. First. the "rod man- was
classified as hi heathen. a child of the de\ it. This gage
the excuse for missionary act Miles among the tribes.
but the -superior- white religion hind the Indians'
non-accept:Ince of it created the opportunity for
sending any number of them to the devil. Thus. "The
only good Indian is A dead Indian. early bevaine
white slogan for dealing with the native Americans.
Slaver% was tried also. but this -add of the devil-
had one or two nasty habits. 1Ie was not a sedentary
former. so he tkould not or could not ih,..arn the va-
gaies of large scale farming. Secondly. he simply
moved westward w 11:n white encroachment became
too strong.

oreible slavery was tried but the Indian coun-
tcr :d this nasty tittle habit. Ile would
take hostages. especially young women and children.

ve call those P.O.W.'s and we. as a nation.
have noer been able to accept capture by those of
alien color. A Mary land law of the 165(1's forbade
kidnapping Indian children hind holding them as hos-
tages because Of the nultill more crick:Ike Indian
nuellIMIS Of doing such things. Consequently. the
Indian could not be .enshked: he would not become
Christ ioni/ed or accept many ways of die whit". so
genocide became the method or dealing with him.
.1 he point here is that the two groups of different
skin colc r were not ...I part of the -new man- eonee p

of Ile (IL ecoeur and others. You were only right
you were white and English or most like the English.

Modified Melting Pot Concept

The treatment of the African and the Indian per-
haps only foreshadowed the modification of the early
melting pot concept. The first great wave of Euro-
pean immigration was reaching its peak in the 1 S50's.
1 850-57. When the first large-scale political opposi-
tion to immigration doeloped. .1 he \Ake American
Party drew thousand. of follower, on its platform of
anti-immigration and anti-Catholicism. Neither of
these concepts was new to American history. A Mary-
land law of the 1600's kept out the -papist Irish.- As
was pointed out earlier. even so) venerable a figure as
\\JhinglOti had his misgkings about immigration.
the Know-Nothing. Party was the first to use theSe in
a political crusade. The Know-Nothings had opposi-
tion hind eventually. thk opposition proailed. The
tormidal,le Ralph \\ aldo Emerson wrote "I hhite the
narrowness of the Native American Party. It is the
dog in the manger. It is precisely opposite to all the
dictates of love hind magnanimity. and therefore, of
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Course. opposite to true %isdoin.. .

"Mein is the most composite of all creatures.... As
in the old horning of the temple at Corinth. by the
melting and intermixture of silver and gold and other
metals. a new compound, MOW precious than any.
caned the Corinthian brass. was formed: so in this
continent asylum of all nations the energy of Irish.
Germans. Swedes. Poles. and Cossaeks, and all of the
European tribes of the Africans. and of the Poly-
nesians will COnStiliCt a new race, a new religion. a
new state. a new literature. which will be as vigorous
as the new Europe which came out of the smelting-
pot of the Dark Ages. or that which earlier emerged
from barbarism. Nature loves cross-hreeds.-

While the "Know-Nothings- as a political party
withered away. the ideas that spawned it were still
very much alive. However. these ideaS would remain
dormant for a time but a new day would come later.

New Wave of Immigration
111ea11While. a new wave of immigration took place.

The Civil War years found the influx from Europe
lessening. but after 1 8(15 the flow started again. These
were the years of industrial expansion. steel, rail-
roads. oil, textiles. meatpacking. foundries and a little
later the automobile, attracted workers to industrial
centers. These were mainly in the East. North, and
mid-West. but a few went South especially to the port
centers. This movement found Englishmen pre-
dominating. but great numbers came from Scandina-
via. Germany sent Prussians and Saxons. and Austria
sent Bohemians. This exodus was largely Teutonic.
even the English. They tended to settle in the cities.
but some went to the German and Scandinavian settle-
ments that had existed in Texas. Kansas. Iowa. Wis-
consin and Minnesota since the 1 830's. In the cities.
they fanned their own communities. founded news-
papers in their native languages. built their Deutehes
Ilauses. Rathskellers. their restaurants. and beer halls.
Their love of the brew and their habit of having festi-
vals on Sundays profoundly affected the American
view of the Sabbath. Blue laws. before this immigrant
wave, were the rule but the assault on them started in
this period. Nowadays. blue laws exist only in the
breach. almost never in the observance. German beer
has become a staple in the American drinking arsenal
and sauerkraut is a Baltimore national dish along with
turkey, English-German schools became popular and
German as a foreign language appeared in the public
schools.

This immigration was the American kind: look at
it carefully. It was mostly English which included the
Scotch and to a lesser extent the Irish. although
sometimes the Irish were not considered to he I..ng-
lishmen. Many of them, if not most. were Catholic
and besides they wouldn't melt like other English-
men. They settled in places like Mrs Kitchen in New



York, where the 1. nplish and German police had to
enter ten abreast eL-ause one or two pollee ,.e
mereIN candidates for the eas.enIN beat or wherever
police go w hen t hey die.

Boston also got its share of the Irish. I heN would
later Ise called Kennedy.. but !Ito still would not he
aecepted h. proper Bostonians. I heN e\ idently were
-shanty- Irish and on1N "lace eurtain- Irish could
make it in the right circles.

Iii spite of its seaniN side. literaN Americans grew
rhapsodic oer this immigration. l'he United States.
land of the free, home of the slave I bra \el became an
asylum for refuge. In 1880 in No% l'urk's harbor on
LibertN 1st:intl. a statue %A as un \ eiled to commemo-
ate the country's status as a ha\en tOr the poor and
oppressed. It w,is a gilt from the Drench people, who
\\ ere probably glad that they could got rid of their
poor. One w aN to solve the problem of pi-erty k to
"off the por." On the base of this suit Lie V. as. a poem
probab1N- best presenting Inc American view or innui.
gration.

In NEW COLOSSUS
"Not like the bra/en giant of Greek fame,
With conquering limbs astride from land to land
Here at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
A might} woman with a torch. whose hale
Is the imprisoned lightning. and her name
Mother of eiles. Froin her beacon hand
Glows world-wide welcome: her mild eyes command
The air-bridged harbor that twin cities !hone.

"Keep. anvient lands. N our storied pompr cries die
With silent lips. *I ;ke our tired, N Our poor,
Your huddled Masses yearning to breathe free,
The Vretelied refuse of N our teeming 'lure
Send these. the homeless. tempest-tossed to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door."

Linina 1.a/arits was a poet froth an old Jewish lam-
iIN in Ameriea. Much of this immigration was also
Jew ish.

I hose golden N ears of immigration also had their
other side. The peak N ears were between. 1880-90.
L,iren kitty hail of the Ish0-1890 wae took place.

.1 lie Chinese had started to enter this countrk iii
'significant numbers in the 1850's immediately follow-
ing the California Gild Rush. 1 110 were welcomed
like other immigrants. TheN were thrifty. trust-

rHIN- courteous. kind. braw. dean. re% erent. and
Chinese. The built railroads. drained swamps, en-
tered the personal selAiCe industries. settled iii places
called and generally did the dirty work
that witt,\ Americans avoided. The transcontinental
railroad was finished in 1860. The Chinese had been
largeIN responsible for building its western segment
across the mountains to Promonton Point. (itch.

The depression of the I 870's caused Californians
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to blame the Chinese for rising unemployment. The
Hearst newspapers picked up the cry of the dangers
of the "yellow peril.- 1.0i tWo of them ill altd 110\1
week there \\ill he tilt ccn. in ,it molltlts,
1.500.000 eveN fifth person a Chinese. Ihe fledgel-
ing labor unions AI' I joined in the fight and as a
result Congress passed the Chinese Kelusioh Act 01
1882 M,Itich hatred the entry of Chinese for ten N ears.
but the law a, renewed in I 89 2 and again in 1902.
Arguments such as this were used to persuade a not
unwilling Congress. Chinese. if permitted freely
to enter this eountrN, would create race antagonisms
which would ultimately result in great puAlic dis-
turbance. The Caucasians will not tolerate the Mongo-
lian. As ultimately all government is based on physi-
cal foree, the white population of this country would
not, without resistance, suffer itself' to he destroyed.

If we were to return to the antebellum idea of the
South . the Chinese would satisfy ever) Liquire-
ment of a slae or senile class. They work well, they
are docile. and they would not be concerned about
their political condition. . Needless to say. such
arguments Were eonineing. Wink we were Writing,
reeiting, and singing pacans to the European immi-
grants. we American: were writing laws against immi-
grants of a different color,

The A frican Negro, colored. Afro-American,
Aframerivan. but not black and Indian had not been
forgotten. The Indian problem had been settled at the
first Wounded Knee in 1800. While genocide was not
complete, perhaps 250.000 were left. almost all were
on reservations where genocide would he easier. The
Afro-American. although legally free. in spite of the
pre-Civil War belief that he would never reach that
status. still had laws passed against him. I: road Wash-
ington to Lincoln. ways had been sought to remove
him from the country. American Colonization Socie-
ties. Maryland Coloni/ation Soeieties, Back-to-Africa
movements, the Abraham Lincoln Colonization plan,
had all tailed. By 1890. the belief that the black man
would never be free had changed to "he will.never he
equal.- A Civil Rights Act of 1875. which incor-
porated the same provisions as that of 1904. had been
repealed as contrary to the Constit utit.n by the Su-
preme Court in 188.1. The Fouteentf. Amendment
had been interpreted to mean a brako on slate dis-
criminatory acts. individuals could do what they
wanted. Every state south of the Mason and Dison
line was in the process of writing Jill Crow into its
Constitution. hwe\er. led this time b Mississippi
instead of Maryland and Virginia. In 180. the Su-
preme Court gave legal sanction to Jim ('row in its

r. rergto-f)n decision. "Separate hut equal-
With emph asis oh the "separate- hill ro piling the
"equal.- this was the order of the (la} -. This decision
effectively removed the last of the "colored" peoples
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It11.01 pluralism. (he proponents of this idea %y ore un-
willing to accept the assumption, implicit in the melt-
ing pot voncept, that all the peoples Who came to the
United States would fuse into a homogeneous muss.
he primary spokesman for this philosphs was
I M kji %% hi) ivtl I ha I it k possii)lk., 01.

desirable for the immigrant groups to lose their Men-
tits and argued that American culture had much to
gain bb permitting each of thorn to de\ elop its own
partieula tentienciLs. lie said that Ameica \kas really
1:0111 Pk )S1.'d Of a federation of cultures and not one
that is uniquely, homogeneousis Ameriean. fallen
states that "The attainment a harmony
requires concerted public action. Rut the action
would sock simply to eliminate the wa:ac and the
stlipido of our social organization, by way of freeing
and strengthening the strong forces actually in opera-
tion. Starting with our existing ethnic and cultural
groups. it tt,oulti seek to provide conditions under
which eavh mas attain the perfection that is proper
to its kind. The prosision of such conditions is the

md 0, intent of our fundamental iaw and the vuri-
Otts compose our COMI11011Wealth
must leant first of all this fact. which is perhaps, to
most minds, the outstanding ideal content of
"Americanism" that democrao means self-ealita-
tion through self-control. self-gtwernment, and that
one is impossible without the other,

The griming belief that America had reached its
peak of doelopment Ilenrs Ford was paying five
dollars a daN as wages) the assaults of nativist groups.
the 1:11:. a var fought against one of the large ethnic
groups in the Furopean -homeland. and a crusade
against immigration raised to presidential level led to
the choking off of immigration in the 19.2-t Immigra-
tion Act. A tvorld-w Me depression and a second great
war soiled to strengthen the forces of cultural plural-
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ism vis-a-vis those of the meltMg pot. There has been
some easing of restrictions. but the largest immigrant
group sitice the 192-1 Act has been Puerto Ricans,
Tho are really not immigrants, but American ciii/ens
who can move anywhere in the count!) that they so
choose.

1 tic forces of cultural pluralism were !Awn a tre-
mendous thrust by the civil rights mot einem of the

.\t present. the so- called minorities the
blacks. Chicanos. Indians and Puerto Ricans are very
weal as ethnic groups. The descendants of the uro-
pean inunigrants are called ethnics and are emphasi/-
Mg their ethnic loots. lw hyphenated Afterican is
no longer 0 diPtICI*, a non - entity.

The melting Pot concept was both lietion nd fact.
That it existed in the minds of idealistic in:n was a
fact from the 17th Century to 1900. The fat that it
did exist in reality was fiction. The United States is
the federation of ethnic groups that Was espolised by
Professor kalkm. In my kw. we will !teter he fused
into the "new man" of tic Crevecoeur.

1.111011 I . /minigrahi% ir, .-11nericaii
I I.Incs, I. litoM.I1.111t1 litsph (Me ..11/11rica

SIV%%;111 ("tilv ;Intl Mildred \1. olv.

['haw Clirt ill, Ow Ai/antic .tihire Trade: -1 ('errors
Robot , lhtint. Inter/co/ iiiiiirigration /Wit- /
11.1 .1i. lic S1rlim-11%-nm fit" tlie African Stare Trade

I j%01%1 .1 mrtican ///%bwi blierpiiationv
\3111.111 ilair .,nil I/mm.1 P. 111100tait. BelOnti the lh Jtirre h )1
()scar tiontIlm. the eiteother; The 1 pmutt-11: limwratifm I u tiir-
tur in .11,icri«llt kar and .\athinalit r in 1 incriiiii
M.irctt, I lan%L.n. The Atlantic .11igratimi. I tot 74Shi)
1101111101;1111. talk'

i1;11 :I

v
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Poo- Ito+. they unit We
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Teaching a Multi-Ethnic Social Studies Program

in the Maryland Public Schools

Challenges and Opportunities

, . We can best overcome our present weaknesses through a planned
program of intergroup education designed to permeate every area of
the curriculum from kindergarten through elementary and secondary
levels, Such a program will not only recognize the contribution of
cultural and ethnic minorities in the building of a democratic re-
public, but it will also attempt to change attitudes, reduce prejudice,
and re-educate teachers.

If the late professor Of history at the University. of
Kentucky Albert Kirwan, was preparing his doctoral
dissertation today the study would probably be en-
titled the "Rekolt of the Ethnics." rather than the
"Revolt of the Rednecks." Dr. Kirwan would want to
know why a nation that had honored (mews.% -
PLURIBUS UNU\1 would now emphasize the parts
that make up the whole. Indeed, the very presence of
our differences within the nation is the cause of much
pro and con comment. discussion. and some anger.

I n the course of our work together today. we shall
examine one agency's response to ethnic studies. the
impact of this response, and the difficulties en-
countered implementing the legal requirements 01
ethnic studies instruction.

Perhaps many do not know that the State Con-
stitutions of 1864 and 1867 authorized the General
Assembly to Create -throughout this State a thorough
and efficient System of Free Public Schools:" and
provided for their support -by taxation ... for their
maintenance."' The Nlaryland State Department of
Education) was then established to supervise the hand-
iwork of the General Assembly. Significantly.. this
was the first act of the Maryland legislature after the
adopt ion of t he Const it ut ion.

Included in the legislative acts education was
the statement that, -educational matter affecting the
State and the general care and supervision of public
education shall be entrusted to ... the State Depart-
ment of Education" governed by the State Board of
dueation.2

Needless to say. the spirit of education was very
strong. but the flesh for the hones buildings. pro-
grams and personnel was not kirtheoming in the

I. 11t. Shnni I at% Ilartlund. Volume \I VI, !so. 1. July
I 1#70. p. 10.
2. p. I".
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quantities needed,3 For years the State maintained
only Illi11itill1111 1'ClItlirell1C111ti which would amount to
only reading. writing, and ciphering expertise for stu-
dents who were economically privileged to barely at-
tend school.

This discourse is a little way around the two points
that I am trying to make. One, that the State today
has realized the goal of full public education and two.
that the State is responsible for educational programs
in the schools. Strangely, the two major features of
the enabling legislation for state education, schools
and programs is the center of much controversy to-
day. Without becoming involved in total state funding
for education my point is that the power of law is
there and full state funding will be achieved before
the end of the decade. Regarding the other aspect.
program or curricula for the schools. the responsi-
bility to govern what is taught is also well established
in law. This last point I shall pursue.

While curriculum development in the Maryland
public school systems has been the rule. there is no
doubt that the Maryland State Department of Educa-
tion has the authority to govern the curriculum of the
local educational agencies. The Maryland Attorney
General's opinion on the authority- of the State Board
of Education to direct and approve programs in the
several counties and Baltimore City. is well estab-
lished. The opinion states that:

The Legislature has directed the State Board of
Fducation to -determine the ducational policies
of the State" and ''to enact bylaws. rules, and
regulations for the administration of the public
school system which . . shall have the force of
law." Article 77. Section . Annotated Code of

;. 1..thicalito In 11arylanl Iinitnt n1 tiluralion
Develinent and 01111nok, (.ouncil (I Clut.I State SC IMO, ( )1.

licers. 1%9.



Mary land. I9o9 Replacement \'olume. Further,
the State Board has Oven directed to -prescribe.
with and on the advice of the State Superin-
tendent of Sehools. bask policy, and guidelines
for the program and instruct ion of the public
schools.- Article '7. Section 13. In iew of said
statutory prmisions the State Board enacted
Bylaw 300 Genera/ it/hand/ow/ Programs. and
By law .400 Specia/ hiLtructbmal Program\ which
encompass the general standard!. and programs re-
garding instruction applicable to the public
schools in the State.

Under Article 77. Section o. the State Board
may exercise its visitatorial power. said power
being summary and exclusive. (See It'lley r llnard

Sc hon/ CnnunisAinner.\, 51 Md. 401 t I 7 I.

limier/ St h Hi Breeding. I 2 b

Nld. 83 (1915). In doing so the Board may in-
dicate a disapproval of education programs if such
action is indicated. In a discussion of the visita-
torial powers of the State Board of Lducation.
this office said that the Board:

"has the power. authority. and jurisdiction to
supers ise and control the management
of ... the public school system and to correct
all abuses of authority and to nullify all ir-
regular proceedings.- 41 Opinion.\ of the At-
tHrney Genera/ ss.

The powers of the State Board of ducation in
educational matters affecting the State and in the
general care and supervision of public education
may be summarized in the statement of the Court
of Appeals that the State Board has the last word
On any matter concerning educational policy or
the administration of the system of public educa-
tion. It'i/mm ()1 telucarimi 234 Md. 5(11
1964).

With the a ut !writ y Lested in the State Board of
Education. various bylaws have been approved that
require the local educational systems to comply. One
of these bylaws is numbered 325.1. It simply states
that. -all public school systems shall include in their
programs of studies...appropriate instruction for de-
veloping understanding and appreciation of ethnic
and cultural minorities.-4 Fortunately, embodied in
the bylaw. a yearly report is required to the State
Board on the status of ethnic studies.

Obviously. it is one thing to require action in

ethnic studies and another to obtain the kind of pro-
gram that is instructionally viable. free from odious
stereotypes. Since the State Board called for a pro-
gram in ethnic studies. the state education agency had
to provide some leadership. An advisory committee
on Ethnic and Cultural Minorities appointed by Dr.

4. Ole Public St trail Law% ()/ 1/art./and, 1972, Cumulative Supple-
ment. 'ol. XI.V111. No. 3. December 1972. p. 134.

James A. Sensenbaugh had recommended an inter-
disciplinary mu. I t ia ethnic studies program.

The dilemma was mine, how could one person do
what had been asked. I had no constit Utel1CY. was
new to the State. I knew that there was not a state
curriculum and that I could not possibly produce
what they had asked for with the S9,000 that had
been provided. Needless to say. there were many pit-
Fans to avoid, and many were not avoided. At the
time. I did not envision three workshops in 190,
1()70, and 1971 to develop the kind of program that
was manageable. The workshop in 19(0 provided the
basis for the ethnic studies program that came to he
known as New Perspectire.s in ',Hammitt) Edimition.

During the summer of 1970, 1971. and 1972.
three groups of teachers from local educational agen-
cies worked to develop instructional activities that
stress the contributions of ethnic and cultural minori-
ties to our pluralistic society. The activities presented
in the bulletin. New perspeefioi in Thiermomp

film. are interdisciplinary and range from early child-
hood through secondary education. They are not es-
sentially social studies oriented. All of them do em-
phasize the necessary effort toward accepting people
as individuals with positive contributions delivered
from the culture group.

In the bulletin, A'ew perspedires, we have four
levels of organization which correspond to the cur-
rent sell( of organization: Level I. K-2 Early ('hild-
hood: Level II. 3-5 Elementary School: Level Ill, 6-8
Middle School: and Level IV, 9-12 Secondary School.

The instructional activities vary in sophistication
according to usability with students in the classroom.
I must emphasize that the teacher's expertise in ap-
plying these activities to the ongoing curriculum is
the measure of success..Vew Per.speetires is not a ellr-
ri11111111. It is an interventionary program that pro-
vides teachers with some assistance in meeting the
need for 1111111i-ethnic content.

After we had written the activities, edited them,
and printed the bulletin, pilot schools were needed
for tryouts. I was able to pilot the instructional activi-
ties in three schools. elementary, middle. and sec-
ondary in the to I low Mg counties: Baltimore.
Caroline. Dorchester. Frederick. Harford, Prince
George's, and St. Mary's.

The teachers who used the activities advised us on
their worthiness and usefulness. During the summer
of 1972. we rewrote the activities and added others
on the basis of teacher recommendations. Hopefully,
model units will be developed that would show teach-
ers how one could effect an interdisciplinary thrust in
the classroom without collapsing as a result o;' the
effort.

Underlying the instructional activities art many
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10.'101's 111;11 I C.11111( dk blli gi% es

you .111 idea of the sitprt lit. other than monetary that
is needed.

Supportive Services
Sdlools. ..I1 equipped.

can do kiV0101)illg SinnW Pt)Siti".1 rk.-

%1/011Sik: M if knit the SYMP:111101iC
and support of allnliniStrailUS and 6% leaders.
Such people 111lIst :

Pro% ide and participate in PiniPs actively studying
human relations and mutt i-ethnie eontributions,

Pro% idc and use 0\ tensie libraries '.(voted to
malt i-othnic social cotworns and personal values and
0\ perielice,

Publicly support the school's programs in inter-
group education.
Encourage and Apodite e\chango between the
school and the community- through classroom
%kiwi., and field irips to the workday world,
Plaee school personnel On the basis of talent and
need (rather than on ethnic background),
Encourage and e\ pk..dite e\ehange between the
school and legislators and public administrators.
:ink!

Encourage and e\pedite the interaction of schools
with public and private agencies working in the
fields of social concern and mental health.
The teacher needs the support of the community'.

boards of education. school administrators. and su-
pervisors in working with ethnic and cultural minori-
ties. Intergroup education represents total commit-
ment by the educational hierarchy.

There are two questions that should he asked.
have we at the State Department of Education done
enough? I suppose I can say. yes. nuge than. I ever
conceived possible. The other question is. -Have we
been effeetie?" Yes. we hate. But the larger ques-
tion. -Ilae we changed helm% ior?" is beyond ac-
curate assessment. Yet, there are ways in which we
can ensure the continuing emphasis of ethnic and cul-
tural minorities in the growth and development of our
students.

While Baltimore City has done much in revising
ancient curricula offerings remember that Baltimore
City is not the total state. The following remarks
apply on a statewide basis.

Position on intergroup Education
We know that children must he educated to live

effectively in a multi-cultural society. To accomplish
this necessary objective, it is imperative that we cor-
rect our shortcomings. We can no longer tolerate. by
distortion and/or omission, the disregard in our cur-
ricula and instructional materials for the history and
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contributions of cultural and ethnic minorities. In-
stead. we must alter our curricula to give pupils the
broader understanding they need to live and work
successfully in multi-group situations. We must deal
adequately and realistically with the background and
nature of the current struggle forjust ice and equality
of opportunity. We must insure in all our classrooms
the use of instructional materials which objectively
reflect the cultural and ethnic diversity. of American
life and of our world.

I believe we can best overcome our present weak-
nesses through a planned program of intergroup edu-
cation designed to permeate every area of the curricu-
lum from kindergarten through elementary and sec-
ondary levels. Such a program will not only recognize
the contribution of cultural and ethnic minorities in
the building of a democratic republic, but it will also
attempt to change attitudes. reduce prejudice, and
re-educate teachers.

Specifically. a total program of intergroup educa-
tion would envision:

An integrated curriculum from early childhood
through the twelfth grade with special emphasis in
the social studies area.
Integration of Afro-American and minority group
content in the American history curriculum wher-
ever appropriate. rather than the introduction of
separate supplemental units which would provide
merely peripheral treatment.
Provision for a separate elective course in Afro-
American or minority group history where local
needs warrant, but with the full knowledge that it
will not fulfill the intent of the mandate which was
designed to give all students a broader knowledge
and understanding of various cultures other than
their own.
Guidelines for the selection of educational materials

_which emphasize minority group contribution to
the growth of the American nation.
Elimination of misunderstandings. animosity, and
the reduction of prejudice ill all the schools.
Certification of teachers who have had college level
courses dealing with minorities in America.
Retraining of teachers through workshops which
emphasize positive attitudinal and behavioral
changes.

Support of the program and cooperation in its im-
plementation by all administrative and supervisory
personnel on both the state and local levels.
Coordination of all agencies and instruments of our
society in designing. implementing. evaluating, and
modifying. where necessary, a program of inter-
group education in all Maryland public school sys-
tems.

Reductimi of Prejudice. Minority group and ethnic



preiudices arc multiple. determink..d, and perpetuated
omtPle \ Interaction ot social and psychological

factors. I he alleviation of such prejudices rk..quirk..s
variety 01 approaches in education. 1 he basis of any
program designed to reduce minority group and
ethnic hostilities is the dissolution of barriers which
prevent contacts between members of carious ethnic
and racial groups. It is incumbent upon educational
units to reduce group hostility by working and sup-
port ing educational opportunities which atToro
optimum conditions for student interaction in groups
and on an indkidual basis.

Recurring Themes In Intergroup Education
One should not leave the call for ethnic studies

and intergroup education without some specific
riculum framework as a recommendation. Broadly.
conceived, I propose the following:
Rationale. In our expk..rienee as human beings we have
akkaneed from isolation to pluralism. In the past,
many people Iked in isolated groups and considered
people of other groups as less human than themselves.
There are many examples from history of the refusal
to treat members of out-groups with the same con-
sideration as members of the in-group.

But all human beings. of whatever race. religion.
language. or nation. share the same human needs and
aspirations. These needs and hopes are met in dif-
ferent ways in different cultures. Each culture has its
Own set of patterns for life and must he recognized as
a system valued in its own right.

In the United States, there are many ethnic
groups. the result of different cultural and racial heri-
tages. Every person in this country belongs to an
ethnic group. and our many cultural heritages enrich
our pluralistic society. Within our democratic system.
instead of a monocultural society. we can achieve
unity through diversity.
Ethnic Themes. Our ethnic themes are: Foundation
for Equality: Equal Worth of Every Person. Alliance

tOr Equality: Equal Worth of !'.very Ethnic Group.
Barriers to Equality: Prejudice and Discrimination.
and Action for Equality: Ideals and Realities.

I leave the substance of those themes to you. Of
course our groups have filled those areas with good
material. But please remember the attitudes and ap-
proaches that Wight be expressed in those themes
must express positive attempts toward forwarding in-
tergroup education on an interdisciplinary basis.

If the teacher treats (/// students as persons of
worth. encouraging them to find and develop their
talents and strengths in language. mathematics. social
studies. science, physical education, and arts and
crafts, the foundation is laid for equal valuing and op-
portunity for every individual.

In shops and gymnasiums. as well as in classrooms
and assemblies, the theme of the contributions of
many ethnic groups and of individuals from these
groups can he emphasized. Thus students learn to
value the pluralism that America enjoys.

Again. in every classroom opportunities occur for
bringing out awareness of prejudice and discrimina-
tion and for exploring ways of combating prejudice
and discrimination. As Dr. Jean Grambs stresses in
her hook. httergrmip Education. the teacher needs to
he sensitive to the "teachable moments." which may
occur at anytime in any situation at every level, when
attitude changes can be most effectively produced.

It is especially in social studies classrooms that the
governmental processes for enhancing and protecting
equality are studied. But in every classroom, the atti-
tudes that lead to a commitment to full social equali-
ty must he fostered.

Have we satisfied Barbara Mikulski. George Wal-
lace. Clarence Blount. Spiro Agnew. Sam Banks. and
hosts of others? Probably not, but we have made a
beginning. It is rather difficult to please everyone.
Perhaps we shall never achieve curriculum equili-
brium. and that is as it should be.
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Blacks in a Multi-Ethnic
Social Studies Curriculum

... Curriculum and social science specialists and teachers have a
clear and compelling obligation to develop teaching and learning
configurations that represent the ethnic and racial diversity of
American history and culture. Failure to do this will result in a
distorted, biased, and fallacious portrayal of American history in the
nation's public schools....

William kiward Burghardt DuBois. ci titan in
Americ an letters, declared probingly. prophetically.
and ;iccinately in I QUO:

The problem of t Twent ieth
Centuo is the problem of the
color lino.

The "color line'. of V hiCh 1301S Spoke seventy-
three ears ago encumbers and restricts the role and
contributions or blacks in the okerwhelming numher
of the curricula of the 18.000 school distdets that
comprise our nation's public Nell ools.

This coneopt (i.e.. -color lint.."). to be sum., con-
stitutes a formidable deterrent to introducing and sus -
taining teaching about the history and culture of
black Americans in the 18.000 school districts and
the 2,500 institutions of higher IL:arning in the nation.

he paramount factor that causes enormous kl kg Li t

and tratimati/ation in school districts is not the con-
cept tit multi-ethnicity. but the aspect of mull i-
etlinicit that tOcuses on the black American in
American dite. 1 here is the view that k still proalent
in most of inir school districts that the history and
experiences of black Americans are lacking ill ;ICU-
demic alidit and significance. ( ast in less L...uphe
mistteal terms it postulates: "Ilw black man was a
slme before the tiil War and a C011Issa I headache
after."

'urrictilum and social science specialists and teach-
ers 11;0 e a dear and compelling obligation to doelop
teaching and learning configurations that represent
the ethnic and racial dikersity of American history
and culture. I ;aline to do this will result in a dis-
trted. biased. and fallacious portrayal of American
instorN in the nation's public schools.

his Pai'cr ill locus briefly On three principal
areas ill diseussing multi-ethnieity as it relates to
blacks the self-concept of blacks. the inclusion of
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blacks in textbooks and curriculum resource mate-
rials, and the prospects for the future.

The Self-Concept of Blacks

In view of the traducement, hostility, and violence
that blacks have endured since their ignominious
transport to this coutry, it is rem irkable that today
Kicks believe in their fundamental humanity and
worth. The pronouncement by Chief Justice Roger 13.
Taney in 1857 that the "Negro had no rights that
white people were hound to respect- gave legal stand-
ing and recognition to what was already an accepted
belief in American life. An ethos had been operative
in American life over two centuries before the fateful
decision of Chief Justice Taney that all blacks were
property or a "suborder of !irk:- without ItUntallity
and legal standing.

Thomas Jefferson. the "Sage of Monticello." and
author of the Declaration of Independence would
proclaim with ringing assltrance in his .\n/c. Ill!_ liiC

nt 'irginia in 1787:
They i i.e.. hi ai,:L st seen] to require It's sleep. A
black after hard labour through the day will he
induced by the slightest amusements to sit up till
midnight. or later. though knowing he must be
out with the first dawn of the morning.'

Jefterson.continues:
I heir I i.e.. blacks) love is ardent. but it kindles
the senses oath . not the imagination. Religion in-
deed has produced a Phyllis Wheatley. but it
could not produce a poet. the eomposit ions pub-
lished under her name are beneath the dignity of
criticism.2

Jefferson. an aicionado of egalitarianism and libert
comeNed an image of blacks as a suborder of life who
were. at best. "tasteless, dull, and anomalous."
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'11 le inidious pronouncements of Jefferson and
countless others who followed, before and after the
Ckil War, portrayed the black American as an in-
d 1111,11 11111till kalth: %01111. 1 \;114.1.

former I. xecut lye Secretary of the NAACP. stated the
situation in graphic terms:

I w as a Negro. :I 'H1111:111 \vith an in isible
pigmentation which marked lilt' as a person to be
hunted. hanged, abused. discriminated against,
kept in powrty. and ignorance. in order that those
whose skin was white would have readily at hand
a proof of their superiority It made no dif-
ference how intelligent or talentk..k.1 my Million, of
brothers and I \%- ere, or how irtuously we li ed.1

1111ilk: Ualter White was recording his recollections
and relleet ions in the face of a moll. in a larger sense.
Ile \kas recording what it felt like to 1w black in twen-
tieth century .inerik.a. 1 he "Kerner Report" and the
National Urban Coalition haw indicated that racial
bigotry continues to polari/e and bk..numb the nation.
Unlike \\line ethnics. the "high isibility." of blacks
proents their initial acceptance and equal participa-
tion in the larger society. G. Franklin Edwards. Chair-
man of the Sociology Department or Ik)\\ard
wrsity.. pros ides a telling commentary:

One of the great and most painful paradoxes or
American life k that the black citi/en. although
an old-line. old-time American. is in actuality not
fully recogni/ed as an American 1)y his w-hilt.' fel-
low-chi/ens. Ilk forebears were here long before
most immigrant people.4

.\ negatik. and fallacious portrayal emerges of
blacks in American life. CI. Franklin 1..1%%ards identi-
Ilk's a crucial and pervasive factor \i\-a --is blacks and
k lines;

1 he trouble between 131ack and kvIiitc Aink..ricans
stems partly from the Iilacks' history of servitude
and partly from prkludice. .111k. target of the prej-
udice is rak.c. identified chiefly by color.N

Curriculum -planners.. teachers. administrators. and
the mass media hake .i tremendous responsibility in
correcting the w rongs of the past and present. "I each-
1/4.r. and administrators bear a ilea% \ atilt special re-
sponsibility in helping all children. particularly those

ho liae been told repeatedly by their society that
Ailey do not lidc \aite and worth because of the
color of their skin.

lilak.k history in a multi- ethnic curriculum pro\ ides
a basis for the unfOlding of an objectiw and factual
depicting of American history . In short. our schools
nitht he liumaiiiik.k1 in order to help black children
and youths to discover themseb es and recogni/e their
fundamental worth and -aloe. . pk.rson wit() does not
know his history cannot really take pride in hat he
is. particularly it he has been told countless times he
has no nivaninOtil past.

Blacks and the Curriculum

Blacks have largely been e\eldded in a substantive
way in the te\tbooks and curriculum guides in a pre-
ponderant number 01' the nation's public schools.
Stereotypes and misinformation about black Ameri-
cans abound. 'Hie "Dick and Jane Syndrome" (Le_
\vhite middle class children t continues in spite of talk
of multi-ethnicity . Moreover. textbook publishers
continue to roinotk. a duality in publishing text-
books: a regular Dick and .!ant.' variety for suburbia
and the South. and a technicolored or "browned

er" variety for the North.
C'urriculum guides in most of our school districts

continue to reflect a bifurcation. A separate black
course or unit on "minority cultures" is prepared for
blacks and other interested students. These units or
supplementary matk..rials. offered as electives. fail to
reach a majority of the students. What is rk..quired in
order to reach all students is a fusion or incorporation
of black history and other ethnic groups into the
total fabric of the social studies curriculum. This, of
course. does not preclude the offering of electives.
Electives should ht.' offered for students who desire
mork.. indepth study and research in black history.

There is a belief which pk..rvades many of our pub-
lic schools and eolleges. even at this late date, that
there is really not much to teach about black history.
In other instances. blacks are included in the eurricu-
Rim as a tranquilatory device or pacifier.

Curriculum planners and school administrators in
most of our school districts have great difficulty in
securing curriculum writers and teaehers who are
knowledgeable and competent in black history and
eult tire. in Most Or our public schools .and colleges
today. the demand for knowledgeable and informed
teachers. black and white, in black history exceeds
the supply. Consequently. the selection or teachers
boils down to the presence of olunteers.

(lie other significant problem associated with the
-teaching of black history is the mistaken notion that
It Is a separate history. This new. of course. is arrant
nonsense. The history of the black American is in-
extricably interwoven with the history of our nation.
If black history is not taught and \vritten within the
perspective of our total history. a distorted and inac-
curate history will continue to proail. Fhe para-
mount thrust should he a presentation of the authen-
tic record w hich depicts the reality and truth of the
role and contributions of black Americans to Ameri-
can history.

fo bk. sot'.'. have been of littlekA 'books.
sistiliwc Ili this cflori. In 1966417. Irving Sloan. it
social studies leacher in the Scarsdale. New York Pub-
lie Schools. conducted a critical e\alhillati011 of
prominent te st books utili/cd in a largo number of
American secondary schools and colleges. Sloan's
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study. ith a 1.04 exceptions ttic., Caughey, Franklin.
May Land (q the Free. R. Wade, Wilder, L. Wade,
Hit,ry PI the shows that the black American.
except in a menial and stereotypical portrayal. is

largely excluded.
As recent as last y ear. the Virginia State board of

Fdtication voted unanimously to end its off;,vial role
in public school classrooms of several controversial
history textbooks. 1 he hooks were written l'or grades
four. seven, eleven, and twelve at the direction of a
legislative textbook commission. In a hook t i.e., Vir-
ginia; lliqvrt. - - Gc()graplo ) required
of all seventh graders in the s.a. t e. a passage contained
the following:

Life among the Negroes of Virginia in slavery
tiniCti was generally happy. The ..egroes went
about in a cheerful manner making a living for
themsek c.'s and for those whom they worked.
'Utley we re not so unhappy as sonic Northerners
thought they were. nor were they so happy as
some Southerners claimed. . .

Biased and distorted textbooks have created
enormous problems of positive self-identity for black
children, Slanted textbooks and teaching have created
a false sense of superiority in white children predi-
cated solely on their color. Kenneth Clark perceptive-
ly reveals this condition in his hejnc /iet' and Ytir

Racial discrimination in America is one example
of this tendency to grant preferred status to some
individuals and to reject others. In this ease the
basis tOr preference is color.?

*thoinas Pettigrew of Harvard University sustains the
position of (lark in writing that "While he (i.e., Black
American) is totally American in every conceivable
meaning of the tam, he finds that most Americans
are white and that somehow the mere color of his
skin puts him into a unique and socially-defined infe-
rior category." The elimination of jaundiced and in-
accurate textbooks would constitute a most signifi-
cant support for truth and integrity in on- public
schools.

Prospects for the Future

There is still much more rhetoric than substance as
regards the inclusion of blacks in a meaningful way in
multi-ethnic curricula in the nation's public schools.
The outlook does not appear hopeful because of the
"color line- and a paralysis of will. The current cli-
mate and mood of the nation are hardly supportive of
multi - ethnicity. President Nixon. however. assures the
nation that our cities have "cooled down- and that
the worst is behind us. Reports of the National Ad-
visory Commission on ('ivil Disorders. National Urban
Coalition. and the United States Civil Rights Commis-
sion do not sustain the President's sanguine assess-
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meat. The most recent United States ('ivil Rights
Commission report, a voluminous 425 page account.
provided a grave assessment in concluding that there
had been a failure at every Federal level, including the
White House, to enforce Federal laws equally and
fahly. In somber and lugubrious terms the Commis-
sicn reported that "It ( Federal civil tights enforce-
ment ) lacks creativity, resources, a sense of urgency, a
firmness in dealing with violators, and most im-
portant a sense of commitment. Time is running out
in the dreams of our forebears,"9

Blacks in a multi-ethnic curriculum must extend
heyond "me-too-ism." The essential thrust in our
present-day curriculum building must accentuate fun-
damental and substantive returns and change in social
studies education. We most carefully and rigorously
examine the "Seven Cardinal Aims of Education"
proclaimed by the Educational Policies Commission
of the NEA in I918 in order to determine their
pertinence and meaning in the 1970's and beyond.

A genuine multi-ethnic curriculum focusing on
blacks will require a critical and sedulous reexamina-
tion of the idealistic and loft professions of our Dec-
laration of Independence, the Constitution, the melt-
ing pot theory. the Puritan Ethic. and the concept of
equal opportunity, The curriculum of the student
must he the realities of our history, past and pres-
ent: the historic failure of the nation to extend the
blessings of liberty to twenty-live million blacks de-
spite their citizenship: the extended study and non -
treatment of 600 black victims of syphilis in Alabama
by the United States Public Health Service even after
penicillin was discovered as a means of treatment: the
transfer of blacks from the plantation to urban
ghettos; the summary' discharge of the 167 members
of the all black 1st Battalion 25th Infantry in
Brownsville. Texas in August 1906 for their alleged
"conspiracy of silence" (recently Secretary of the
Army, Robert F. Froehilke, decided after 66 years,
and the death of most of the survivors to expunge
their records): the recent study of John K. Galbraith

_that shows ninety-eight percent of jobs in private in-
dustry paying S15.000 or better are occupied by
white males. and ninety-six percent of in Federal
government paying 515.000 or better are held by
white males: the meaning of Wounded Knee II; segre-
gated schools in spite of the Brown decision and sub-
sequent Supreme Court decisions: continued poverty
in our society in the face of unparalleled prosperity
(i.e., GNP over one trillion dollars): the social and
economic costs of Vietnam: the growing despair. bit-
terness, and alienation in our urban centers. Students
must he permitted the opportunity to search for and
grapple with the "How" and "Why" of these issues.
among others. for themselves. Teachers must facili-
tate and encourage this process. We can no longer pro-
ceed with the teaching of the quiet and harmonistic



dogmas of the past fruit whence comet h no truth.
For ideals. how ever. noble and inspirational. will not
free us as a nation. but the truth otters hope.

Curriculum planners. administrators. and teachers
must become cognisant of the fact that the nation is
now coufronted with a new generation of Nita
Americans who are proud and inspired by their heri-
tage: aggressive. articulate. and insistent in the convic-
tion that ow nation live up to its professed beliefs
now: and uncompromisingly holiest in their delinea-
tion of the plight of black Americans in today's socie-
ty. Their heroes are Malcolm X. Martin Luther King.
Jr.. Eldridge ('leaver. Angela Davis. Imaniu Baraka.
Nikki Giovanni. fluey Newton. Bobby Seale. Stokely
Carmichael. James Forman. Ahmed Evans. Ron
Karenga. Rirr,...n Mitchell. Julian Bond. and other
vigorous advocates of immediate political. economic.
and social change.

'1 he demands of blacks for black history and cul-
ture in the l 960's have provided momentum for
white ethnics in the 70's in their efforts for ethnic
studies and increased recognition. The development
of a rapprochement between blacks and white ethnics
looms as a far distant possibility because of prejudi-
cial thinking and mutual suspicion in terms of goals
and methods.

A multi-ethnic curriculum will require the rollow-
ing essentials:

A concentrated. indepth. and on-going sensiti/ation
of the total staff (viz.. school board members.
teachers. administrators. paraprofessionals. clerical.
and custodial staff. etc.) in terms of value clarifica-
tion and interpersonal relations.
Provision for indepth training for all teachers and
supervisory personnel in minority history and cul-
ture (vi/.. Black. (*Meant). Indian. Jewish. etc.).
titili/ation of printed and multi-media materials
that are multi-ethnic in their focus and content.
Development of administrative and teaching staffs
that are hi-racial in eomposit
Establishment of a partnership with the total com-
munity (viz.. religious groups. student groups. civic
groups. institutions of higher education. P.T.A2s.
elected officials. business groups. etc.) in order to
cooperatively achieve OLILICallOnal
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William E. B. DuBois died in Ghana in 1 9(0 at the
age of 95. an expatriate. and a cite /en in (Thalia. Ironi-
cally. on the day of his death. Martin Luther King. Jr.
was proclaiming his "Dream" to an enraptured and
ecstatic crowd of 200.000 Americans. black and
white, at the base of the Lincoln Memorial. The
euphoria of I %3 has largely been dashed. but the
"color line" persists. An opportunity now exists in
our public schools to strike a blow for freedom in
order to permit the diversity and richness of our his-
tory to untold to all of our students.

The chief role of teachers, who, in fact. constitute
the curriculum, as orchestrators and facilitators of the
learning process. is to assist and provide direction for
students to honestly portray the truth and diversity
of our past and present. Blacks. then, will he seriously
and substantively involved in the curricula of our
schools. This, to he sure, is an awesome challenge for
our schools and society. It offers hope for truth and
Human possibilities to consign the ancient "color
line" to disrepair and disrepute in our nation's
schools and national life.

The inclusion of blacks in a multi-ethnic curricu-
lum requires more than a simplistic adding to the
historical fruitcake. It will take teachers of enormous
courage and intestinal fortitude to teach the history
of this country as it is as opposed to what it is sup-
paw(' In he. Charles E. Silberman makes an insightful
observation in stating in aisi8 in BlacA and While
that "Nothing less than a radical reconstruction of
American society is required if the Negro is to he able
to take his rightful place in American society." Con-
versely. nothing less than a "radical reconstruction"
of the curricula of our nation's public schools is re-
quired to bring truth, integrity, and reality to blacks
in a multi-ethnic curriculum.
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Five Years Later

A Critical Assessment of the Effects
of the Kerner Report

. . . Some eras in history seem to encourage fairer public opinion
than others. For example, during the administration of John F. Ken-
nedy and Lyndon Baines Johnson, people seemed closer together
and more concerned about human rights.. . . There seemed a greater
desire then, to correct the effects of past discrimination. Unfortu-
nately, this commitment did not go far enough. Few realized how
great an effort was required to get rid of institutional racism.

In PHI/. many American cities were torn by vio-
lent domestic rehellions. Baltimore was not one of
them.

Later that year. when President Johnson ap-
pointed a study commission to probe the causes of
these riots and recommended actions to preclude such
upheavals in the future. many Baltimoreans read this
news with only an academic interest. After all, it
hadn't happened here.

For almost a year this panel the Kerner Commis-
sion studied. held hearings. conducted interviews, in-
spected police records and made site visits. !Mean-
while. the turbulence continued, and it' anyone was
waiting eagerly for the report of the Kerner Commis-
sion, it was not, probably. the residents of the riot
area nor their advocates. The Kerner Commission
members, it was felt, were so moderate. so much a
part of. or at least so much tuned in to "the establish-
ment." that it they had blamed -outside agitators,"
no one would have been surprised. Indeed, it was
what most Americans were conditioned to expect.
So. when on March I , I 968, the Kerner Commission
concluded that "the Urban Disorders of the summer
of I 967 were not caused by. nor were they the conse-
quence of, any organized plan or conspiracy," and
pinpointed the destructive conditions of life in city
slums. created by institutional racism, as the root of
the violence, the nation was shocked not at the con-
clusions themselves. but at the fact that such a body
of moderates could reach those conclusions that
they could ferret out the truth in the first place, be
able to recognize the truth once they found it, and
would forthrightly state it it' they did recognize it.
Furthermore. the report was so complete and so care-
fully documented that it was the perfect squelch to
the radicals on the right, and for the time being at
least, they were speechless.

No unit on Afro-American history would be com-
plete without a consideration of the white racism that
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has. throughout our history, contaminated the black
experience. The Kerner Report provides the most
comprehensive documentation of white racism avail-
able.

The report emphasizes and details three aspects of
the urban situation:

"Racial discrimination in employment, education
and housing. which creates 'corrosive and degrading
effects on blacks:
"The migration of poor blacks to the inner cities
and the concurrent movement of the white middle
class to the suburbs. which causes physical facilities
to deteriorate and the delivery of essential services
to slow down:
"The intersection in the urban ghettos of segrega-
tion and poverty which serves 'to destroy oppor-
tunity and hope and to enforce failure' and plunges
the people trapped there into crime, narcotics ad-
diction, permanent welfare status. and, bitterness
and resentment against society in general and white
society in particular."
Specifically, the Commission identified twelve

deeply held grievances common to all the riot torn
cities, and ranked them as follows in the- order of
their intensity:

The abrasive relationship between the police and
the minority communities
Unemployment and underemployment
Inadequate housing
Inadequate education
Poor recreation facilities and programs
Ineffectiveness of the political structure and griev-
ance mechanisms
Disrespectful white attitudes
Discriminatory administration of justice
Inadequacy of federal programs
Inadequacy of municipal services
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Discriminatory consumer and Credit practices
hladeLllate Welfare Kograltls
In Baltimore, this analysis got different reactions

in difh.rent parts of the community.

At the end of 1'4,7. David 1.. Glenn. director or
Baltimore City's Community Ielations Commission.
hailed the Kerner Commission's findings and re-
markk..d that. so far. Baltimore had escaped a riot. not
b.k.....ause it was so good. but because it cry lucky.
Frustration and rage. the %aite ingredients that pro-
duced rebellions in other cities were also festering in
Baltimore.

As Ali% ile1111 stated ."large of black peo-
ple remain mired in Po\ k.*rty. \lembers Of the Nk..gro
labor roree arc rreduently gken the most disagreeable
and kest paid jobs in industry . The unemployment
rate is much higher for blacks than for whites.
Schools in ghetto areas still occupy the oldest build-
ings and revel\ e the lion's share of tinek..rtified teach-
ers. In slum. the icious cycle of tinder - education.
inadequate employnhmt and pmerly continues to
plague the black en izens of the United States. But
other eitizens. preening themsk..lves premattirely, kept
on thinking that "it couldn't happen

Thoughtful individuals agreed with Mr. Glenn. kept
!Ilk.* ringers crossed. and hoped Baltimore would stay
lucky.

The luck all ran out on April 4. 1968 upon the
assassination of a great American Dr. Martin
Luther King. Jr. As the people mourned his untimely
death. the inevitable finally happened as everyone
knew it would. _given shell a precipitating incident.

the LW rebellion began on Gay Street some
time between 3:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m. on Saturday.
April ith. It lasted three days and left six people dead
and 1.040 businesses hurned. damaged. or looted.

The Governor of Maryland responded to the trage-
dy not, as had been hoped. with an immediate emer-
gency reallocation of state funds to give help to the
people of Baltimore. Nor did he declare his intent to
communieate more closely w it Ii .leaders in the black
community to determine priorities kn. remedial

Ile did not even. as had been expected. simply
give all expression of sympathy. Instead. he called as
many key leaders of the black community as he could
identify to scold and sneer at them for tailing to dis-
assoeiate themsekes from "radical- blacks. It was
a grievous. infuriating. polarizing insult.

Shortly after his inauguration, the governor had
selected a group of individuals black and whih*.
Democrats and Reptiblieans. citizens and legislators
to serve as his "civil rights advisory committek...-
knowledgk..ahlc observers hinted that this committee
%%as intended it, bypass and further emasculate the
State Human Relations Onumission which had less

Power and budget then than it does now. It would
not only ha%e been more proper. but more effective
and efficient for the State commissionk..rs to have
"advisod" the Govkmmor. Hut despite that, the Gover-
nor's committee nh..mbk..rs were, for the most part,
sincere in their desire :o improw human relations.

Committee members were as dismayed by the in-
sensitivc remarks as anyone else. and immediately' ar-
ranged a meeting with the Govklmor in Annapolis.

An apology to the black leaders was discussed. The
governor said that he wouldn't apologize he meant
it and that thk..y were the ones who should apologize
to him for walking out. One State Senator gave an elo-
(111011 plea for an apology. "l'ou don't know how
wrong you are,- she said. The go\ crow. rk.plik..d that
he still couldn't apologize.

In an effort to partially end this impassk.., one com-
mittee member timidly suggested that an endorse-
ment of the findings and recommendation, of the
Kerner Commission might havk.. the k..flect of an apol-
ogy without act wally being one. The Gmernor agreed
that that was a possibility. But by Ohm, the time was
Up. Someone came in to say a driver was waiting to
take him to a l'oung Republican Convk.mtion in At-
lantic City.. Next morning, it Was a shock to read that
the Governor of Maryland, fresh from that meeting.
had basically repeated the same irresponsible speech.
lie was off and running after that, and never met with
the committee again. His rise to prominence confirms
the Kernel' Report's declaration that white racism is
still widespread in America.

"Our nation is Moving toward two societies, one
black, one white separate and unequal." was tile' dis-
quieting declaration of the Kerner Commit tk..e.

But it was impend too. -This deepening racial divi-
sion is not inevitable. The movement apail can still he
reversed. Choicc is still possiblk..." provided there is
compassio.nah.. massive and sustained national action.

-k:onk.luded the report. The weoinntendat ions were
made with a sense of "great tirgeney.- Warned the
Commission. can be no higlh..r priority for na-
tional action."

Five Years After

That was five years ago. Today. much talk and
many programs later. according to the Census Bureau.
about one - third of the nation's 2.1.000.000 blacks are
still living in poverty. On the other hand, only ten
percent of white Americans arc similarly destitute.
On the average. a white family earns SIO0 for every
ShO earned by a black Family. 'this inequality exists
despite impressive education advances by blacks in
recent years. In 171. the high school dropout rate
nationally was 1 1.1 percent for blacks: for whites. it
was 7.4 percent. not a great deal lower. There is little
reason to wonder. then, why some young blacks may
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become discouraged abi)tit the promise of education.
Recent cutbacks in funds for Community Action

and Model Cities programs have ended the War on
Poverty just as it was getting started. Manpower train-
ing have been devastated.

On the legislatke front. efforts are also underway
to roll hack the calendar and to wipe out even the
limited gains of the past decade. For example. public
opinion, justifiably indignant over recent brutal kill-
ings. is mounting for a return to capital punishment
for certain types of heinous murders. Some elected
officials, without thinking it through all the way, are
responding to this pressure. All the camel wants is his
nose in the tent. After that, it won't take long before
capital punishment is restored completely. And, if
past history and present trends are any indication,
that could mean genocide or at least a renewed op.
port unity for the oppression of blacks. It is well doe-
ument ed that, across the nation, black defendents re-
ceive harsher penalties than whites for similar erimes.

Judge Joseph Howard's 19(17 SUMO' Of the admin-
istration of rape cases in the State of Maryland offers
an excellent example of this racism. He found that.
since 1923. fifty-five males have been sentenced to
death for rape forty-six were black; seven were
white; two were Puerto Rican. Thirty of these men
were actually executed, all for raping white women.
No man has ever been executed in Maryland for rap-
ing a black woman. Should there be a return to capi-
tal punishment. the probability seems high that the
same disproportionate justice will resume.

The Baltimore Scene

Let us now turn specifically .to the Baltimore
scene. In employment, the situation may actually have
worsened. Racial discrimination by employers is still
with us. It has become subtle, sneaky, and hard to
detect, but it is still there. In 1972, the Community.
Relations Commission, the City's anti-discrimination
enforcement agency. took in fifty percent more racial
complaints than it received in 1971. There has been a
steady increase in racial discrimination cases every
year since the law was enacted. The staff should be
increased, and ('RC's authority should be strength-
ened. This has not been done, but ('RC still makes
every effort to handle these cases honestly and objec-
tively. As a result. there is a current movement in
higher places to curtail the Commission's powers.
thereby diminishing, instead of increasing, its effec-
tiveness.

The local unemployment rate in 1972 was only
five and seen tenths percent for whites. For blacks,
it was nine and seven tenths percent, not quite dou-
ble. Four years ago. :he black unemployment rate
was only six and one tenth percent. This gap is sure
to widen as unemployment increases. It is still mostly
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black employees who are the last hired, first fired."
In Baltimore, the median income for white fami-

lies is S9,800; for black families, it is S7.200.
Twenty-six percent of all the black residents in

Baltimore city are 'living below the poverty level.
only ten percent of the whites subsist at a compara-
ble level.

In education, as noted previously, black young
people tend to remain longer in high school now than
was previously the case. But this is not as great a
cause for optimism as it looks. It may be due to the
lack of available jobs for young people, even upon
graduation. Moreover, there is still a disparity at the
upper education levels, with only 3,157 black men
over twenty-five in Baltimore who have completed
four or more years of colic e, as compared with
16.846 white males over twenty-five.

Baltimore City Health Department statistics also
reveal the racial inequality of poverty: 1972 figures
for infant mortality show more than two times as
many deaths of black babies than of white babies.

Homicide figures. even more disparate, show sev-
enty-four white and 287 non-white deaths last year.

According to a recent study by the Baltimore Task
Force on Juvenile Justice, "throughout Maryland. re-
ferrals to juvenile courts are seventy percent white,
yet fifty-four percent of the commitments to training
schools are black."

At a time when education could play a crucial role
in supplying wholesome activities for youth, there are
no available funds to continue a till111111Cr tiChool pro-
gram in Baltimore City. The City Council regrets this,
of course, but there seems a greater apprehension
about raising taxes. How can this be racism? Seventy
pet cent of the City's student population is black.

Perhaps the most dramatic example of institu-
tional racism is the community of Fairfield. right here
within the city limits. Until you see it yourself, it is
impossible to believe a community like Fairfield
could exist today as part of the modern City of Balti-
more. Like a scene transplanted from the rural south
in the thirties, Fairfield endures in patient irony
against a landscape of dynamic, growing industry.

Unpaved, with no curbs or sidewalks, and un-
drained. the streets become muddy canals when it
rains. Dilapidated abandoned cars, mired beside heaps
of trash and rubble on City or industry-owned
vacant lots, get no attention from the Police Depart-
ment. The neighborhood school was built to be a
warehouse.

Many homes lack sewers and plumbing facilities:
this forces some families to share bathrooms or use
outhouses. In the summertime. biting insects breed in
the smelly, stagnant septic tank water that runs oft' to
the roads.

On the periphery of Fairfield is a scrap metal junk-



Its ugly trucks block the residential street, an
practice done with impunity. Rotting rubber

tires have been ;111t0111 1111OWn along the road-
side: the dealer accepts only the metal parts of old
cars.

The residents of Fairfield are black.
To date. city officials have tailed to explain why

Fairfield has not been receiving basic city services.
TheN keep promising various improvements. but
nothing has actually materialized. It is believed that
since this land is /oiled M-3 for heavy industry, they
ma) feel that the residents may not be there much
longer. Fairfield. however, has existed as a com-
munity since long beftire the turn of the century, and
has been waiting that long for officialdom to recog-
nize its right R) exist.

Because of the zoning classification, Fairfield is

not eligible to receive Federal funds for improvement.
While the chances tbr a change in the toning seem
remote, long suffering taxpayers of Fairfield never-
theless feel that somehow. some the

surely find the means to provide the customary city
services that other neighborhoods take for granted.
Another nearby community. Wagner's Point, is also
zoned industrial. Vagner's Point is far from Utopian,
but it. at least, has sewers and sidewalks and curbs.
But, Wagner's Point is white.

Some eras in history seem to encourage fairer pub-
lie opinion than others. For example. during the ad-
ministration of John 1:. Kennedy and Lyndon Baines
Johnson. people seemed closer together and more
concerned about human rights. While the concepts of
"Black Power- and "Black Pride- did threaten some
whites. many others were starting to move away from
such racism. There seemed a greater desire then to
correct the effects of past discrimination. Unfortu-
nately, this commitment did not go far enough. Few
realized how great all effort was required to get rid of
institutional racism.

Half Truths Damage

Tod*. many of yesterday's civil rights enthusiasts
are devoting themselves to safer worthy causes such
as preservation of the environment and discrimination
against women. Others have completely crossed over
to campaign against reverse discrimination. the
goals implicit in affirmative action employment pro-
grams.

They have bought the myth of welfare fraud.
lkspite repeated news articles about the average wel-

fare family in Baltimore living on 5200 per month, or
fifty - seven and eight tenths percent of the minimum
subsistance standard established by the State Depart-
ment of Social Services (S 1 (lb, food: S I S. clothing;
540, rent: ti 15. utilities: 515. everything else). they
decry the -.affluence of lazy welfare recipients.,,

whether they know it or not, they deny the validi
ty of the Kerner Report when they liken the black
experience to the white immigrant experience and
scold those who "make excuses for apathy and vio-
lence." They refuse to acknowledge how poverty and
oppression can destroy the soul and often kill incen-
tive.

The) keep saying. "Look how far we've come,
without commenting on how far we have yet to go,

and without considering how far back we started. In
other words, two t hues one is still only two, and the
citizen should beware of statistics that ar: quoted,
glowingly, to show such growth as a 'doubling of the
black labor force' and a 'quadrupling of black in-
eome'.-

They have elected many individuals who are unre-
sponsive to the needs of poor people and black peo-
ple. They have given ample justification to Mrs.
Madeline Murphy's harsh statement, in the Afro-
American last year. "Scratch a liberal and you get a

racist."
In other words, officials and legislators at all levels,

as well as many average citizens, seem not to be heed-
ing the warnings and the evidence with the sense of
urgency that it would take to reverse the present
trend.

It may be too late already. But then, maybe not.
At the present time, there is one piece of good
news the possibility that a Federal court could order
Baltimore City to pay millions of dollars to black
firemen who, over the years, have been victims of
discrimination by the Fire Department. If this hap-
pens, the City Departments may hasten to mend their
ways, thereby ending one form of institutional racism
and setting a good example for the eradication of
.others. It is a bright hope.

Recently, there has been a rash of books and arti-
cles urging civil rights leaders to refrain from promot-
ing "senseless myths of genocide or despair," and
emphasizing what they term "remarkable" gains for
black people in recent years. Truth is not served by
telling only part of it. Such specious reasoning can
and probably already has done untold damage to the
struggle for equal opportunity by luring citizens into
a complacent misetmception that it is already here.
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A Critical Assessment,

The Indian in American History
.. Fairness and justice are not only the right of those who now

have unequal treatment and opportunity; seeing that unfairness and
mistreatment do not exist is the responsibility of those who receive
more favored treatment and have better opportunities. It has been
said many times, but it is worth repeating, that as long as any of us is
in bondage none of us is free. . . .

The present plight of the Red Man is an indication
of exactly how far .he has fallen from his state of
Noble Savage in little more than 450 years. At first,
the newly discovered Indians were greatly respected
and admired. Columbus brought home six Indians to
show Queen Isabella, and dressed in full regalia, they
quickly became the curiosities of Spain. Sir Walter
Raleigh brought hack Indians also, and a craze swept
Elizabethan England. Shakespeare complained about
it in The Tempest: They will not give a doit (a small
coin equal to about half a farthing) to relieve a lame
beggar, they will lay out ten to see a dead Indian."
The French philosopher Michel de Montaign talked
with Indians who had been brought to the French
Court and concluded that the Noble Savage had been
found, for the Indian "bath no kind of traffic, no
knowledge of letters, no intelligence of numbers, no
name of magistrate. nor of politics, no use of services,
of riches, or of poverty.... The very words that im-
port a lie, falsehood. treason, covetousness, envy, de-
traction, were not heard among them."

The Puritans in New England were not immediate-
ly presented with an Indian problem, for diseases in-
troduced by trading ships along the Atlantic Coast
had badly decimated the red populations. Yet, the
Puritans failed miserably in their dealings with even
the remnant Indians. They insisted upon a high stand-
ard of religious devotion that the Indians were unable
or unwilling to give. The Puritans lacked any way to
integrate the Indians into their theocracy, for they
did not indulge in wholesale baptisms (as they
charged the French did). nor were any Puritans spe-
cifically assigned to missionary tasks.

In 1637. a party of Puritans surrounded the
Pequot Indian village and set fire to it after these
Indians had resisted settlement of whites in the Con-
necticut Valley. About 500 Indians were burned to
death or shot while trying to escape. The woods were
then combed for any Pequots who had managed to
survive, and these were sold into slavery. The whites
devoutly offered up thanks to God that they had lost
only two men. When the Puritan divine Cotton
Mather heard about the raid, he was grateful to the
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Lord that "on this day we have sent six hundred
heathen souls to hell."

"The American Indian today is about to go over
the brink -not only of poverty and prejudice, but of
moral collapse." says William Byler, executive direc-
tor of the Association on American Indian Affairs.
The Indian has learned that 110 one wants to listen or
to understand when he spolks his thoughts about his
own future. Ile is bewildered by the capricious poli-
cies handed down in Washington -first telling him to
leave the reservation and get a job in the city, next
telling him to stay on the reservation and bring in-
dustry to it. Some politicians tell him that he is a
child who must be protected by the kindly "white
father," and other politicians tell him that he is man
enough to be cast adrift to sink or swim in the capi-
talist tide. The result of such confusion is widespread
apathy among Indians. Probably no other people in
the United States is so misunderstood as the Ameri-
can Indian. Probably no other people has had so
many myths woven about its way of life. Misinter-
pretations of Indian thinking, customs, and attitudes
consistently and continually arise and spread. Myths
about Indians are wide in range, from such prosaic
subjects as everyday food preferences to philosophi-
cal and religious tenets. One more of these myths
about the first Americans has influenced the ideas of
almost everyone- Indian and non-Indian alike.

Stereotyped Misconceptions
To clear up some of the stereotyped misconcep-

tions and thus illuminate the thinking about Ameri-
can Indians, a historical approach seems best. It has
been said that the Indian wants essentially to go back
to precolonial days. that he lives in the past, and that
his constant looking backward impairs his potential
for present and future development.

It is true that Indian people are oriented to the
past. But this does not mean that they expect or even
want to return to the ways of living three centuries
ago. Nor does it mean that their usefulness and inter-
est in the present and future are necessarily limited.
Their orientation to the past is not surprising. With
rare exceptions, the only achievements that Indian



people in this country call point to with pride oc-
curred long ago. It was in earlier centuries that the
Indians' life-style provided a sense of heroism and
adventure and brought them satisfaction and tran-
quility. As a people they lizie been able to make little
or no contribution to the present. Therefore, their
future seems %ague and uncertain.

Priorities
To have hope and plan effectively fur the future.

Indians must learn to reorder their priorities, and this
is not an easy objective to attain. However, like peo-
ple of other ethnic groups, American Indians are ac-
tively and diligently seeking ways to resolve the many
problems that deter such a reordering. A change in
priorities involves a shift, in some degree at least,
from past to present orientation. The greatest ob-
stacles to this are tribalism and the lack of goals and
purposes that are recognized and accepted by all Indi-
ans.

The patriarchal family system complicates the
transition from a past to present focus. Under this
system the older fathers and the grandfathers are to
be shown respect at all times, and their wishes strictly
adhered to in most instances. These elders are, of
course, traditionalists. They hold onto the ways of the
past that have proved to be right and that have been
gratifying for them and their people. This is natural.
Why should a people disregard and abandon ways of
life that have brought them satisfaction. just to try to
be modern or to keep up with new ways of other
people in this country? The wise course for the Indi-
an would be to determine which are the best parts of
the old and the best parts of the new, then integrate
them into a workable present. While doing this, the
Indian should also retain intact his image of himself
as a member of his tribe and race and self-assurance in
his relationships with people of other races and
groups with whom he comes into contact.

Another factor complicates the Indians' move
toward becoming more closely related to the pres-
ent -and also complicates any efforts that Indians or
non-Indians may make to relate the present more
closely to the Indian. That factor is the stereotyped
image of the Indian that certain communications
media present, especially the movies and television.
The media continue to present a distorted view of the
conflicts during the past three centuries between the
Indians and the white men, denigrating the Indians'
role and glamorizing that of the settlers who were
struggling to introduce new modes of living to forest
and mountains, rivers and lakes, desert and plains.
With the influence that television and the movies
wield on public opinion, they have relegated the Indi-
an to an unenviable position in American history. To
the average American, the Indian is a folk figure. his-

torically playing the role of the villian, except for a
few extraordinary heroic characters.

There are s4.mie anthropologists, sociologists, social
workers and historians who recognize that the Indian
has c.,,tributed significantly to America's heritage
and ..niur:. The task is to help the majority of Amer-
icans see this ono re:tllze that the Indian is not a mere
folk figure but a real person with needs. hopes, fears,
and ambitions for his own future and that of his chil-
dren.

The belief that Indians not only revere but want to
return to the life of the past is a myth that is part of
the folklore enveloping the first Americans. Actually,
most Indians want to participate actively in the life of
the present. They will do so gladly and willingly if
they are accepted and permitted to live in accord
with at least some of the ideas they believe to be right
and essential for man's well-being. It is the author's
thesis that a person cannot truly be accepted unless
what he stands for basically is also accepted.

Indian Ecology

Many Indian ways should be accepted and pre-
served. They should he preserved not merely because
the Indian wants to keep them, but because time and
experience have demonstrated that they are more
likely to encourage man's survival than some ways of
modern contemporary society. Consider, for ex-
ample, the problems of pollution and preservation of
natural resources, which have recently skyrocketed to
global importance. Indian efforts in these areas are
unsurpassl, even considering the upsurge of activi-
ties today to cope with current critical conditions.
Although Indians were predominantly nomads for
hundreds of years, they never polluted the territory
in which they lived and moved. Instead they carefully
disposed of their wastes so that the land and the
water Nt,'t re not damaged or ruined for those who
came after them. They never took more from nature
than a man, a family, or a village needed or could
consume. They did not kill for sport. Can the Indians'_
customs related to conservation and pollution be ap-
plied today? Men are not going to eliminate the fac-
tories with deadly fumes billowing from their smoke-
stacks although they may per force reduce the
amount and the deadliness of the fumes. nor will men
discontinue hunting for sport; but cannot the Indian
philosophy he applied to contemporary practices and
development affecting natural resources?

For instance, when a corporation decides to build
a multimillion dollar enterprise in a neighborhood,
the planner's thinking should go beyond the financial
returns on the investment, even beyond the working
conditions of those they will employ. Plans should
consider also how noise, appearance of the plant,
physical or chemical residues, and other factors re-
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fated to the enterprise's operation could affect the
people of thy. neighborhood and the surrounding re-
gion. A commitment not to foul the area or create
detrimental conditions for those who live and work
there should be important in planning the enter-
prise even though this means a reduction in short or
even long-term financial gain for investors.

The man who likes killing for sport should be in-
volved in programs for conserving game animals. State
and local authorities responsible for controlling shoot-
ing and hunting should encourage the killing of plen-
tiful or overabundant species. If the species is scarce,
the sportsmen and the authorities should cooperate in
programs that prohibit or limit the kill and that pro-
mote conditions favorable to replenishment of the
species. That is the Indian way: preserve and re-
plenish. That is one of the Indian ways that should be
maintained.

Work Habits
Myth has also been built up around the Indians'

work habits. It has been said that Indians will not
work, that all they do is laze around the reservations
and wait tbr the government to support them. It is
said that the Indians are happy doing nothing, that
progfams calling for their active participation are
doomed to failure because of their lack of ambition,
interest, and skill.

A first step in clarifying this myth is understanding
why the Indians receive money from the government.
The Indian people do not receive financial aid or as-
sistance in kind from the state or Federal government
because they are destitute or merely because they are
Indians. Most of the money paid to tribes or in-
dividual Indians comes from funds that already belong
to the tribe but are being held in trust by the govern-
ment. Some of the money may be from the proceeds
of a 1971 land settlement of about forty-seven cents
per acre, which had been pending for sixty or seventy
years. Thus a young Indian who obtains partial sup-
port from government funds is quite comparable to
the son of a well-to-do family, part of whose income
is derived from landholding of his father or his fore-
fathers.

The Indians' innate initiative and ambition are too
often stifled by the rigid work rules and regulations
on the reservations. For example, if a young man
wishes to do more productive work than herding
goats and carrying water for long distances for in-
dividual and family use, then he may have to leave his
home on the reservation to seek work elsewhere, be-
cause jobs are not available nearby. If he seeks work
in an urban area, he is not likely to have more than
physical strength and agility to offer a potential em-
ployer, since he probably has little formal education
or vocational or technical training.
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According to 1%8 statistics, the average Indian
completes about five years of schooling, compared
with 11.2 years for other Americans. Furthermore,
the problem concerns the quality of education as
well as the amount, for the longer an Indian child
stays in a conventional Indian school, the farther be-
hind is his achievement in comparison with white
children.t

An Indian who leaves the reservation and is fortu-
nate enough to find work upon his arrival in the city
will probably land in a dead-end job. Then he dis-
covers that his training has not prepared him ade-
quately to handle the job's daily routines and the
living problems involved.

The Indian aspires to reach a level of comfort
comparable to that of other people. He has not at-
tained this aspiration, but that does not mean that he
lacks ability and ambition. His nonattainment is not
due to neglect of opportunities but rather to lack of
them. In many instances opportunities for the Indian
are controlled and kept out of reach by complex
governmental structures and paternalistic attitudes.

Bureau of Indian Affairs

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, created by acts of
Congress and supported by subsequent legislative and
judicial actions, has the obligation to assist the Indian
groups who fall under its jurisdiction. The Bureau's
primary functions are (1) holding in trust Indian
lands and money, (2) helping to establish and main-
tain economic projects, (3) helping to develop self-
sufficiency, (4) acting as an intermediary or referral
source, (5) assisting Indian people with other govern-
mental agenciesstate and Federal, and (6) providing
education, social, and health services.

Basically, the Bureau's aims in carrying out these
functions are to provide a higher standard of living
for Indian people, develop Indian's responsibility for
managing their own funds and other resources, and
promote their political and social integration.

The following statistics are based upon the Bu-
reau's operations during 1968:

The Bureau had an operating budget of $24 i mil-
lion. It employed about 16,000 persons, slightly
more than half of them Indians.
The Bureau held in trust 50 million acres of land
for Indians, with an agricultural return of app
mutely $170 million or less than $3.50 per acre.
About ninety percent of the Indians on reservations
were living in tin-roofed shacks, huts, brush shelters,
or adobe hutsa few even in abandoned auto-
mobiles. A large percentage of these Indians still

1. See Peter Farb, Man's Rise to Civilization As Shown by the Indians
of North America, from Primeval Times to the Coming of the Industrial
State (New York: I. P. Dutton & ('o., 1968).
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were hauling 016' drinking water more than a mile.
Indian unemployment ranged between forty and
seventy-five percent in comparison with about four
percent for the nation as a whole.
The average weekly income for an Indian family,
was about $30.00 versus about S I 30.00 for a com-
parable non-Indian family.
Thk: average life e\pectancy for an Indian was about
43 years: the percentage of deaths from infectious
diseases was many times greater than the na-
tional average.'
Many programs designed by the Bureau for the

good of the American Indian are made less effective
by the mate of red tape and bureaucracy that plague
this agency. Few Indian persons hold high adminis-
trative positions in the Bureau, probably less than 20.
The programs are primarily administered by persons
of the white middleclass majority. some of whom ac-
cept as fact the myth that Indians do not want to
work. Seemingly, they assume that Indians do not
want to take a part in the program or lack the nec-
essary ability. They thus preclude the Indians' active
participation in the program's plans and operation
and hinder his progress.

Experiencing such exclusion over a period of time
generates in the Indians a "what's the use ?'' attitude
and feelings of apathy. helplessness, and hopelessness.
They ignore the programs. Then the program planners
say "Indians won't work." The usual consequences of
this perverse situation are that the young Indian. who
for cultural reasons does not compete too well with
non-Indians. starts believing that he is a failure in pres-
ent-day America. So he withdraws into himself. His
withdrawal creates a high degree of frustration, be-
wilderment. envy, and hostility. This helps to explain
the extraordinarily high rate of suicide among Indian
youths ten tunes higher than the national average for
non-Indians. Such withdrawal is also at the root of
many other problems that are usually grouped.under..
the term, "the plight of the Indian."

Indian Land
Another myth in the folklore surrounding the In-

dian is the belief held by some people that Indians
want to regain possession of the land they roamed
over freely before the first white settlers came to this
country. A few Indians today may claim that the land
should he returned to them. The struggle of the over-
whelming majority is not regaining the land their
forefathers enjoyed. but retaining the land that be-
longs to them by right of possession, title, and treaty.
Most Indian dealings with the Federal government
about land involve hoping, praying. begging, or pro-

2. See Bureau of Indian Affair.. Anywers to Your Questions about
American Incliany I Washington, D.C.; I .5. Department of the Interior.
May. 19610; and I arb. op. cit.

string the authorities to honor at least the essence of
treaties made years ago and trying to prevent a com-
plete sellout of the remaining Indian lands to private
interests.

Loss of present rights and properties would proba-
bly mean the annihilation of this country's Indians as
a race. The wording of the treaties is clear and un-
equivocal in English as well as in the language of the
specific tribes concerned. For example, the treaty
with Indians of the Northwest regarding fishing rights
to the Indians "for as long as the rivers shall flow."
The rivers are still flowing in the Northwest, and the
Indians are still struggling with the state of Washing-
ton about the state's violation of the treaty's terms,
even on the Indians' property.

There is a well-known saying, "Possession is nine-
tenths of the law." The natives of Alaska might well
question its validity. They possessed their land long
before white men set foot upon this continent. Re-
cently. however, oil was discovered there. What hap-
pened? The land suddenly became the property of
the state of Alaska, to be leased or sold to private
interests. Only a residue of the handsome profits
trickled down to the natives, many of whom had to
be relocated. One reason given for taking over the
land was that the natives did not hold title to it. This
was legally, but not morally, true. The crucial question
is: Who gave the state of Alaska the legal title to the
land?

Adjustment to City Life
In becoming oriented to the present, many Indians

daily face a major problem --adjustment to city life.
Statistics show that one-half of the nations' Indians
now live in urban areas.3

Unlike many other Americans who are drawn to
the cities by exciting opportunities, most American
Indians move to urban centers only because they are
desperate. Instead of going to something, they are
leaving something. They go to find work because
there is nothing for them back home. They do not
like the crowds, the heavy traffic, or the constant
pressure of city life. Most of them would return home
to the reservation if stable employment were available
to them there.

Most people who move to American cities have the
drive to get ahead and have accepted other prevalent
values of the contemporary industrial society. There-
fore, urban adjustment is not so traumatic for them.
But Indians do not esteem highly the intensive kind
of competition and aggression around which the
American society has developed. Traditionally. Indi-
ans do not place great value on aggressive and com-
petitive behavior: instead, they favor economic equal-

3. 'Ibis data was supplied by the American Indian Information ('enter.
New York City.
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it and it sharing ()I material goods..I hey tend to
be reticent about speaking tip and demanding their
rights. .1 bus they are not likely to exert the effort
necesviy to obtain agency support in time of need.
Professi6nal personnel who are administering pro-
grams for them may think that their reticence and
social reserve indicate they do not intend to coop-
erate or are unwilling to do so.

Extended Family
Indians' strong family ties and feelings give total

support and allegiance to the extended family group.
They solve their problems within this group, which
has its own vast maze of possible resources. When
they move to
clear family,. trying to he self-sufficient among other
similar families, most Indians are completely lost. In
the city they seldom have a host of relatives to rely
on, and they are unwilling to go through the compli-
cated formalities involved in asking a stranger for as-
sistance or enduring the humiliation such action
would mean to them. Indians' mystical view of being
at one with the universe often leads them to accept
unquestionably the position in which they find them-
selves. They therefore may ask little of the agencies
designed to serve them. They have tended to make
better use of agency facilities when there has been a
single multipurpose office in which someone they
knew handled almost all their problems for them.

The differences in approaches by Indians and non-
Indians have led to a rapid development of Indian
centers in most major cities of the United States in
which Indians have been relocating. Indians and non-
Indians alike have felt that a consistent effort must be
made to interpret each to the other, to build a bridge
of appreciation and understanding between the two
groups. The aim would be to enable Indians and non-
Indians to share valid insights and special abilities that
would the I'enrichc.. lives of both.

From several years experience in working with In-
dians. the St. Augustine Indian Center in Chicago as-
.sembled a list of specific attitudes and practices of
Indian people that have persisted in an urban environ-
ment. Experience of other urban centers for Indians
confirms the findings in Chicago. The list includes the
following:

Generosity is still the paramount virtue among most
Indians. Accumulation of wealth is not a major
motivating factor. An Indian cares more about
being able to work at a satisfying occupation and
earn enough extra to share with relatives and
friends than about putting money in the bank and
purchasing a home in the city.
Many Indians continue to hold the old concepts of
time. For them. time is circular rather than hori-
zontal. Past, present. and future are all one. Living
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and %vorking by the clock, as the white man does.
are not considered important.
For most Indians work MUM he muse than a steady
job. It lutist he a vocation providing inner satisfac-
tion as well as an income.
Family anti interpersonal relationships have priority
over all else. An Indian's first responsibility is to
relatives, wherever they may he.
The extended family system continues to operate in
many tribes, thus providing an enlarged sphere of
family relationships as well as family responsi-
bilities. keeping both tribal and Indian identifica-
tion continues to be important for the majority of
first Americans.
Many Indians arc basically noncompetitive in their
relationships to non-Indians. However. they con-
tinue to be intensely competitive with each other.

Indians in Baltimore

Experience at the American Indian Study Center
in Baltimore confirms the findings in Chicago. Those
planning and setting up the program there found that
organization was a key factor.

The concept of the Baltimore ('enter originated
with a group of parents whose children were attend-
ing a Head Start program. These parents realized that
nowhere in the school system were any subjects deal-
ing with the American Indians taught from an ethno-
centric view. A meeting of interested parents and rec-
ognized community leaders was called, plans were
formulated, and a schedule developed that would test
community interest in an Indian study program. The
responses indicated enthusiasm for the beginning of a
center. With the start of the study program. other
needs became evident. It was found that Indians who
had not previously gone to public agencies for as-
sistance were coming to the center tbr many types of

-.help. Therefore, with much community input in plan-
ning. the program was expanded so that full time
assistance was available.

Indians began migrating to Baltimore in the early
1940's. primarily from the Lumbee tribe of Robeson
County in North Carolina. However, the influx has
been greater in numbers in the past ten to fifteen
years than ever before. The City's Indian population is
still increasing. The Lumbees are the largest tribal
group, but there are families and individuals de-
scended from other tribes who live in the Greater
Baltimore metropolitan area.

Most of these Indians were originally hard-working
tenant farmers from a racially segregated area. They
are clannish and tend to cluster together for protec-
tion, security, and social activities. This clannish-
ness a trait they have brought to the city has led to
the development of the southeast section of Balti-
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more as an Indian settlement. In the main. these Indi-
ans haw come from largo families with a background
of social. economic. educational. and cultural (Icpriva-
tion as well as a lack of other life experiences that
most non-Indians consider to he societal norms.

Baltimore Indians haw had a strict upbringing.
w it h strong emphasis on religious beliefs. self-denial.
and discipline. They conic to the city totally unready
to cope with oven the everyday routines 01 lking in a
congested metropolitan center. much less to handle
family crises adequately.

These Indians hae suffered a scwre loss of self-

identity and have become confused about personal
%allies and goals. As a result of their unpreparedness
for exposure to different ways 01 living and their
headlong projection into a competitive situation with
non-Indians. most of them become skeptical of any
contacts outside their own circle of family and
friends. They are reluctant to become involved with
governmental institutions and agencies and refuse to
make use of established public services administered
by non-Indians. 1 he Indian who once considered him-
self equal to all in his own old community now feels
inferior to the strangers around him. Ile becomes
alienated: he withdraws into himself as a defensive
deice, with resulting anomie.

The average adult in the Baltimore settlement is
uneducated and has no motivation to educate his chil-
dren. 'Those administrators responsible for curriculum
planning and policy making in Baltimore's public
school system have not acted to ameliorate these con-
ditions. Indian history. arts, crafts, and culture have
not been included in the schools' ctuTicula. Nor have
any adaptations been made in recognition of the spe-
cial needs of American-Indian children. Current con-
ventional history of the United States is taught in the
schools. presenting the Indian in a most unfavorable
light. This adds to the Indian child's frustration and
produces in him feelings of shame and embarrassment
about his race:. The outcome too.often is low achieve-
ment. and many drop out of school at an early age.
.What the Indian child learns among his peers in the
classroom about "his people" conflicts with his image
of himself as an Indian.

Unemployment among the Baltimore Indians was
about twenty-five percent in 1 97I. far higher than
the city average of seven percent. The Indian popula-
tion is young. with about seventy percent of the peo-
ple under forty years old.

The Indian people in this city perhaps need most
of all to he able to transcend the traditional unresist-
ing acceptance of the status quo. expressed resignedly
as "That's the way things ae." They need to put
their energies and talents into action to bring about
change in their own behalf. Owing to sheer numbers,
Baltimore Indians could have some voice in the devel-

opulent of the socio-economic and political environ-
ment of the community in which they live.

Conditions among Indians in other cities basically
echo those in Baltimore, nor do statistics on urban
Indians (HMr drastically from the national averages
of comparable statistics of reservation Indians. On the
reser% ations also the people's spirits are characterized
by anomie and alienat ion. There. too, one hears the
Indian say, "So what? The white man's rule will win."

Study Center

Out of the knowledge and recognition of the needs
of the city's Indian people grew the Baltimore Ameri-
can Indian Study Center. It was established to assist
the Indian community collectively and individually to
overcome their social handicaps, which were partly
related to urban living. The center's staff also work to
develop greater political influence and economic self-
sufficiency within the community and to further the
Indians' drive toward self-determination.

Stated more specifically, the center's goals are as
follows:

Establish and maintain an urban community center
where Indian people, who traditionally have not
used public services because of cultural factors, can
obtain constructive suggestions regarding their next
move and can ease their adjustment to urban living.
Make competent staff help available to counsel
neighborhood residents in all problem areas, give
them advice and direction, and refer them to com-
munity agencies that provide needed resources.
Stimulate social change through specific programs
and direct action.
Stimulate the Indian community to act in its own
behalf.
Identify community needs through research, then
formulate projects and programs to meet those
needs.
Promote understanding and harmony between the
Indian and non-Indian communities through ex-
change activities, so that the various ethnic groups
may work together and have greater power in the
councilmanic and legislative districts.
Maintain programs that focus on reestablishing Indi-
an self-identity and restoring the confidence of the
Indian people so that they have the will and the
stamina for positive sustained action.

Conclusion

Programs like this in all the major urban centers
where there are significant numbers of Indians offer
one means of refuting and counteracting the prev-
alent Indian myths that unfortunately are still being
passed along from one person to another and through
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such media as television and the movies to many per-
sons. It is a gross ernq to believe that all unfairness
toward the Indian and all mistreatment of these first
Americans is a thing of the past. Such unfairness and
mistreatment arc still happening right now as the ex-
amples cited regarding treaty violations and land sei
zure indicate. and it seems quite possible that in-
equitable and oppressive treatment will continue as
long as racism prevails.

The author believes that the pattern can be al-
tered, that there are alternatives to continued preju-
dice and misunderstanding. Ile proposes that the fol-
lowing steps he taken to further the efforts of organi-
zations such as the American Indian Study ('enter to
promote harmony and friendship: t I I design pro-
grams for urban Indians that offer them the oppor-

tunity and stimulate their motivation to shore in the
control of their destiny which every man, woman
and child has the right to do at least in a collective
sense. through community action and (21 provide
equal treatment where equality does not now exist,
initiating programs to bring fairness and justice in
education. work opportunities, housing, and other as-
pects of living to those who do not now have them.

Fairness and justice are not only the right of those
who now have unequal treatment and opportunity;
seeing that unfairness and mistreatment do not exist
is the responsibility of those who receive more fa-
vored treatment and have better opportunities. It has
been said many times, but it is worth repeating, that
as long as any of us is in bondage. none of us is free.

The Inquiry Process
Practical Considerations

. . . This new role is a hard one for the traditional teacher to
accept but it is one which must be accepted if the teacher expects to
be successful with inquiry activities.

Teachers feel rather insecure in this new role because they need
to teach in a way different from that in which they themselves were
taught. Most teachers are trained in molds which do not require a
large amount of research skills or critical thinking....

Sonic of you may rememher the criticism that was
leveled at the public schools during the late 1950's.
The Soviet Union had launched the first earth satel-
lite. Sputnik I. beating the United States to the
punch. A portion of the public wanted to know how
such a technological defeat could happen to a nation
whose resources of materials and people were sup-
posed to surpass those of any other nation on earth.
Critics focused their attention on the public schools
of the nation and stated that the schools were just
not doing the job: they were not teaching whatever
should he taught to youngsters.

Indeed there was validity in what the critics said.
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Scholars, perhaps tor the first time, and educators
began to examine and reexamine the schools. They
found much that needed to be changed especially in
the area of curriculum and that of methodology. Cur-
ricula were relatively inflexible, antiquated. and very
narrow. By and large, curriculum did not reflect the
progress that had been made in research in the very
academic disciplines upon which the curriculum was
based. Methodology was largely authoritarian, un-
imaginative, and expository. The teacher was the
"fountainhead of knowledge" who poured forth
"pearls of wisdom" upon a student audience who was
expected to soak up and store for future use all the
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facts and ideas presented b the teacher, 1::xamination
found that most of the "pearls of wisdom" were mis-
shapened and discolored. "f he entire system operated
much like the mythological Greek god Procrustes.
Procrustes had a bed. Whenever he had visitors, he
forced them to get into his bed. If the visitor was too
short for the bed. hc was stretched until he matched
exactly the siie of the bed. If the visitor was too long
for the bed. Procrustes took a huge knife and cut off
the excess so that the visitor would fit the bed. It was
the rare visitor who fit the bed exactly. Students in
the public schools. like the bed of Procrustes. were
made to fit the mold. Many were stretched or cut off.
Some indeed. too many did not survive the ordeal
either physically. emotionally. or intellectually.

After the reexamination of the schools. changes
began to occur. You will recall that during the late
fifties and into the early sixties, we saw the advent of
the "new" math, the "new" science. and the "new"
modern foreign language. Schools were retooled,
teachers were retrained or as some said "retreaded."
instructional materials took on new designs. and cur-
riculum was changed. I can recall that during some of
this time when I was principal of Roland Park Junior
High School. the elementary teachers and many of
the junior high school teachers there were busily en-
gaged in workshops. summer institutes, and training
sessions to learn how to teach the "new" math or the
"new" science. Parents were concerned because the
"new" subjects were not like the ones they had stud-
ied while in school.' Yes, there were basic changes in
these subjects. National and regional groups of schol-
ars. educators. and teachers molded the new cur-
ricula. tested them. and refined them. Large amounts
of government money through N.D.E.A., as well as
large amounts of foundation monies, were poured in-
to these new programs.

The social sciences which form the basis of the
social studies also felt the impact of change. In each
social science a group was formed, sometimes more
than one group. who began to restructure the cur-
ricultim in their particular area of interest. Geog-
raphy. psychology. aithropology. and others had rep -
rese'ntative' groups. The new social studies began to
Clow forth.

Interestingly enough. all the new curricula whether
in science, math. or social studies was based largely
on the same kind of rationale. The rationale went
something like this: Knowledge is expanding at such
a rapidly accelerating pace that it is practically impos-
sible to keep up with it. Even specialists have a dif-
ficult time keeping abreast of their field. It is impos-
sible to teach students all the things that are known
because this knowledge is expanding and changing so
quickly. Then too, one of the main purposes of edu-
cation is to have students solve problems. How in the

world can we do this if we don't know what problems
will be faced five, ten. or fifty years from now? Nor
do we know what knowledge will he necessary to
solve these problems. Perhaps the knowledge does not
as yet exist. It might be a better idca to shift educa-
tion's :dins from trying to teach a body of knowledge
to teaching the methodology of how knowledge is
created in the first place. This is the basic idea on
which the new approaches to scienee, math. and the
social stildies is grounded. Just what does this mean?
It means that the primary aim is shifted from learning
a prescribed body of knowledge whether it be facts,
generalizations, or concepts to developing and learn-
ing to use the skills and methods which enable one to
find his own facts. make his own generalizations, and
develop his own concepts in a structured scientific
method. Let us take a relatively simple example to
see how this operates. So that the example is clear-
cut. I have chosen it from the field of mathematics.
When you were in high school and studied geometry,
you probably learned the following theorem: "When
two parallel lines are intersected by a straight line, the
alternate angles are equal." This was in the text along
with elaborate proof that the theorem was true. The
student had to memorize the theorem. In future prac-
tice, the student was given many examples in which
knowledge of this theorem along with others was
needed to solve the problems. This approach repre-
sents the "old" approach.

The "new" approach is practically opposite. The
student is given many examples in which he is re-
quired to draw andlor measure angles, Through the
instructor's guidance or on his own, he is led to "dis-
cover" that every time parallel lines are intersected by
another straight line, the alternate angles are equal.
He has discovered a "big idea," a universal truth, for
himself.

These two approaches might be diagrammed like
this.

NEW: Clue + Clue + Clue + Clue = Generalization
Principl
Concept
etc.

OLD: Generalization Example Example Example
Principle
Concept
etc.

In addition, the primary emphasis in the "new" is
not on the clue or the knowledge but on the process
of how the clues were discovered, added together,
and run on to the final conclusions. This does not
mean that the conclusions are unimportant! They are
still important, but not to the extent they once were.

This process of discovery is activated by inquiring
or looking into things. In intellectual matters it is
characterized by a questioning attitude in one who
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sifts the results of his inquiry through a fine mesh of
critical analysis. This is the theory of the inquiry
method or inquiry approach: a questioning attitude
leads the inquirer to seek clues. which he places under
close critical scrutiny, and to arrive finally at some
conclusion.

This inquiry method is not neW. One need only
examine the Diatogito Mat() to rind that Socrates
used a method of questioning now called the "So-
cratic Dialectic" to reach conclusions over 2,000
years ago. In more recent times. John Dewey was a
strong proponent of the approach. In current litera-
ture. Jerome Brunner and Paginet are among its
strongest supporters.

You might well be asking by this time what all of
this theory has to do with the classroom teacher. Let
us spend some time on this those aspects of the
theory which have strong implications for the teach-
er.

The first and most important is a change in the
attitude of the teacher himself. No longer can the
teacher's role be that of "fountainhead of knowl-
edge" who knows all or who can find out all and who
then in an expository way gives information to stu-
dents expecting them to recall a goodly proportion of
it on the biweekly test or quiz. Rather the role of the
teacher becomes that of a mentor or guide. one who
must devise and plan activities which lead students to
inquire, critically analyze, and form conclusions. A
teacher must play the same role as the coach of the
Baltimore Colts does during the football season. He
guides the practice sessions, he devises plays, he
makes the game plan, but his team must play the
game on Sunday afternoon. It is their effort which
determines the outcome. Although the coach may
have once been a fine player, his role now is one of
guidance from the sideline.

This new role is a hard one for the traditional
teacher to accept but it is one which must he ac-
cepted if the teacher expects to be successful with
inquiry activities.

Teachers feel rather insecure in this new role be-
cause they need to teach in a way different from that
in which they themselves were taught. Most teachers
are trained in molds which do not require a large
amount of research skills or critical thinking. Most are
not completely familiar with the methodology in-
herent in their own discipline. Traditionally, this
methodology is reserved for the graduate student, es-
pecially the doctoral candidate in the discipline. This
methodology, however, forms the pattern for many
inquiry techniques. It is really nothing more than the
scient;fio method applied in various subjects. Let us
take a look at the methodology a historian uses to
create history. Other disciplines use methodology
that differs somewhat depending on the nature of the
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subject under investigation. All are acceptable models
for inquiry.

inquiry Skills

1. Selecting the historical problem
A. may he an event (What happened'? Why? So

what?)
B. May be a situation or condition (a series of

related events).
What is the situation? How did it get that
way? What are its effects?

C. May be an issue (a situation or condition
where there are at least two distinct opposing
views and frequently these views are contro-
versial). What are the various points of view?
Why do they exist? What are the effects of
this issue?

II. Forming a hypothesis
In our work, the hypothesis will be treated as a
trial "explainer" of the problem after only a little
evidence has been examined.
Gathering evidence
A. Primary sourcesvariety of types and the val-

ue of each
B. Secondary sources-- variety of types and the

value of each
IV. Analyzing the evidence

A. Problems with evidence
1. Disagreement of the primary sources
2. Weakness of eyewitness accounts
3. Detecting bias
4. Distinguishing fact from opinion
5. Internal consistency
6. External consistency

B. Frame of reference
C. Rules of logic
D. Awareness of personal bias and values

V. Synthesizing materials
A. Drawing conclusions
B. Acceptance, amendment, or rejection of the

hypothesis
C. Stating conclusions in some acceptable form

of communication
Inherent in the inquiry method is the use of source

materials of some nature. This is a second source of
teacher insecurity because most instructional mate-
rials now in the schools do not contain much in the
line of source materials. The teacher must scrounge to
find it. Then too, much ot' the source material is rela-
tively difficult when it is written in archaic, stilted, or
legal language or contains a combination of all three.
How can students possibly read it. much less critically
analyze it? Then there are other problems. Once
found, how can the material be reproduced for class
use? Is it legal to do so? Where can I find so many
supplies? And on, and on.
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s far as source material. let me make the fel-
h ming suggest

'lore and more instructional materials are including
primary source materials. Examine all new mate-
rials.
Many. source hooks are published in various areas
and on arious topics. Seek the help of a librarian
and secure a number of these,
Learn to rewrite and;or simplify primary source
material. Use some of the techniques suggested in
the Right-to-Read Program.
All source materials are not documents. Consider:
photographs world almanac tables
pict tires newspapers bulletins
census data tapes
atlases charts graphs
St udents studying certain topics can create their
ow n source materials. such as the following:
observat ions interviews flapping
questiomlaires counting classifying
Since the primary aim or the inquiry method is to

develop inquiry skills in students. each teacher needs
to plan for a systematic development of these skills.
We already have a list of some of these skills but it is
the level of sophistication which is quite important.
One must start with simple expectations which do
not include the expectation that students early in
their experience have fully developed skills of critical
analysis. One must plan to introuwe activities which
allow the student to build gradually toward this goal.
At first. this may mean a large amount of teacher
guidance and "leading by the hand" if you will. In all
this. howeer, the teacher can still remain the pod-
der. the "gadfly" helping to create and maintain a
questioning attitude rather than growing impatient
and furnishing the student with answers. I.et me re-
iterate that the skill program needs to he structured
and \\ ell planned. in which a record is kept as you go
rather than hapha/ard hit or miss at !,roach which is
typical of much. of our present .aching.

Sample Lessons
Nov. let -us --Eikc a look at era' lessons which

.11111st rate a lC%\ Of OW ft 11,11N of inquiry. The
tirst will he in more detail. hopetully to enable you to
tollow the stops rather closely . he rest, being merely
descriptive. will sere to illustrate other forms inquiry
might take.

John 111;101, 1)1,iry
-1)eacon I tido? 's y" I

msa Ai te%% minutes after nine
mantel kkas ''ii King Street by

nab' British solthei, undei the command of Captain
IL+ huts Piesh,p

when sttinc ht; s threvv snowballs at a
tit .,t ,risaorri house door. Light or nine soldiers

came ft, ii is assi,hince. St.oti any?. a crowd gathered. The cap-
tain commanded the soldiers to fin: on the en)wd, which they

did. Three men were killed on the spot and several mortally'
wounded.

If the captain had not withdrawn his soldiers, the conse-
quences might have been terrible. For, on hearing the gunfire.
the people became alarmed and rang the hells as if there were a
fire. This drew a huge mob to the scene.

(iovei nor Thomas Hutchinson Writish Governor of mum.
chliStI18) was sunmoned. and he came at once to the Council
chamber. At about ten o'clock. the Governor asked the people
to no home peaceably. He said he would do everything in his
power to see that justice was done.

The peop!e insisted that, before they leave, the soldiers
should be ordered to their barracks. After this was done the
people lett about one o'clock.

Captain Preston was arrested and appeared before Justice
Dania and myself about two o'clock. Later, the eight soldiers
who tired on the inhabitants "'ere also arrested and sent to jail.

On Tuesday morning, Mardi 0, a number of townspeople
got together. After hearing some speeches. they chose a com-
mittee of fifteen to ask Governor IllitChillS011 to request im-
mediate removal of the troops.

The Governor's reply was that he was extremely sorry over
the unhappy incident of the last evening. But he said it was
not in his power to remove troops.

That afternoon, between 3.000 and 4,000 townspeople
gathered at the meeting house, which was not large enough to
hold them all. They chose a committee to call on Governor
Hutchinson to request the immediate removal of the troops
from Boston.

Governor Hutchinson told Colonel Dalrymple, commanding
officer of the British forces, what the Council had decided.
and asked that the Colonel order the troops to leave the town.
The Colonel gave his word of honor that both regiments would
he removed without delay.

The committee returned to the town meeting. where John
Hancock, the committee chairman, reported what had taken
place. His report was greeted with shouts and claps of hands
which made the meeting house ring.

On March S. the bodies of the unhappy victims who fell in
the bloody massacre were buried. On this sorrowful occasion,
most shops and stores in town were closed. All the bells were
ordered to toll a solemn peal in Boston, Charleston, Cam-
bridge. and Roxbury.

Several hearses met in King Street. where the massacre had
taken place. The funeral procession went from there through
the main street. lengthened by a huge crowd of people. There
were so many that they had to walk in ranks of tour and six
abreast. Behind them came a long train of carriages.

The sorrow visible in the faces of the crowd surpasses
description. It was estimated that between 15,000 and 20,000
spectators took part in the funeral procession.

Note: Captain Preston was tried for his life 4 In (Moho
1770. The trial lasted five days, but the jury found him not
guilty.

Report of the Committee of the
Town of Boston

It appears by a variety of depositions that oh' the same
evening between the hours of six amid half atter nine (at which
time the firing began). many persons. without t;ie least provo-
cation, were in various parts of the town insulted and abused
by parties of armed soldiers patrolling the streets: particu-
larly: Samuel Dniwne declare that, about nine o'clock of the
evening of the filth of March current. standing at his own door
in Cornhill, he saw about fourteen of fifteen soldiers of the
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24th regiment, who' came from Murray's barracks. armed with
naked cutlasses, swords. etc., and came upon the inhabitants
of the town. then standing of walking in Cornhill, and abused
some. and violently assaulted others as they met them: most of
whom were without so much as a stick in their hand to defend
themselves, as he very clearly could discern it being moonlight,
and himself being one of the assaulted persons. All or most of
the said soldiers he saw go into King Street (some of them
through Royal Ex;:liange Lute). and there followed them, and
soon discovered them to he quarrelling and fighting with the
people whom they saw there, which he thinks were not more
than a dozen. when the soldiers came first. armed as aforesaid.

These assailants after attacking and wounding divers per-
sons in Cornhill. proceeded (most of them) up the Royal Lx-
change Lane into King Street: where, making a short stop, and
after assaulting and driving away the few they met there, they
brandished their arms and cried out:

"Where are the hooters! Where are the cowards!"
The outrageous behavior and the threats of the said party

occasioned the nnging of the meeting house bell near the head
of King Street. which bell ringing quick. as for fire, it presently
brought out a number of the inhabitants, who being soon
sensible of the occasion of it, were naturally led to King
Street. where the said party had made a stop but a little while
before, and where the stopping had drawn together a number
of boys. round the sentry at the custom house. Whether the
boys mistook the sentry for one of the said party. and thence
took occasion to differ with him. or whether he first affronted
them which is affirmed in several depositions: however that
may be. there was much foul language between them, and
some of them in consequence of his pushing at them with his
bayonet, threw snowballs at Mull which occasioned him to
knock hastily at the door of the custom house. The officer on
guard was Captain Preston. who with seven or eight soldiers.
with firearms and charged bayonets. issued from the guard-
house, and in great haste posted himself and his soldiers in
front of the custom house. In passing to this station the sol-
diers pushed several persons with their bayonets, driving
through the people in so rough a manner that it appeared they
intended to create a disturbance. This occasioned some snow.
halls to he thrown at them. which seems to have been the only
provocation that was given.

Mr. Knox2 (between whom and Captain Preston there was
sonic conversation on the spot) declared, that while he was
talking with Captain Preston. the soldiers of his detachment
had attacked the people with their bayonets: and that there
was not the least provocation given to Captain Preston or his
party: the hacks of the people being toward them when the
people were attacked. Ile also declares that Captain Preston
scented to he in great haste and much agitated. and that. ac-
cording to his opinion. there' were not then present in King
Street above seventy or eighty persons at the extent.

The said party was formed into a halt' circle: and within a
short time after they had been posted at the custom house,
began to tire upon the people. Captain Preston is said to have
ordered them to fire. and to have repeated that order. One gun
was fired first. then others in succession, and with delibera-
tion, till tell or a dozen guns were fired: or till that number of
discharges were made from the guns that were fired. But which
means eleven persons were killed and wounded. These facts,

I. Several subsequent depositions supported the view that the sentry,
in .1 quarrel with two bather's apprentices. struck one on the head with
his musket. y ening. -Damn y our blood. it y uu do not get out ut the

I will give you something.- and then pushed the lads away at
bayonet point.
2. then a bookseller, later a Revolutionary officer, and still later. Sec-
retary. of War under the Contederation and in Washington's cabinet.
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with divers circumstances attending them, are supported by
the depositions of a considerable number of persons.

Soon after the firing. a party from the main guard went
with a drum to Murray's and the other barracks, heating an
alarm as they went, which with the firing, had the effect of a
signal for action. Whereupon all the soldiers of the 20th regi-
ment, or the main body of them. appeared in King Street
under arms. and scented bent on a further massacre of the
inhabitants, which was with great difficulty prevented. They
were drawn up between the State house and main guard. their
lines extending across the streo and facing down King Street,
where the townspeople were assembled. The first line kneeled.
and the whole of the first platoon presented their guns ready
to tire, as soon as the word should be given. They continued in
that posture a considerable time: but by the good providence
of God they were restrained from firing.

Testimony
Q, (Lamyer's question.) "Was anything thrown at the sol-
diers'.'
A. (Witness's answer.) "Yes, there were many things thrown;
what they were I cannot say." .

Q. "How did the soldiers stand'?"
A. "They stood with their pieces before them to defend them-
selves, and as soon as they had placed themselves. a party,
about twelve in number, with sticks in their hands, who stood
in the middle of the street. gave three cheers, and immediately
surrounded the soldiers, and struck upon their guns with their
sticks, and passed along the front of the soldiers, towards
Royal Exchange Lane, striking the soldiers' guns as they
passed: numbers were continually coming down the street."

Q. "Did you hear any bell ring?"
A. "Yes."
Q. "What bell?"
A. "I believe all the bells in town were ringing. I heard the Old
South first."
Q. "Did the clattering of blows on the guns to the right. im-
mediately before the first gun went off, appear very violent?"
A. "Yes, very violent."

An Account Adapted from Legal Papers of John Adams, Vol-
ume 3, pages 246, 252, 267.269.

You must place yourselves in the situation of the British
soldiers. Consider yourselves knowing that the prejudices of
the world about you were against you; that the people about
you thought you came to force them to obey laws and instruc-
tions which they hated . . . tint the soldiers had no friends
around them, all were against them.. . . Consider the people
crying, "Kill them! Kill them! Knock them over!". and heaving
snowballs, oyster shells, and clubs.

. . . Consider yourselves in this situation and then judge
whether a reasonable man, in the soldiers' situation, would not
have concluded they were going to kill him.

. . . It is necessary to consider what is a riot. I shall give you
the definition of it. "Wheresoever more than three persons use
force or violence for the accomplishment of any design what-
ever, all concerned are rioters."

Were there not more than three persons in Dock Square?
Did they not agree to go to King Street. and attack the Main
Guard? Where then, is the reason for hesitation in calling it a
riot? If we cannot speak the law as it is, where is our liberty?
And this is law, that wherever more than three persons are
gathered together to accomplish anything with force, it is a
riot.. ..

The next witness that knows anything was James Bailey.. .



lk saw some round the Sentry, heaving pieces of ice, large
and hard enough to hurt any titan, as big as your fist. One
question is whether the Sentinel was attacked or not. If you
want evidence of an attack upon him there is enough of it.
Here is a witness, a citizen of the town, surely no friend to the
soldiers. ... Ile says he saw twenty or thirty round the Sentry,
throwing cakes of ice, as big as one's fist; certainly cakes of ice
of this size may kill a man, it' they happen to hit some part of
the head. So that, here was an attack on the Sentinel, the
result of which he had reason to fear, and it was wise in him to
call for the Main Guard, Ile retreated as far us he could. Ile
attempted to get into the custom house, but could not. Then
he called to the Guard, and he had a good right to call for their
help...

Bailey swears Montgomery, a British soldier, tired the first
gun. . .. This witness certainly is not prejudiced in favor of the
soldiers. Ile swears he saw a man come up to Montgomery
with a club and knock him down before he tired, and that he
not only fell himself, but his gun flew out of his hand, and as
soon as he rose he took it up and fired. if he was knocked
down on his post, had he not reason to think his life in dan-
ger'? .. .

When the crowd was shouting . . . and threatening life, the
bells all ringing, the mob whistling and screaming . . . the
people from all quarters throwing every kind of rubbish they
could pick up on the street, and some . . . throwing clubs at
the whole party, Montgomery hit with a club and knocked
down . . . what could he do? Do you expect he should do
nothing? ...

Bailey "saw Attucks, the Mulatto, seven or eight minutes
before the firing, at the head of twenty or thirty sailors .. .
and he had a large cordwood stick." So that this Attucks
appears to have decided to he the hero of the night and to lead
this army.... Ile formed them in the first place in Dock
Square, and marched them up to King Street with their clubs.
They passed through the main street up to the Main Guard, in
order to make the attack. It' this was not an unlawful assem-
bly, there never was one in the world. Attucks with his march-
ers came round Jackson's corner, and down to the party by
the sentry box. When the soldiers pushed the people off, this
man with his party cried, "Do not be afraid of them. They
dare not fire. Kill them! Kill them! Knock them over!" And he
tried to knock their brains out.

It is plain the soldiers did not leave their post, but cried to
the peopic, "Stand off." Now to have this band of men com-
ing down on them under the command of a stout fellow
whose very looks were enough to terrify any persons--what
had the soldiers not to fear? Attucks had hardiness enough to
fall in upon them, and with one hand took hold of a bayonet
and with the other knocked the man down. This was the be-
haviour of Attucks, to whose mad behaviour . .. the dreadful
battle of that night should he blamed.

The problem is, "What happened in Boston on
the evening of March 5, 1770?" The main objective
of this lesson is to have students realize how difficult
it is to piece together what really happened. to have
some experience of handling primary source mate-
rials. and to practice some analytical and critical
skills.

The first piece of evidence is John Tudor's Diary.
After reading, the teacher's first step (and eventually
the mature students' first step) is to pose questions
which check on comprehension. Here some of the
ideas you might have learned in the Right-to-Read

Program will come in handy, particularly the level of
questioning. You will recall three levels are proposed.
(They are found on pages 12.14 in Reading. A hind
Cinninitinent, Baltimore City Public Schools, 1973,)

I. The Literal Level
At what time did the event occur?
How many .ioldiers were involved?
At what point in the action did the bells ring'?
How many citizens were killed?

2. The Inferential or Interpretive Level
Why did John Tudor write a report?
Why do you think the timing of the ringing of the fire
bell is important?

3. Critical Level
Is there any reason to believe that John Tudor's ac-
count might be somewhat biased'?
It' so, why do you think so?

The second piece of evidence is a committee re-
port sent to the Massachusetts Governor telling what
happened. The committee was chaired by John Han-
cock and the committee asked the Governor to do
everything in his power to have the British soldiers
removed from Boston.

Here the literal and interpretive questions are
somewhat routine but the critical level becomes more
interesting. Now comparisons can be made.

Do the two documents agree on the time of the
event'? the ringing of the fire bell'? the number killed'?
etc

Who was John Hancock? etc.

The third and fourth pieces of evidence follow the
same types of patterns of analysis: sworn testimony,
statements in court. Conflicts with different versions
occur frequently. This is one way to make the analysis
relevant. Find a current story in a newspaper that
presents conflicting reports or opinions. Have stu-
dents attempt to get to the truth. Students most
likely will never get the true story, but they can do
some thinking on two points: the difficulty of deter-
mining what happens; the types of evidence they
would like to have in order to reconstruct the event
with some assurance that their interpretation is
reasonably correct.

I know the thought is going through your mind
that this is pretty stiff going for students. Not the
most difficult, because here students would structure
their own questions and entire analysis as well as lo-
cate their own sources. In this instance, there was a
great amount of teacher structure, teacher guidance,
and teacher selection. Notice, however, that the
teacher does not impose answers at the interpretive or
critical levels. One may, though, straighten out mat-
ters of "fact" that occur at the comprehension level.
But what about the student who cannot read these
sources and who is not at the point where he can
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handle interpretive and critical analysis of this na-
ture

k;i1lIse is not lust but it takes a lilt le more
work. Look at t he next several pages.

hut 4 - Booklet One DISCOVERING 1111. PAST

On the evening of March 5. I 770. Bloish troops opened the
on ;t group of colonists in Boston. This incident was one of the

first clashes leading to the Revolutionary War. But what really
happened in Boston on that night? There was hitter feeling
between the citizens and the British troops that occupied the
city . Did the soldiers deliberately open fire on a peaceful Bath-
:ring of people or were the soldiers, foaling for their own
safety , provoked into firing into an multi) mob?

The first e idence to eVitnitie is the diary of John Tudor.
Johti hidor was a itistice of the peace and a leading citizen of
Boston. Ile kept a daily record of events as he experienced
them.

On Monday evening. Match 5. a few minutes after time
o'clock a horrid murder was committed On King Street by
eight or nine British soldiers under the command of Captain
Thomas Preston,

The incident began when some boys threw snowballs at
the British guard at the custom house door. Eight or nine
soldiers came to his aid. Soon after. a crowd gathered. The
captain commanded the soldiers to tire on the crowd, which
they did. Three men were killed on the spot and several
mortally wounded.

Bawd on: Deacon Tudor's Diary, i No other information but a longer
.election appeared in The eillieriCall ReTOkitiOn. Civic Education Serv-
ice. Inc., 19611.I

. According to John Tudor, which of the following was true
about the incident?

It occurred on King Street a few minutes after nine o'clock.
Eight or nine soldiers participated.
The crowd threw snowballs at the soldiers.
Captain Preston ordered the soldiers to tire.
The crowd attacked the soldiers
Three men were killed and several others seriously wounded.

2. In using John Tudor's account of the incident, the most
important things to keep in mind are

lie was an eyewitness.
Ile was a just ice of the peace.
lie was a church officer.
He was a citizen of Boston.
lie kept a diary.

.'The people of Boston formed a conimittee headed by John
Hancock who Investigated the incident and wrote a report
asking the Governor to withdraw the British troops from Bos-
ton. A part of the report is given below.

It appears by the statements of a number of witnesses that
on the evening of March 5, 1770, between the hours of six
and nine-thirty when the firing began. many persons without
any reason were insulted and abused by parties of armed
soldiers patrolling the streets. Samuel Drowne says that he
was standing in his doorway a little after nine and saw four-
teen or fifteen soldiers of the 20th Regiment. armed with
swords and cutlasses, confront citizens of the town. They
abused some and assaulted others as they met them. The
covens were without so much as a stick in their hands to
defend themselves. MI or almost all of these soldiers headed
into King Street.

The threats and outrageous behavior of the party of
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soldiers caused someone to ling the meeting house bell near
the head of King Street. Since this hell is a signal for lire, it
quickly brought together a number of inhabitants. lhe
activity of the party of soldiers had also attracted a number
of boys around the guard at the custom house. Whether the
boys thought the guard was a member of the party of sol-
diers or whether the guard first challenged them is not clear,
but there was foul language exchanged between them. Some
of them, when he shoved his bayonet toward them, threw
snowballs at him. This caused him to knock quickly at the
custom house door.

The officer in charge was Captain Preston, who with seven
Or eight soldiers with me.rI rifles and fixed bayonets came
from the plaid house and took up a position in front of the
custom house. They treated the crowd in a rough Manner as
they passed through it. It seemed they wanted to create a
disturbance. This incident caused some snowballs to be
thrown at them... .

Mr. Knox swears that the soldiers attacked the people
with their bayonets. The backs of the people were toward
the soldiers when they were attacked. Altogether, there were
only seventy or eighty people involved... .

The soldiers were formed into a half circle and began to
time upon the people. Captain Preston is said to have ordered
them to the and to have repeated that order. One gun was
fired first, then others. Eleven persons were killed and
wounded.

Based on A Report of the Committee of the town of Roston and
Short Narrative of the Horrid Massacre in Boston,irst published along
with The Trial (4. the Soldiers in 1770 and reprinted in Frederick Kid.
tier, History of the Boston Massacre. t Alban) ISM, as quoted in
Richard R. Morns, The American Revolution. Van Nostrum!.

3. According to the evidence gathered by John Hancock's
committee, which of the following statements arc true?

A party of soldiers were harassing the townspeople.
The soldiers were drunk.
Some people carried sticks and clubs for protection.
Boys started to throw snowballs at a guard when he threat-
ened them with his bayonet.
Someone rang the fire alarm.
A crowd of several hundred people gathered.
The guard went for assistance.
Captain Preston, with seven or eight armed soldiers, came to
his assistance.
For no reason, the crowd threw snowballs at the soldiers.
Captain Preston ordered the troops to fire.
The soldiers bayonetted people in the hack.
Eleven people were killed or wounded.

.4.. The committee report and the diary entry of John .Tudor
agree on which of the following points?

The time of the event.
The number of soldiers involved.
The number of citizens involved.
The giving of a command,
The results of the gunfire.

As a result of the incident, Captain Preston and eight sol-
diers were arrested and brought to trial. John Adams. a young
attorney, a patriot, later to become President of the United
States, defended the soldiers. The excerpt below is part of his
defense summary to the jury.

On 0,e) 3
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Based on the Legal Amen or John Adams. Vol. 3. pp. 246. 252.
267-69. edited by 1.. Kinvin %Viotti and hiller B. 'Lobel, copyright 1965
by NIassachusetts historical Society. 'the Belknap Press of the 11 mufti
University Press.

5. John Adams argued that the testimony of the witnesses at
the trial proved which of the following:

The soldiers had no reason to tire into the crowd.
The soldiers tired because they feared for their lives.
The soldiers were attacked first.
The people were afraid of the soldiers.
The soldiers were ordered to tire into the crowd.
The incident seemed to have been planned by the citizens.

(. If you were a member of the jury at the trial and had only
the evidence that is presented in the three excerpts above,
you would find the soldiers

Guilty of murder.
Not guilty.
Guilty of manslaughter.
Justifiable homicide (killing).
Not able to reach a verdict.

7. When various primary sources disagree on the evidence. you
must decide which source can he most trusted. fixp lain how
each of the following ideas might help you make that judg-
ment.

Is time source prejudiced toward one point of view?
Does information about important tletails remain the same
throughout the source?
Is information in the soma supported by other primary
sources known to he reliable?
Do sources agree on details like times. places. and numbers?
What circumstances or conditions existed when information
was given?
Were there hidden reasons that might cause a source not to
want to tell the exact truth?

Does the source have a good or bad reputation for telling the
mull?

These points are noted:
there are some expository materials
the problem is stated
the hypotheses are stated
the source material has been rewritten

shortened
less difficult reading

comprehension checks are guided
critical analyses are guided

After much work on this level, students should
progress gradually to a more sophisticated approach.

Tilt: lesson on the 1770 event in Boston is only
one type of inquiry. There are many others. We shall
examine briefly, examples of several others. All of
these have been taken from actual lessons.

An elementary teacher using one of the Concepts
and Values books used the following activity with her
class.
Indians. the first Americans. could not vote in all the states
until 19,4.8. Most Indians still live on reservations. Most of
them are very poor, unhealthy. and unable to find work. ('an
you guess why Indians have been called Vanishing Americans?
I. In what ways are the problems of American Indians like

those of Black Americans? How are they unlike? (com-
parisons)

2. What effects, good and bad. could living apart on a reserva-
tion have on members of a subculture? on other members
of the culture? (supposition)

3. Besides legal rights, what else do people in a democracy
need in order to feel equal with others? (speculation)

Notice how these questions extend thought beyond
the pages of a text. This is a type of Socratic dia-
logue, the asking of searching questiOns, which is in-
quiry. Students who begin to think in these patterns
will find the more disciplined thought patterns at a
later level ,come rather naturally.

The next example is one in which students create
their own primary source material.
The Problem: Sequence of land use at Charles and 25th
Streets. Subproblem: What is there now? Method: Students
in teams. visited and studied the area. They made maps of the
area showing present land use. This activity involved:

drawing of a base map
deciding on various use classifications
making and recording observations
refining and reporting data

The final example is a different type of analysis. a
spatial analysis, using statistical data from primary
sources.

Observation: There is a significant difference county to
county in Iowa in the auto accident rate. Problem: Why?
Hypotheses:
I . The counties with a large number of people would probably
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have more accident..
2. The counties with the gleatest pet coinage of urban dwellers

vould probably have mote accidents.
3. The counties where there is the most drinking would prob.

ably have higher rates.
4. The counties with the gioatest percentage of older people

would probably have the higher rates.
Research: Students used United States Census data and data
front the Liquor Board of Iowa.
Results:
I. Yes
2. Yes
3. No
4. Amend

In each of these activities inquiry is involved. Re-
member that the gathering of information by inquir-
ing students can take many forms. A primary source
does not necessarily mean antique documents, One
should try one's hand at limited inquiry activities at

first until a sense of confidence is built. Only in this
way can one really learn to teach by this method.
Although talks, demonstrations and discussions may
help, it is the actual doing where the true learning
takes place.

In closing, let me add one word of advice. Al-
though we are concentrating on the inquiry approach,
we do not mean to convey the idea that all of the
work of a student should be inquiry. All thought
processes are not inductive, Inductive thought pat-
terns are generally used to create knowledge. Deduc-
tive thought patterns are generally used to apply
knowledge to specific situations. Both patterns are
important! In the past, however, students have been
exposed only to the expository deductive process.
What we are striving for today is a better balance for
students.

The Use of Community Resources
in the Educationa

. Administrators and teachers often do not possess the qualities
which would enable them to reach parents. It is important that they
exhibit humility, understanding, honesty, sensitivity to the feelings
of others, and interest in others.. ..

The birth of Sputnik impacted upon the educa-
tional world. Experts in that world asked the ques-
tion, "What are the Russians doing in their education-
al system that we are not?"

Russia has based its educational system upon the
needs and desires of the total community. Under the
present system, the Russian people may not have
much voice in determining what is to be done, but
the goals and objectives which have been established
have taken into consideration the desires and needs of
the communities in such a way as to ensure a high
rate of performance by all. Realizing that the success
of the Communist system depends upon the success
of its people, Russian leaders have developed an
educational system which is considered by many as
one to be respected.

The Need for Educational Change
Following the birth of Sputnik. many nations took
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a new look at their educational institutions and have
followed the direction of modern educational change.
They have taken such steps as the following:
Redesigned the curriculum content
Increased the use of new media
Reorganized the school environment
Initiated the use of high speed information processing
Intensified the recruitment of talented personnel
Introduced innovative techniques.

In the United States, the successful launching of
Sputnik led the Federal government to begin an im-
mediate assessment of its educational institutions.
The educational experts professors, teachers, and
scholars were consulted. In 1958, CDngress enacted
the National Defense Education Act and emphasis
was placed on the natural sciences, mathematics, and
foreign languages. Millions of dollars were poured
into both state and local systems in an effort to devel-
op outstanding students in these fields. This decision
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was based upon a broad scholarly perception of life.
What was the basis of this decision? The basis was
white Anglo-Saxon-Protestant values, not the needs
and desires of the total community. While the broad
goals and objectives may have been acceptable, there
was no consideration given the skills of community
learning.

When one considers our present educational sys-
tem, one is confronted with certain phenomena.
Johnny attends school five days a week; on Saturdays
and Sundays. he is exposed to many experiences in
his community. In school, Johnny does not do well,
but he can count to twenty-one and he knows the
various combinations of seven and eleven. In school,
Johnny cannot read his textbooks, but he can read
dirty books and other unacceptable publications.
Johnny has no problems with certain communication
skills, either. What is happening to Johnny in the
community that is not happening in schools? Our
schools lack the relevancy of real life experiences.
Some educational change must occur.

Community Involvement
The question which then arises is what educational

changes must occur in order that real life experiences
be incorporated into the school experience? The ex-
pertise of the community must be solicited. There is a
need to involve the community in the schools' activi-
ties. The community must be involved in determining
not only the content, but the skills which are needed
to provide quality education in our schools. Such a
wedding of the school and the community is neces-
sary if the goal of providing a quality education is to
he attained. However the intention of such involve-
ment must not be to placate the community or to
manipulate it. The objective must be to make public
education more relevant and to increase support for it
in the home.

The most fundamental objective of education is
the development of individual human dignity and
self-realization within the community. However the
education of a youngster is the result of his experi-
ences in the total environment. Much of what a
youngster learns in school is isolated from and has no
significant effect upon the youngster's behavior out-
side of school. The educational establishment is iso-
lated from the problems, dilemmas, choices, and
phenomena encountered beyond the walls of the
school building. The progressives tried to handle this
separation by bringing more "real-life" activities into
the classroom. They tried to make school work simu-
late real-life situations by introducing various manual
skills and decision-making activities.

What is suggested here is that communities he ac-
tively involved in the educational process. Such in-
volvement would require some coordination of such

resources as churches, businesses, museums, libraries,
community improvement groups, political groups,
and social service organizations. In order to effect
such coordination, the following questions must be
considered:

Can the schools alone produce quality education?
Is the school a cultural island separated from the

community mainland by the same kind of barrier that
separates fantasy from real life?

Does the school lead or follow the community, or
does it do a little of both?

Use of Community Resources

A review of some concrete examples of the use of
community resources in creating quality education is
pertinent here.

Community action resulted in the selection of one
of the first black superintendents of schools in 1968.

The Trenton School System was faced with certain
problems. (1) Trenton Central High School enrolled
approximately 3,000 students-45 percent white and
55 percent nonwhite. (2) The track system allowed
black students to be assigned to classes tracked as
"slow." (3) Little effort had been made to increase
the percentage of black teachers and administrative
personnel; twelve out of 180 teachers were black. (4)
A double standard of discipline existed. (5) The selec-
tion of a new superintendent was pending.

The Black Teachers Organization proposed that a
survey of Trenton blacks be made in order to fill five
important school vacancies.

"We the People," a grass roots organization, sup-
ported the Black Teachers Organization. (1) They
circulated leaflets designed to acquaint the com-
munity with the issue. (2) They helped man a picket
line in front of City Hall during the lunch hour from
May to July.

Established black middle-class organizations, such
as the following, also lent support: the local chapter
of the N.A.A.C.P., fraternal organizations, and the
Political Action Council headed by a black Trenton
assemblyman.

Black groups demanded a public hearing before the
final choice was made.

On July 23, 1968, Dr. Ercell Watson was appointed
the first black superintendent of the public schools of
Trenton, New Jersey.

A major testing ground for the community school
approach was the Adams-Morgan Project in Wash-
ington, D.C.

The Adams-Morgan Project was from the beginning
something more and something less than a commu-
nity controlled school. It involved: (1) an approach
to college participation in schools (Antioch College),
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( 2) t he use of d life rent ia led stalling, ( ) team teach-
ing, (4) a nongraded organization. (5) open-ended
curriculum. and ((,) a program of teacher and sub-
professional education.

It imolved the Adams-Morgan Community Council
which was composed largely of w hite Id middle-
,lass citizens who lived west of !Nth Street young
professionals and liberals who wished to be politically
active and were looking for power.

The lack of positive direction resulted in failure
concerning: ( ) community participation, (2) teach-
ers' attitudes and preparations, (3) classroom organi-
zation and curriculum, and (4) the role of outside
agencies in relation to the schools.

It was decided that all of the above issues must he
worked out by the community and the school to-
gether or the educational fabric would unravel almost
as quickly as it was stitched.

A perfect example of what the community can do
may be seen through an observation of the efforts of
Dr. Leon Sullivan of Philadelphia. In 1964, Dr.
Sullivan organized the Opportunities Industrialization
('enter with staff persons from the various schools
and industries within that city to give "grass roots"
citizens training in such areas as: electronics, power
sewing, drafting. cabinetmaking, restaurant practices,
commercial cooking. department store sales, welding,
dry cleaning, and laundry work. Six thousand people
were trained and five thousand of them were placed
on jobs.

There are many similar cases of success and failure
in this regard, but in each situation the involvement
of the community and the use of community re-
sources appears obvious and strong.

In 1965, the Federal government recognized the
need for community input by passing the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, which demanded the
est4blishment of two groups of community persons
with decision-making responsibilities. If the local edu-
cational agencies did not follow these guidelines.

-Federal funds were to he cut. Each year, up to the
1972-73 school year. the City of Baltimore received
approximately eleven million dollars for the com-
pensatory education at' deprived students.

In the development of the Fallstaff Middle School
Concept. the Baltimore City Public Schools involved
the communities of Mt. Washington. Fallstaff, and
Cross Country. I pray that the people in the inner
city get the same opportunity in creating a school
geared to their desires and needs.

Through the Model Cities Agency of Baltimore
various community-centered educational projects
such as the following are operating.

The Community Learning Centers are designed
somewhat after the Mississippi Freedom Schools.
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Children who do not adjust to the regular routine of
the public schools are enrolled and are given individu-
alized educational experiences. When they are ready
they can return to the public schools.

The Direct Search for Talent Project is designed to
encourage students to develop their talents in the
high schools and in institutions of higher learning.

The Cultural Arts Program under the direction of
Norman Ross has been very active in rendering aid to
the public schools in the many fields of arts.

The ill-fated Pilot Schools Project was designed to
bring about innovative methods of teaching inner-city
pupils through the use of a model which provides for
community participation.

Examples of private industry which play a positive
role in helping to create quality education in our pub-
lic schools are Center Stage, who in its efforts to
carry the world of the theatre to the children, pre-
sents Story Telling Programs and Workshops, and the
McCormick Company, who through the /WC:Wm/a
Plan. provides a program of career development with-
in its own particular community.

An example of individuals in the community play-
ing a role in creating meaningful educational experi-
ences is Dr. Herbert Frisby. Whenever a teacher
presents a unit dealing with the North Pole, 1)r.
Frisby will gladly assist. As a former teacher, he is
very capable of delivering an exciting and informative
presentation.

ParentsA Community Resource
The most valuable community resource are the

parents. Regardless of the educational and income
levels of parents. they are interested in their children.
They want the best for their children. Attitudes have
to change in order to get the best out of this corm.,
munity resource. School administrators must be re-
ceptive to innovative methods and must do a little
"reaching out. ". Teachers must include parental? in-
volvement in their planning: and parents must realize
that because educators do not know it all, they must
assume their responsibilities in creating_ duality educa-
tion in their communities.

In many schools this is done through the conven-
t ional parent group The Parent-Teacher Association.
Most Parent-Teacher Associations, throughout the
years however, have been controlled by the princi-
pals. Parents are generally expected to assume a serv-
ice role, such as: conducting money-making projects
to purchase equipment for the school, conferring
with teachers, serving as chaperones whenever the
school needs them, helping to keep the school com-
munity clean, or serving the school in a number of
other ways. Why not allow them to make some deci-
sions in reference to the educational aspects of the
schools to which they have entrusted their children?
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All parents are not interested in controlling the
schools, but all are interested in preparing their cil-
dren so that they may be able to owrcome the pit-
falls of society. Why not, then, organize parents and
other community persons, and give them tlw neces-
sary , tools so that they can play positive roles in cre-
ating quality education. Many of them are waiting and
eager for someone within the schools to say, "Come
and help us,"

Administrators and teachers often do not possess
the qualities which would enable them to reach par-
ents. It is important that they exhibit humility,
understanding. honesty, sensitivity to the feelings of
others, and interest in others.

Administrators. teachers, and parents must realize
that they possess mutual interests and similar respon-
sibilities in creating quality education throughout this
country.

The Educational Theories of
Christopher Jencks

Implications for Classroom Teachers

... The fundamental problem is not a racial one, and children
and adults alike should be judged in terms of their particular pattern
of abilities, personality traits, and other individual characteristics
rather than in terms of their color. ...

it is a well - documented historical fact that certain
segments of the academic community have a tend-
ency from time to time to obfuscate true ethics of
scholarship and the quest for scientific truth when-
ever social and political forces bring into prominence
the matter of dealing justly with minority groups.
This is especially true with regard to Blacks in their
quest for a fair and equal chance to share in the great-
ness that is America.

The most recent in a long series of such events is
the highly publicized advent of the controversial
work of Christopher Jencks and his colleagues at
Harvard University entitled inequallty: ReaSSCSS-
mem of the E.I:lect nf nril and Scinading in Ameri-
ca.

The Jencks hook has provoked an enormous
amount of controversy with the report that Cti u a I it-
i ng educational opportunity will have no appreciable
effect on equalizing income in our society. This re-
port and its attendant publicity have provided much
cannon fodder tor educational conservatives as well as
fin a variety of assorted bigots. An examination of
the study along with the recent census reports gives

Charles A. Ashbury

rise to some cogent questions concerning the tenabili-
ty of Jencks' conclusions. One big weakness relates to
the failure to account for age differences in education
and income (Tanner. 1973).

A recent census report shows that persons between
the ages of 20 and 29 have completed an average
(median) of almost 13 years of schooling, whereas
those between 55 and 64 years ofage have only 11.3
years of schooling. It is not reasonable, however, to
expect the younger group to have the higher income:
and by ignoring the age factor Jencks confounds the
expected relationship between education and income
and concludes that schooling accounts for little varia-
tion in income.

Family heads under 25 years of age have a mean
annual income of only 57,354. as compared with
S1 2,920 for those in the 45 to 64 year age group. In
addition. less than 3 percent of family heads over 25
are earning between S15.000 and $225,000, whereas
approximately 26 percent of family heads in the 45
to 64 year age group have an income in this range.
Despite age, recent census data actually show a clear
positive relationship between education and income.
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M that employed males who are earning under $6.000
do not on the average have a high school education,
whereas those who are earning $15,000 and over have
completed 3.2 median years of college. Jencks claims
that 40 percent of income difference between college
graduates and terminal elementary school graduates is
attributable to factors other than schooling such as
"varieties of luck."

Even Jencks' own data refute him wiwn he reports
that extra schooling for upper-middle-class males pro-
duces a higher rate of income amounting to some 24
to 29 percent. These kinds of things imply that as an
ex-newspaperman Jencks was well aware of what was
and was not newsworthy. in his report of findings. It
is always amazing how an investigator usually finds
things in his research which support his own pet
theories and points of view.

There is a standing joke in the psychology profes-
sion to the effect that it' a psychologist is married and
has children, his children always behave in accordance
with whatever theory of behavior the psychologist
happens to believe in. Interestingly enough, Jencks
chose to completely disregard the fact that college
graduates differ widely in income according to their
chosen occupations even though they may have iden-
tical years of schooling. Compare, for example, the
income of a baccalaureate public school teacher with
that of a baccalaureate professional football player.

Less than mt.) years prior to the publication of the
report, Jencks was advocating education vouchers as a
means of exposing "children to their full share of the
bright. talented, sensitive teachers." He wanted disad-
vantaged children to have more advantaged classmates
since this, in his view, was the most important single
resource.

Now Jencks has done an about-face when he in-
forms us that schooling is not a large factor in im-
proving one's place .

in society. But oddly, when he
was presented with the latest census findings (as re-
ported in an interview in The New York Times).
Jencks acknowledged that "the association between

-.schooling and income is there. What remains a mys-
tery is why." As Daniel Tanner (1973) has stated.
perhaps the real mystery is why Jencks concluded
otherwise in his highly publicized report. Also a
mystery is why so many educators have accepted his
findings. In these days when romantic dogmatists are
attempting to "deschool" society, misdirected and

.misconstrued studies must not be allowed to in-

fluence educational policy.
Jencks and his colleagues are also intensely in-

terested in the genetic versus the environmentalistic
determination of I.Q. This is a confusing issue which
should be settled in terms of the most promising
avenues of research (and public policy) to he pursued.
It' the environmentalists are right. Head Start makes
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sense, and so do all the other programs of compensa-
tory education. On the other hand it' the geneticists
are right, only the realization of the genetic origin or
social disability will enable us to investigate the pre-
cise nature of what it is that has been inherited and to
take environmental action to counteract the effects
of genetic disorder (Eysenck, 1971). This has become
a fictitious issue in that it implies that the major
problems we have in education are spinoffs of the
larger racial problem in our society. I believe these
issues to be false ones.

What are the true issues? They center on the prob-
lem of educating the less able, less academic, less
educable generally, in such a way that they are en-
abled to play a proper part in the economic, indus-
trial, and commercial life of the nation, instead of
being condemned to blind-alley jobs, unskilled labor,
or the dole; and also of educating them in such a way
that they are enabled to enjoy the abundant leisure
which we are told is just around the corner for every-
one (Eysenck. 1971). To be sure, this is a general
problem, not limited to, or even particularly linked
with, the color question. It is doubtful it' anyone fa-
miliar with what goes on in our schools, or what
comes out of our schools by way of finished product,
can honestly say that we have even begun to attack
this problem seriously. Bored youngsters. eager to
leave at the first opportunity; boys and girls almost
illiterate, unable to write or spell or read anything but
comics -these are the proud products of an educa-
tional system which flits from fad to fad without any
basis in solid research, or proper understanding of the
processes involved in learning, or the bases of motiva-
tion. It is the dull ones, who need support most, who
suffer. The wonder is not that they run wild, but
rather mat they tolerate so patiently what is done to
them in the name of education (Eysenck, 1971).

This, then, is a general problem, and even if it can
be shown that a higher proportion of Blacks than
whites is to be found in the "under 90 I.Q." group,
this hardly makes it a racial problem. It is considered

-.that any big industrial concern should finance re-
search into the processes used by it to the tune of
between 1 percent and 5 percent of its turnover in
order to remain competitive. Education does not
finance research into education at a rate even one-
hundredth of that. Until it does, it is unlikely that
these problems will be solved.

The fundamental problem is not a racial one, and
children and adults alike should be judged in terms of
their particular pattern of abilities. personality traits,
and other individual characteristics rather than in
terms of their color.

We need to start again at the beginning. We already
know a few things which suggest a different strategy
for introducing meaningful programs. Realization of
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is Sin1P11 that 00.1 child in a district should have the
same claim on etery school. regardless of where he
happens to live. 1 his means that if a poor black molt-
er wants her children in a predominately white
school. she should he free to enroll them. and the
district ,putrid transport them there. It does not mean
that it she wants white children in her neighborhood
school. the district must compel white students to
enroll there.

Jencks also favors central financing as a means of
making schools more responsite to groups they have
traditionally ignored and as a means of equalizing ex-
pendit across distriets and states.

Ile also favors open admission to higher education,
financed by sources other than the home.

Basically Jencks is advocating a scheme for equal-
izing income distribution and he contends that equal-
izing opportunity is not the way to accomplish this.

What dues .Jencks propose in order to remedy
these problems? i 1) We need to make annual expendi-
tures per pupil more equal. 12) Jencks favors a system
in which higher education is financed by taxing (sur-
charging) those who have benefited from it directly.
I 3) lie believes all schools should he open to any
student who wants to attend: a) school districts
should admit any student in the district to any school
he wants to attend. no matter where he lives: (11) the
district ought to pay the cost of transporting the pu-
pil: I it a school got too crowded, expansion would
seem feasible. If expansion were impossible. students
would he admitted by lot. A school could also he
divided in halt with pupils assigned randomly.

Implications for Teachers

Those who believe in neighborhood schools object
to this approach on grounds that "outsiders will take
over 'our schools.' These are likely to be the same
people who resist outsiders t i.e.. Blacks) moving into
"their- neighborhood. Committed integrationist, also
object to such a system. on the grounds that it is

simply a warmed-ot or version of what the North calls
"open enrollment- and the South calls "freedom of
choice." Blacks will only attend school with whites it'
they apply to schools where whites are enrolled.
Whites can escape attending schools with Blacks if
they can find schools that hate no Black applicants.
In a community where Blacks are expected to stay in
their place. and are subject to all sorts of sanctions it'
they apply to an all-white school, a system of this
kind will achieve almost nothing. In a community
where the school administration believes in desegre-
gated schools. such a system could produce dramatic
changes in attendance patterns. The "liberal" alterna-
tive to this position is compulsory busing at present.
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Implications for Curriculum Assignment
Schools should avoid classifying students whenever

possible.
At the elementary level, students would he ran-

domly assigned to classes and teachers should respond
to students* individual interests rather than expecting
all students to learn the saute thing.

At the secondary level, students should not he
segregated into college preparatory and noncollege
curricula that determine what they must study. but
should he free to design their own curricula from
whatever courses the school offers. Students who
hope to attend college must he told what to take. but
if they prefer vocational courses that also should he
possible. Students who want job training should be
given it, if the programs have practical value: but if
these students also want to take academie courses.
they should he encouraged to do so on the same basis
as anyone else. While not making graduates appreci-
ably more equal, these reforms would give every stu-
dent an equal claim on educational resources, desir-
able classmates, and interesting subject matter while
Ile is in school. Also, there would he a recognition
that every student's needs are equally legitimate.

Educational Vouchers

Jencks is a staunch advocate of the voucher plan.
The idea of using educational vouchers is to accel-
erate breaking away from some of the practices which
are recognized as being ineffective. if not futile. but
which are deeply cm bedded in bureaucracy. The me-
dium for this movement is to issue vouchers to parents
for their children's elementary school education
which may be "cashed" at any school of their choice.
Schools which did not have the program. facilities.
and personnel which attracted customers would not
survive. Aside from maintaining Milli111L1111 standards
and observing certain regulations. established by an
.educational voucher agency, >chools would he free to
expand and experiment along lines which parents and
pupils deemed to he worthwhile.

The plan was developed by Jencks t I 47O. "Giving
Parents Money for Schooling: Education Vouchers."
Phi Della Kappan. 52:49-52) under contract with the
U.S. Office of Education, and it was anticipated that
it would be tried on a limited basis. Forecasts of suc-
cess are based on the success of the GI Bill which
allowed students to pursue their educational careers
at multitudes of approved institutions. Some of the
problems which must he dealt with in basic regula-
tions are: (1) seeing that better supported schools are
not provided by the financially able than are provided
by those of low economic status: t 2 ) prohibiting par-
ents from supplementing the value of the voucher: (3I
not providing a device by which racists may avoid
having their children associate with those of another
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color: ) presenting d ista nee and transportation front
becoming a harrier to equal educaticmal opportunity:
and (5) preventing religious organizations from using
vouchers for purposes of proselyting making con-
verts).

there is some apprehension that this untried ver-
sion of education will destroy public education (Clay-
ton. 19701 or that parents are any better qualified to
judge and seek for better schools than are elected
sehool board members (Ilavighurst. 1970). Neverthe-
less..leneks feels that teaching and learning are subtle
processes. and they seem to resist all attempts at im-
provement by foimal regulation. Rule books are sel-
dom subtle enough to prevent the bad things that can
happen in schools and are seldom flexible enough to
allow the best things I Jencks. 1')70).

Increasing numbers of educators and economists
contend that educational mediocrity results from the
lack of student and parental choice concerning which
schools receive their tax money. The Voucher Plan
represents a major alternative that would remedy this
problem. Parents of every school-age child in a trial
section of a city would be given a chit worth a certain
number of dollars (equal to the current local per-
pupil expenditure). The parents would give the chit
to the school of their choice, public or private. The
chosen school would then cash the chit with a vouch-
er agency, similar to a school board, which would set
rules for all participating schools. These rules might
include the prohibition of racial discrimination, the
stipulation that seats he made available through a lot-
tery, and the guarantee that parents receive accurate
no np ro pag a nd ist ic "advertising" material from
schools.

The supporters of the voucher plan hope that in-
creased real economic power for parents would serve
as a spur to schools to assess more carefully their
responsibility to their clients, as well as to motivate
them to perform in accordance with the parents'
wishes. The impetus for the voucher plan comes pri-
marily from economists, school critics who believe in
the need for new schools. and Federal officials seek-
ing ways around both the current school financial
crisis and the slowness of school reform. No one
knows, of course. how well such a plan would work
in practice.

The educational voucher program is aimed at mak-
ing schools more responsive to students and parents.
giving all parents a choice in the education of their
children and increasing parental responsibility in their
children's education. Parents would receive a voucher
for each of their children equal to the amount of the
school system's average per-pupil expenditure; the
voucher could he spent in any school of their
choice public or private. Children who are disadvan-
taged. mentally retarded, or otherwise more difficult

to teach would receive more valuable vouchers: the
increment would be paid by the Federal government.
Additional transportation would also be provided for
from Federal funds. A participating school would be
required to publicize information about its facilities.
programs. teachers, and students and would have to
take all those who apply. If a school could not handle
all its applicants, half its enrollment would be deter-
mined by a lottery, thus reducing the danger of dis-
crimination. Proponents of the plan feel that those
who would most benefit from it are children from
disadvantaged areas, who are now attending the poor-
est schools. Critics, including the NAACP and teach-
ers' unions, maintain that the program would per-
petuate segregation and that children of less sophisti-
cated parents would be left in a "dumping ground,"
deserted by most students for better schools.

Further Implications for Teachers

Teachers and other members of the education pro-
fession should begin to take the offensive rather than
the defensive stance in dealing with critics like
Jencks.

Teachers should begin to organize for action which
would result in more pupil learning in much the same
way that they have organized in their quest for higher
pay, better working conditions, etc.

We should stop always following someone else's
lead and permitting ourselves to be distracted from
the primary mission of educating children. It is cru-
cial that we stop permitting the white power struc-
ture to define the issues which affect and are impor-
tant to Black people.

We ought to stop using terms like "deprived child"
and "compensatory education" and go back to our
older position that black children can learn just as
well as anybody else if they are properly taught and
we believe they can learn.

Teachers should avoid becoming too locked into
the system of bureaucracy and union advocacy.
where everything is either strictly prescribed (has to
he done) or strictly forbidden (must not be done).
This tendency puts too many constraints on the edu-
cative process and makes robots of teachers, much to
the detriment of the teachers' growth and the child's
learning.
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Bridging the Gap Between School
and the Community

... How far does the school move to create change? There are
some who are so timid they wouldn't move at all. Others would
want us to create a brave new world tomorrow. My own prescription
is, "Go as fast as you can (you'd be surprised how many are on your
side), as slow as you must (you can't be out there leading alone with
everybody far behind, you'll be bumped off)."

"Go as fast as you can, as slow as you mustbut go!"

The community school movement is receiving a
good deal of attention these days and currently the
Baltimore City Public Schools are on the frontier of
the development. Certainly the new Dunbar Iligh
School. with its articulation of community health.
education. and recreational needs. represents the front
line in the movement. The use of the diuretic. induct-
ing the integral role of community members indicates
that Dunbar is not only for the community. but by it.
The community school movement. under Mrs. Pearl
Brackett. is further indication of how far the Balti-
more City Public Schools have gone.

The Beginnings of the Baltimore City Public Schools

It is interesting to note that the present school-
community movement carries us back to the very be-
ginnings of the Baltimore City Public Schools. This is
not an empty or academic exercise in which we par-
take when we look at our origins. In the I820's. Balti-
more, like other parts of a young United States, was
wrestling with the whole concept of public education
as a new idea. Sure it wasn't public in the full sense of
the word. There were racial restrictions: the educa-
tion was limited to elementary grades, and there were

-restrictions in curriculum. But in the same sense that
the Declaration of Independence though equally
limited was the beginning of an important idea. the
public schools that opened in Baltimore in 1828.
nearly i 50 years ago, set forth the idea that the com-
munity was to have an important role in operating
the schools.

For virtually the first forty years the School Com-
missioners hired and rated the teachers. managed the
school funds. rented the buildings. set the learning
patterns, established rules for discipline, and ran the
schools. The schools belonged to the Commissioners
who represented the public. The whole idea emerged
with the growth of Jacksonian Democracy in America
and the liberal revolutions of the 1930's in Con-
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tinental Europe. the Reform Movement in England,
and the real beginnings of labor unions in America.
Ja, .onion Democracy brought the elimination of re-
ligious and property requirements for holding office
and a whole new faith in man, including the begin-
nings of the abolition movement among. whites and
the origins of revolts for' emancipation among blacks.
Sure, again, it was a limited democratic movement.

The Professional Staff Takes Over
It was the 1860's that brought about the prots-

sionalization of school activities in the Baltimore City
system. In 1866. the first city school superintendent
was appointed, a Rev, M. Jilton. In that decade, too,
the state school system came into being. In 1866. the
Maryland State Normal School came into being, and
some eighteen years later a department of pedagogy
at Johns Hopkins. The "scientific pedagogue." thanks
to Henry Barnard and Horace Mann, came into being
and teaching and learning were professionalized. So
the community abdicated. and more and more profes-
sional administration came into being at the central
offices in Baltimore and elsewhere. As more profes-
sional administrators came into being tlw School
Board relinquished its hold, and decisions of all kinds
were made by the professionals.

The School and Community Cooperate
Then some sixty years after the coining of the

professional a good turning point would be World
War I. 1918 the Baltimore schools moved into a
period of cooperation between schools and com-
munity. Locust Point Elementary School was built
with community health and library facilities under the
principalship of Miss Persis Miller, who was an early
school-community proponent. Other significant hap-
penings include the war efforts in the schools. the
coining of neighborhood improvement associations.
the Public School Association organized in 1920, the
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highly important Citizens Advisory Committee of
seventy-five representative citizens appointed in 1933
looking at the entire school curriculum. The economy
depression of the late twenties and thirties brought
more citizen participation to review the school budg-
et. The PTA movement originated in the 1930's with
110 PTA's in Baltimore, as did the Human Relations
movement and Committees of the 1930's in the Balti-
more Public Schools.

Finally, came the effect of the community school
movement brought about during World War II and
the community and child study movements in the
Baltimore City Public Schools in the late forties, the
fifties, and early sixties, which reached thousands of
teachers. More recently came the Community School
Division. We are now full force into the school-com-
munity cycle, with decentralization a strong symbol
of the idea.

Today. 150 years after its origin, the Baltimore
City Public Schools are back to the early start with
the concept that the professionals alone will not call
the signals. Only this time the community is a wider
communityrace, property, sex, and other limita-
tions have, in the main, been destroyed. Other restric-
tions in terms of early grades only are gone. Some
eighty to ninety percent of those who started first
grade are likely to finish high school, and nearly one-
half of those will go on to college. Furthermore, the
curriculum is quite different. This time the public
unlike the situation in 1828involves more people
and its undertakings are broader in scope.

Yet, I don't want to build too rosy a picture, for
at the moment there is a good deal of disenchantment
with the public schools in Baltimore and elsewhere.
and the various communities may even be antagonis-
tic, not cooperative. But I believe this is part of the
general malaise, general Watergate, and general skepti-
cism, though it is true that the relationships between
school and community need to be cleared up.

Still there are some bridges that have been solidly
built and I want to establish them. They represent a
solid base that grows out of the years of the expe-
riences I've described. The values in this heritage are
solid.

To Understand the City
First is the view that we must understand the com-

munity in which we teach. It is not a simple thing to
say that we will seek to understand the community.
Do we mean the City, the neighborhood, or both? My
own strong thoughts are that we mean both. The Pub-
lic schools by law and by custom are controlled by
the City -the real estate tax supporting the schools is
collected citywide. The organic responsibility is to a
city School Board. but each school exists within a
context of its own. the neighborhood. so both city

and neighborhood are involved.
But it is the City we must understand first. Sure

we should know the physical features, the importance
of the harbor, the phenomenal physical changes
brought about by Charles Center, Inner Harbor, and
those yet to come at Coldspring, a city within a city.
We should also know something about the structure
of Baltimore's government and how it operates. These
are the surface understandings. We can go to books,
like those issued by the Greater Baltimore Commit-
tee. We can read the City Charter or better yet visit
the City Hall and see the surface operations of the
City Council and Board of Estimates in action.

But a city is like a person; merely describing him in
terms of height, weight, and color of eyes, is hardly
enough to tell you what he is like. This is why a
portrait painter seeks to go beyond the mere photo-
graph.

Unfortunately, there has never been published a
good, intensive sociological study of Baltimore such
as Klein did for Pittsburgh. Most of the writings
about this city have been frothy, such as those in
Holiday Magazine which talk of Baltimore's oysters
and crab cakes, the Colts, Johnny Unitas, and The
Block. Even Francis Bierne's Amiable Baltimoreans
is very surface treating.

I'd like to deal with some of the more deep-seated
understandings about Baltimore that need to get into
a study of what the city is like. A few years ago I did
a long article for the Afro - American on this sub-
ject, and I raised the point that Baltimore is both
plagued and blessed with three overriding paradoxes.

The Memories of Baltimore
First, the paradox of memories based on acts no

longer is as severe as it was in the past. The memory
of hate is not an easy one to dismiss. Countee Cullen,
the black poet, writing in 1925 spoke of an "Inci-
dent." He wrote

Once riding in old Baltimore
Heart filled, head filled with glee
I saw a Baltimorean
Keep looking straight at me.
"Now I was eight and very small
And he was no whit bigger,
And so I smiled, but he poked out
His tongue, and called me, Nigger.
I saw the whole of Baltimore
From May until December
Of all the things that happened there
That's all that I remember."
It is these memories of "white only" signs at the

lavatories of Pratt Library, of separate meetings, of
separate salary schedules for black and white teach-
ers, of segregated schools, of Marian Anderson's prob-
lem at the Lyric, of the Tennis Court Oath at Druid
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dill Park. the socre housing ... and occupational re-
strictions. and the cutting oft of all participation in
gove rumen t.

And other groups have their memories. too. The
Jews of Baltimore lied in a city with more housing

rest riLlk e cowlialits titan any other place in the
United States the restrictions at Anneslie. Stone-
leigh. Roland Park. ;ifiltOrd. and for a long time Ash-
burton and Loehearn. There was virtuanN an iron
housing hand around the city which didn't permit
Jews lo break through.

Roman Catholics have their memories. too. was
not too manN years ago that graduates of the educa-
tion department at Notre Dame of Maryland were not
permitted to do their practice teaching in Baltimore
public schools. White Protestants and ethnic groups
also ha\ c their memories the aceusations against the
Central YMCA's the lack of appointments to the
School Board Intin ethnic Fast and South Baltimore.
Women have their memories. too recalling that there
were separate salary schedules and that return from
maternity leikes brought automatic assignment to
special education classes.

Memories Leave Deep Impressions
The sad part about all Li 1 ese memories is that

though the seeds of hale no longer flower to the same
point. the memories have had their effect. and the
one against whom there were recriminations often be-
lieves it most or at least has often learned to live more
comfortably with the lie itself.

So many Jews in Baltimore Ike in self-ghettoiza-
tion long after the walls of the ringed city are down.
Many blacks shy away from Provident Hospital and
even nioN whites do so long after the stereotype has

been destroyed. A goodly number of qualified white
Protestants refuse to run for the City Council saying.
they wouldn't haw a chalice. And a significant num-
ber of conservative whites hold onto the memories of
a Baltimore with cotillions. of hunt races in the Val-
ley. and of a Southern milleau long gone.

To understand the memories of a city is not to
succumb to the hatreds nor the wisteria. We must
start with ourselves: the memories of the self-pity- and
the self-guilt should be forgotten. If we or our prede-
cessors have been hurt in the far past, by all means
let's note it. N1oreover. let's not be satisfied with
progress that is unfinished. and let's \Ow to finish the
job. But let's not have the hatreds or self-flagellation
prey upon us to such a degree that it destroys our
effectiveness to create a better city.

Wiggle-Room
By all means let's seek to find the Baltimore of the

"wiggle-room." The fascinating tlfing about Baltimore
is the paradox of the best amidst the worst. At all
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times in the -history of the City there has been an
element seeking reform. For example. in the I 890's
when the city wAs ridden with politics and g- ft and
bossism. people like Daniel C. Gilman, who was presi-
dent of Johns Hopkins. brought about a new City
Char et which created a civil service system for City
worker. including teachers, In the late 1940's when
most Baltimoreans staled they were not ready for
racial integration of schools. Superintendent William
hi. Lemmel and later to he President of the School
Board. Walter Sondheim. along with others in and out
of the school system such as N1artin Jenkins. Vivian
Cook. and Furman Templeton small group though
we were prepared the way for Baltimore to succeed
when the 105-1 Supreme Court decision came.

The Power Structure
In understanding the City it is important to identi-

fy those who can help bring about change. It is often
surprising to find that specific reforms can often
come about under a wide umbrella. When 1 was Chair-
man of the Bard Councilmanic Redistricting Commit-
tee in I 967, and again in 1471. which sought to bring
about more equitable distribution (especially in terms
of minority representation ). we Created a reform
coalition that included ('ORE. The Womens' Civic
League. The Junior Association of Commerce, The
League of Women Voters, Womanpower, The
NAACP, and The Urban League. We won a smashing
victory at the polls against the standpatters in the
Council and against the traditional politicans.

\.

power structure of Baltimore? It was
onV.11quietly h heidden in the Maryland Club or in the
hands of political bosses like Kelly. Mahon, and
Pollack. Today it's dispersed at many ethnic, racial,
socio-economic. cultural. and political levels. A
sophisticated study will show that the power struc-
tures have changed radically in Baltimore in recent
years.

The Neighborhood
Earlier. 1 stated that to know the City was not

enough: each school has its own ethos, its own neigh-
borhood. its own values and mores. its own power
structures. As anyone who has studied the New York
City school-community movement knows, sometimes
the kilk ways of the neighborhood run smack into
deep conflict with those for the City.

As educators. at all tittles conflict or not our
focus must he on the child. You have had a number
of presentations in this series on ethnic. racial. re-
ligious. and socio-economic backgrounds of our
school children. In the neighborhood studies the
primary focus is the pupil who faces us each day as
we teach a class. Here it is not merely a search to
understand him but to put ourselves in his shoes to
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einpathite, We can teach him onIN if we understand
what it is that he internalises. Anyone who has ever
taught school knows that what you as a teacher say
in a 11 lath. English, or history etas, may haw as many
meanings as there are students in your room. NO pu-
pil emus into the elassroom alone. lie hrings with
him his environment. and hoth enter into the learning
p roe ess.

The Child

\\ all Whitman. the great democratising poet. said
it so well in his poetry There Was a Child Wont

'1 herehere Was a child went forth every day.
And the first ohject he look'd upon. the objeet he
hecame.
And that object became part of him for the day or
a certain part of the day.
Or for man} \ ears or stretching cycles of years.

The earl lilacs became part of this child

His own parents. he that had father'd him and she
that had conceked him in her womb and hirth'd
him

'1 he mother with mild words. dean her cap and
gown, a wholesome odor falling off her person and
clothes as she walks by.
The father. strong...
The How, the quick lout. word
The family usages. the language

'I Ile streets themselves and the facades of houses

These became part of the child who went forth
every daN and w ho now goes and will always go
forth eve!) day.

flow w ill we know this child unless we walk with
him on his waN to school. unless we are familiar %vith
his hopes. his fears? flow manN of lts have taken time
to walk. around the block where our school is located.
to stop and talk with Op.. people. Indeed. to virtually
become familiar with the smells of the neighborhood.
Baltimore's sellouts sere a district which conforms
somew hat to a census tract area. .1 he 1970 Census
Report for Baltimore has a breakdown report on each
tract in terms of population data age. sex. race.
national origin. years of schooling for those over
twenty -11),e years of age. housing. income. occupa-
tions. etc. It's an interesting exercise to study this
data for your school.

Where arc the power strilet LINN for r your schol's
neiglibitrhood? likh group and ,Ilich individuals
makc the What are the sensitive problems
of the neighborhood?

The Community Enters the Curriculum.
To understand the City and the school's neighbor-

hood is the beginning. To make all ()I' this a part of the
school curriculum is the next step. It' rodent control
is a neighborhood concern, then students in their
health studies can learn how to deal with rats. If the
problem is a lack of sophistication in getting through
governmental bureaucracy. then social studies classes
ought to deal with how to petition. how to lobby.
and how to testify. Of course, this often leads to
moving out of the four walls of the classrooms to
field t rips. student participatory projects. released
time activities, investigatory studies, and other ways
of using community resources.

To Improve the Community
An even higher level of school-community rela-

tions is that related to improving the neighborhood.
}lore the stakes are high. but the casualty lists are
long. Many a Sir Galahad has been bumped from his
white steed. The major controversies center around
the debate as to whether the school reflects or affects
society. Those who hold sharply on the theme that
the school rellects may. say the school has no busi-
ness re-making society.

Others hold that whether the school likes it or not,
it must re-make society. The mere fact that secondary
education now enrolls virtually all students means
that the populace will he more articulate and the
American standard of living is likely to go up.

But does the school take sides on controversial
questions such as abortion and busing school chil-
dren? How about required school prayer? Capital
punisnment?

At the least the school must make students aware
of the problems. Moreover, the school can give stu-
dents the means to express their opinions. In widely
accepted areas. such as "getting out the vote," the
school can play a more active part.

Most important of all, those community problems
that impinge upon learning, e.g.. the Right to Read
Program, finances to permit students to go to school.
school lunches. academic deficiencies. ;111(1 job prepa-
ration are areas wher: the school's responsibilities are
clear-cut. It is important to remember that when a
teacher. or department. or an entire school under-
takes a community improvement project. it is best
not to work alone, No matter what the topic may be.
there is always an authoritative agency working in the

For examPle- if there is a need for consumer
education, the Urban League in Baltimore has a spe-
cial bureau in this area and a lot of competence a.;
does the Maryland State's Attorney's Office. If there
is a search to improve housing conditions. the Citi-
/ens Planning and !lousing Association has assigned
school workers. If the study involves legal rights of
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tenants, the National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People and the District Courts of
Baltimore have assigned personnel. If the project in-
volves human rights, there are two governmental com-
missions on this subject-one for the City and a State-

ide one.

Community Relations as a Wheel
School-community relations might be symbolized

as a wheel. The hub is the student whom we seek to
improve. He is the focus. The rim is the community
and the spokes that connect the rim to the hub are
the various community agencies: Model Cities, the
NCCJ, Womanpower, The League of Women Voters,
CORE, the PTA, governmental agencies, etc. The
agencies brought into the picture are determined by
the activity at hand. But they all work together in
terms of community councils.

As I see it, the school is one of the spokes and it
takes the leading role, with others helping, when the
subject is school-related, such as reading. If the sub-
ject is rodent control for the neighborhood, the meet-
ing might be at the school and certainly the school
would have a role in terms of curriculum, but it
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would be the city's rodent control division of the
Health Department taking the lead.

Of course you cannot segment a person's problems
into little pieces and into agency contact that become
overwhelming. So it is well that the Dunbar School
will contain health facilities, but that doesn't mean
that the teachers will replace public health workers
who should man that service. It does mean that teach-
ers at Dunbar will make certain that their students
use these health facilities and that they educate for
such use. Furthermore, teachers know that healthy
students are more likely to succeed in their schooling.

Does the school affect change? By all means, but
not alone, rather in concert. How far does the school
move to create change? There are some who are so
timid they wouldn't move at all. Others would want
us to create a brave new world tomorrow. My own
prescription is, "Go as fast as you can (you'd be sur-
prised how many are on your side), as slow as you
must (you can't be out there leading alone with
everybody far behind, you'll be bumped off)."

"Go as fast as you can, as slow as you mustbut
go!"


